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A COMPREHENSIVE THEORY OF CIVIL SETTLEMENT

J.J. Prescott† & Kathryn E. Spier‡

A settlement is an agreement between parties to a dispute. In everyday parlance and in academic scholarship, settlement is juxtaposed with trial or some other method of dispute resolution in which a third-party factfinder ultimately picks a winner and announces a score. The “trial versus settlement” trope, however, represents a false choice; viewing settlement solely as a dispute-ending alternative to a costly trial leads to a narrow understanding of how dispute resolution should and often does work. In this Article, we describe and defend a much richer concept of settlement, amounting in effect to a continuum of possible agreements between litigants along many dimensions. “Fully” settling a case, of course, appears to completely resolve a dispute, and if parties to a dispute rely entirely on background default rules, a “naked” trial occurs. But in reality virtually every dispute is “partially” settled. The same forces that often lead parties to fully settle—joint value maximization, cost minimization, and risk reduction—will under certain conditions lead them to enter into many other forms of Pareto-improving agreements while continuing to actively litigate against one another. We identify three primary categories of these partial settlements: award-modification agreements, issue-modification agreements, and procedure-modification agreements. We provide real-world examples of each and rigorously link them to the underlying incentives facing litigants. Along the way, we use our analysis to characterize unknown or rarely observed partial settlement agreements that nevertheless seem theoretically attractive, and we allude to potential reasons for their scarcity within the context of our framework. Finally, we study partial settlements and how they interact with each other in real-world adjudication using new and unique data from New York’s Summary Jury Trial Program. Patterns in the data are consistent with parties using partial settlement terms both as substitutes and as complements for other terms, depending on the context, and suggest that entering into a partial settlement can reduce the attractiveness of full settlement. We conclude by briefly discussing the distinctive welfare implications of partial settlements.
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INTRODUCTION

Every legal dispute is unique. At a sufficiently fine-grained level, of course, the underlying facts of every case make it one-of-a-kind, but disputes also differ from each other along other important dimensions.1 Even if two cases involve identical facts, for instance, litigation evolves differently when the applicable substantive law and procedural rules vary, and when the litigating parties differ in their sensitivity to risk, in their access to resources, in their knowledge of material facts, and in their beliefs about the likely outcome of any adjudication. If the two parties to a litigation largely agree about the likely outcome of a trial and both are well informed (i.e., each party has a good sense of what the other knows), full settlement is

extremely likely, at least so long as the costs of litigation are non-trivial or at least one of the parties is somewhat sensitive to risk. The basic idea of this well-understood principle is that by entering into the agreement—e.g., with one party paying the other party a lump-sum in exchange for abandoning the latter’s claim—both parties wind up better off.

But what if the conditions of the dispute preclude this precise arrangement? Fully settling a case dramatically reduces litigation costs (in theory, dropping them to zero) and eliminates risk (again, dropping it to nothing), but sometimes litigation costs are not particularly high and not all parties are especially sensitive to risk. Perhaps more important, parties sometimes have divergent, mutually optimistic beliefs about their prospects at trial. This occurs when each party is

---

2 Roughly 19 million civil cases were filed in state courts in 2010. Robert C. LaFontaine et al., Nat’l Ctr. for State Courts, Examining the Work of State Courts: An Analysis of 2010 State Court Caseloads 3–4 (2012), http://www.courtstatistics.org/other-pages/~media/microsites/files/csp/data/2012pdf/csp_dec.ashx (stating that more than 18% of 103.5 million cases filed in state courts were civil cases); cf. Admin. Office of the U.S. Courts, 2010 Annual Report of the Director: Judicial Business of the United States Courts 138 (2011), http://www.uscourts.gov/statistics-reports/judicial-business-2010 (stating that roughly 275,000 to 285,000 cases filed in federal courts between 2009 and 2010 were civil cases). While settlement rates vary by type of case and jurisdiction, generally less than 3% of filed cases reach trial verdict. John Barkai, Elizabeth Kent & Pamela Martin, A Profile of Settlement, 42 Ct. Rev. 34, 34 (2006). This figure does not include the countless number of disputes that are resolved without a complaint ever being filed. In a study of 385,000 automobile and general liability insurance claims, approximately 12% were filed as lawsuits or involved insurer litigation costs and approximately 0.6% went to trial or arbitration. See J.J. Prescott, Kathryn E. Spier & Albert Yoon, Trial and Settlement: A Study of High-Low Agreements, 57 J.L. & Econ. 699, 732 (2014).


4 Mutual optimism and self-serving biases have been observed in experimental settings. See George Loewenstein et al., Self-Serving Assessments of Fairness and Pretrial Bargaining, 22 J. Legal Stud. 135, 139 (1993) (finding a positive correlation between self-serving bias and failure to settle); see also Linda Babcock et al., Biased Judgments of Fairness in Bargaining, 85 Am. Econ. Rev. 1337, 1338 (1995) (using the same experiment to find causation); Christine Jolls et al., A Behavioral Approach to Law and Economics, 50 Stan. L. Rev. 1471, 1503 (1998) (first citing Loewenstein et al., supra, at 139; then citing Babcock et al., supra, at 1337). The strategic advantages of optimism have also been explored. See Oren Bar-Gill, The Evolution and Persistence of Optimism in Litigation, 22 J.L. Econ. & Org. 490, 491 (2006) (discussing optimistic lawyers who succeed in extracting favorable settlements by credibly threatening to resort to costly litigation); Daniel Klerman
sufficiently confident in its own case such that bearing the costs and risk of trial is preferable to any full settlement arrangement that might be acceptable to the other party.\(^5\) The possibility of mutual optimism, however, does not imply that there exist no alternative arrangements or agreements that the parties would find mutually attractive. Such an outcome is possible in theory (an outcome that leads to what we refer to as a “naked” trial),\(^6\) but most parties’ beliefs and preferences will allow for some agreement or set of agreements—partial settlements—that will reduce litigation costs, minimize trial risk, or improve each party’s expected outcome. In this very important sense, full settlement is literally just one of the uncountable settlement arrangements parties may find attractive.

Examples of partial settlements abound. First, consider a tacit agreement by both parties to waive (or, rather, not to invoke) a right to a jury trial.\(^7\) The parties may prefer a judge as a factfinder for very different reasons.\(^8\) A defendant may believe the judge will be more sympathetic to his position; the plaintiff may agree, but decide that the cost savings of a bench trial outweigh a slight reduction in the chance of his prevailing on the merits.\(^9\) Alternatively, the defendant may prefer the judge because he believes that any verdict for the plaintiff is less likely to be accompanied by an outlandish damages

\& Yoon-Ho Alex Lee, *Inferences from Litigated Cases*, 43 J. LEGAL STUD. 209, 216–21 (2014) (concluding that a more pro-plaintiff rule might assign a higher probability of plaintiff success, thus giving a plaintiff a credible threat to go to trial and convincing the defendant to settle); George L. Priest & Benjamin Klein, *The Selection of Disputes for Litigation*, 13 J. LEGAL STUD. 1, 17 (1984) (“Where either the plaintiff or defendant has a ‘powerful’ case, settlement is more likely because the parties are less likely to disagree about the outcome.”).

\(^5\) Every dispute that can fully settle with both parties better off can usually settle in as many ways as the parties can theoretically divide the surplus created by the settlement (read: infinite). The precise allocation to each party is a function of the bargaining process and their bargaining strength.

\(^6\) For purposes of this paper, we define a naked trial as one in which the parties rely entirely on background default rules—with respect to both substantive law and procedure—as well as any ex ante agreement in place between the parties before the dispute arose. Where determinations must be made during the litigation (e.g., setting a calendar), we imagine that the judge considers the positions of both parties (even if they are identical) and announces a rule.

\(^7\) See Elizabeth Thornburg, *Designer Trials*, 2006 J. DISP. RESOL. 181, 183–85 (describing the choice between a bench and a jury trial as an important example of parties designing litigation, in part because of the important public role the jury is typically assumed to play).

\(^8\) For a discussion of these considerations, see Samuel R. Gross, *Settling for a Judge: A Comment on Clermont and Eisenberg*, 77 CORNELL L. REV. 1178, 1184–86 (1992) (“Cost saving as well as risk aversion may cause the parties in some cases to choose bench trials.”).

\(^9\) See id. at 1185–86 (noting the prevalence of these beliefs in product liability and malpractice cases).
Second, note the common “damages only” trial in which the defendant and plaintiff settle on the liability question, with the defendant usually, but not always, admitting full liability. The plaintiff benefits via reduced risk and lower costs. In fact, settling on a single necessary issue is identical to settling an entire case in its key considerations—in effect, an element of the claim that could have been severed and tried separately is instead severed and settled. The defendant also saves costs and either receives a discount on the extent of liability (if liability is less than 100%) or benefits (in the defendant’s opinion) strategically by limiting the evidence and issues presented to the factfinder. Finally, contemplate those cases in which parties enter into a high-low agreement. Under such an agreement, a plaintiff agrees to a cap (the “high”) on potential damages in exchange for a guaranteed minimum (the “low”). These agreements can be jointly beneficial if the parties are too optimistic about their respective chances to find fully settling attractive, but at least one of the parties is too risk averse to prefer a naked trial.

Just as with full settlement, partial settlements will emerge if they make both parties better off in expectation—i.e., at the time they strike the bargain—than they would otherwise be. As in other transactional settings, adjusting rights and rules can benefit one party at the expense of another, but as the partial settlement examples highlighted

---

10 See id. (observing that in cases with strong liability claims, defendants value “increased protection against a runaway damage award” and thus often prefer bench trials).


12 An example of this practice can be found in “reverse bifurcation,” in which parties have a trial on damages first, and then typically settle on remaining liability issues, once the stakes of the dispute are understood by both parties. See Drury Stevenson, Reverse Bifurcation, 75 U. Cin. L. Rev. 213, 216 (2006).

13 A high-low agreement is “[a] settlement in which a defendant agrees to pay the plaintiff a minimum recovery in return for the plaintiff’s agreement to accept a maximum amount regardless of the outcome of the trial.” High-Low Agreement, BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY (9th ed. 2009). For one of the earliest discussions of the advantages of these understudied contracts by a New York state judge, see Leonard Leigh Finz, A Trial Where Both Sides Win, 59 JUDICATURE 41 (1975).

14 See Prescott et al., supra note 2, at 730–31.

15 As with other forms of contract, rational, self-interested parties will negotiate agreements that are in their mutual interest. For classic discussions, see ANTHONY T. KRONMAN & RICHARD A. POSNER, THE ECONOMICS OF CONTRACT LAW (1979); R. H. Coase, The Problem of Social Cost, 3 J.L. & ECON. 1 (1960). In this paper, we assume the expected utility hypothesis holds and use an economic approach to explore partial settlement agreements. The basic ideas we present in this paper could be developed using alternative approaches as well.
above make clear, such adjustments can also benefit both parties simultaneously and in precisely the way that full settlement does: by reducing litigation costs, increasing expected returns, and mitigating the costs of bearing risk.

Thus, the decision to settle does not pit some particular form of settlement against the prospect of no settlement at all. Rather, parties to litigation necessarily choose from a virtually infinite menu of potential arrangements against the default litigation background. To do this, parties simply offer or agree to accept the type and degree of settlement that improves their respective positions the most, conditional on the requirement that counterparties must agree to the arrangement in question. To be sure, in a large majority of cases, fully settling the dispute dominates other available options, but this is merely a coincidence occasioned by the typical values of key parameters that drive all settling behavior. In Ann Arbor, the temperature only drops below freezing 10% of the time in late April, but no one suggests that the fundamental dynamics of “freezing” weather (trial or arbitration) and “non-freezing” weather (full settlement) ought to be understood and analyzed as separate phenomena.

One might respond to this characterization by arguing that full settlement differs in a more essential way from the partial settlement arrangements we discuss in this paper: full settlements “end” disputes; partial settlements allow them to continue, and eventually involve objective factfinders, at least “a day in court,” and the like. Where is this so-called continuum? Casual observation might affirm this perception, but at root this view is just a mirage.

First, in traditional civil lawsuits, full settlements are really just private agreements between parties. Contracts can often be renegotiated, and in truth many “settled” litigations are resolved only so long as both parties continue to be satisfied “on net” with the arrange-

---

16 In this sense, settlement opportunities mirror the seemingly endless array of contractual alternatives that are observed in financial markets more broadly. In addition to stocks and bonds, instruments include derivatives such as options, forwards, futures, and swaps. Innovating through contract is a pervasive phenomenon. See generally Kevin E. Davis, Contracts as Technology, 88 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 83, 85 (2013) (arguing that contractual innovation is a form of technological progress that spurs economic growth).

17 Fully settling is commonly an attractive option to both parties because many possible combinations of potential considerations point in that direction. The optimality of full settlement is often overdetermined. At the margin, full settlement can be the best choice in practice because otherwise preferable partial settlements are infeasible. A carefully calibrated adjudication to determine how to allocate $5 between two parties is off the table if a trial imposes a minimum fixed cost of $20 on the parties.

ment.\textsuperscript{19} It is not uncommon for parties to the original agreement to challenge a settlement contract; such derivative litigation over the terms of the settlement usually involves traditional contract defenses.\textsuperscript{20} If both parties wish to resume litigation, consent and stipulations as to the nature of the original settlement may do the trick.\textsuperscript{21} In other words, a full settlement agreement by definition plants seeds that may ripen into a second, related dispute. Second, lawsuits are not monoliths. To see this, it is helpful to visualize litigation as a nexus of many miniscule, but conceptually distinct acts and decisions by the parties and court actors.\textsuperscript{22} Again, in theory, these can be individually resolved, one by one, by stipulations and mutual or unilateral consent.\textsuperscript{23} Judicial involvement can be eliminated piecemeal by agreement of the parties. This follows \textit{a fortiori} from the fact that full settlement removes the judge entirely from the resolution process, barring any legal challenge to the settlement down the road, of course.

Every resolution of a dispute, therefore, is made up to two complementary parts that, when added together in the context of the predetermined governing procedural framework, produce the final allocation of rights and responsibilities. The first part is adjudication by a

\textsuperscript{19} In almost every case, rebooting litigation later would surely be more expensive than continuing to litigate at the time of any full settlement agreement. As time passed, evidence would spoil and memories would fade, making resuscitating the dispute even more unlikely absent a significant change in circumstances. Nevertheless, entering into an agreement necessarily involves potential contract disputes in the future, regardless of whether the settlement agreement involved the dismissal of the original claim with prejudice.

\textsuperscript{20} At least in cases in which performance is still owed, it only takes one party’s refusal to comply with a settlement to force renegotiation when the other party has only costly enforcement options available. See \textsc{Thomas J. Miceli}, \textit{Contract Modification When Litigating for Damages Is Costly}, 15 \textsc{INT’L REV. L. \\& ECON.} 87 (1995).

\textsuperscript{21} Admittedly, with the possible exception of divorced parties subsequently choosing to remarry, we know of no class of cases in which opposing parties voluntarily reopen cases they have settled, and it is hard to imagine situations in which information or resource shocks would simultaneously convince both parties that resuming litigation would be in their respective interests.

\textsuperscript{22} For a description of an alternative attorney billing practice premised on this conception of litigation, see Theodore Van Itallie et al., \textit{Instead of the Billable Hour, What? A Proposal for Litigators}, \textsc{ACC Docket}, Oct. 2009, at 22, 25 (“In a nutshell, the concept is to price and pay for litigation services on a component basis. The firm commits to prices for components of the litigation process. Those prices are assembled into an estimate or budget for the case up to the time of trial.”). Interestingly, because trials are relatively infrequent, trial services are explicitly excluded from the proposal. \textit{See id.}

\textsuperscript{23} By all accounts, litigating a case to verdict in the United States takes time and patience—adjudication can be a long and winding road. \textit{See Admin. Office of the U.S. Courts, supra note 2, at 187 (calculating 24.3 months as the median time from filing to verdict for federal district courts).} Most people view settlement as opting for a few hours on a plane rather than a 1000-mile walk. But 1000 miles can be covered in many ways: e.g., driving, biking, taking the train, or any combination of methods.
third party—literally, the decisions made by a judge, a jury, or some
other entity, even nature.24 The second is effectively a settlement con-
tract—the combination of agreements (explicit or tacit) that deter-
mine aspects of the dispute that would otherwise be left to third-party
decision makers to resolve. Adjudication and settlement run in oppo-
site directions along the dispute resolution continuum: at one extreme,
a case is fully settled, with nothing left to adjudicate; at the other end
of the continuum, the parties abide entirely by background rules.

The word “settlement” brings to mind ideas like “termination,”
“rest,” and “conclusion,”25 but settlement as a concept is best inter-
preted as simply an agreement that happens to occur between parties
embroiled in a present dispute—a contract that changes the proce-
dural and/or substantive rules governing that dispute’s resolution.
True, the terms of a settlement often change the structure of the litiga-
tion game so that subsequent actions by the parties become less rele-
vant to the outcome,26 or even entirely irrelevant to the outcome.27
Yet there is nothing theoretically problematic with parties settling in
ways that prompt both sides to spend more time and effort on the
litigation. Consider an agreement between litigants to employ the
British rule (loser pays) to shift attorneys’ fees instead of the Amer-

24 Importantly, there is no general prohibition on parties agreeing to factually or legally
inaccurate premises so as to carefully delimit a decision maker’s role. See Michael T.
(“There are a variety of procedural vehicles through which litigants may seek a substantive
court ruling or order that declares or modifies their legal rights and obligations without
actually litigating the merits of a case as a whole, or particular issues within the case.”). On
using randomness to resolve outstanding issues and uncertainty, even the potential value of
using randomness within settlement agreements, see James D. Miller, Using Lotteries to

settlement (last visited Oct. 16, 2015) (defining “settlement” primarily as “a formal
agreement or decision that ends an argument or dispute”); Settlement, Thesaurus.com,
synonyms for the word “settlement,” including “decision,” “conclusion,” “deal,” and
“resolution,” alongside more neutral terms such as “agreement”).

26 If parties gain little or nothing from spending time or money on litigation, they will
seldom litigate. Avoiding wasteful, offsetting expenditures may in fact be the explicit
purpose of an agreement between the parties, as a way to commit to reducing effort while
simultaneously increasing efficiency. See Prescott et al., supra note 2, at 728–30
(recognizing further that “parties may not need high-low agreements to limit excessive rent
seeking when they can do so directly through explicit contractual limitations on [litigation]
activities that are costly”).

27 A typical “full” settlement contract makes clear that, regardless of party behavior
subsequent to the execution of the agreement (unless exceptions are explicitly
countenanced), a very particular exchange will occur (e.g., settlement money will be
exchanged for claim dismissal and/or a release). In other words, the outcome is rendered
entirely insensitive to party conduct other than breach of the settlement contract itself.
ican rule (each party pays its own costs). Both parties may find such an agreement attractive if both are very optimistic about their respective likelihood of success at trial; the British rule would thus amount to doubling down, increasing each party’s expected return, and would probably generate greater (potentially offsetting, but still possibly privately worthwhile) investments on both sides.

In what follows, we describe and develop our comprehensive notion of settlement in the context of “traditional” one-on-one litigation. Along the way, we show that it clarifies and unifies a number of distinct and seemingly unrelated literatures and practices in litigation. At the same time, this broader notion of settlement provides useful theoretical tools for analyzing dispute resolution arrangements of all types and for understanding what is possible with respect to innovation in this domain.

28 See John J. Donohue III, Opting for the British Rule, or If Posner and Shavell Can’t Remember the Coase Theorem, Who Will?, 104 Harv. L. Rev. 1093, 1093, 1101 (1991). Alternatively, one can imagine a straightforward agreement between the parties to engage in costly behavior—e.g., committing to take precautions that are designed to keep information about the litigation confidential. Since breach of these commitments would presumably be costly in some way, the effective marginal costs of the precautionary activity would drop, thereby increasing effort.

29 See id. at 1101.

30 When parties are mutually optimistic, fee shifting tends to increase the gap between the least the plaintiff is willing to accept and the most the defendant is willing to pay. See Shavell, supra note 3, at 64–67; Spier, supra note 3, at 300–03.

31 In theory, a litigant will tend to invest more when the stakes of litigation increase. See Avery Katz, Judicial Decisionmaking and Litigation Expenditure, 8 Int’l Rev. L. & Econ. 127, 135–37, 139 (1988). This is consistent with empirical studies. With respect to federal civil cases, one analysis finds that a 1% increase in stakes is associated with a 0.25% increase in total spending by both plaintiffs and defendants. Emery G. Lee III & Thomas E. Willging, Fed. Judicial Ctr., Litigation Costs in Civil Cases: Multivariate Analysis 5, 7 (2010), http://www.fjc.gov/library/fjc_catalog.nsf/autoframepage?openform&url=/library/fjc_catalog.nsf/DPublication!openform&parentunid=18B74A7470C55F22852576D9007AA263 (reporting to the Judicial Conference Advisory Committee on Civil Rules). For theoretical studies of the effects of the British rule on litigation spending, see Ronald Braeutigam et al., An Economic Analysis of Alternative Fee Shifting Systems, 47 Law & Contemp. Probs. 173 (1984); John C. Hause, Indemnity, Settlement, and Litigation, or I’ll Be Suing You, 18 J. Legal Stud. 157 (1989); Avery Katz, Measuring the Demand for Litigation: Is the English Rule Really Cheaper?, 3 J.L. Econ. & Org. 143 (1987).

32 Many of these ideas apply naturally to situations of aggregate litigation—e.g., class actions—as well. Nevertheless, because this area of law involves more procedural nuance, additional agency issues, and more complicated party dynamics, we focus in this Article on the standard litigation context of a single plaintiff and a single defendant.

33 Cf. David A. Hoffman, Whither Bespoke Procedure?, 2014 Ill. L. Rev. 389, 425–29 (demonstrating how contract terms are products of innovation cycles, similar to those that are integral to the finance and technology industries).
In Part I, we begin our analysis by identifying the primary functions that settlements of all flavors have the potential to serve (cost reduction, risk mitigation, and expected return maximization). We develop a simple analytical framework to link litigant preferences and beliefs as well as the specifics of the adjudication to these functions. In Part II, we define three distinct categories of partial settlements (award-modification agreements, issue-modification agreements, and procedure-modification agreements), and we relate these partial settlement types to the ends of the settlement continuum—i.e., naked trials and full settlement. We provide “pure” examples in each category from the real world, and we offer evidence and argument that tends to show that litigants can and do use these settlement arrangements to mutual advantage. In Part III, we explore the relationships between the three categories of partial settlements by examining arrangements in which parties combine (or choose not to combine) terms originating from different categories. More broadly, we discuss how award-modification, issue-modification, and procedure-modification terms can be used in complementary ways, and yet may also serve as substitutes for each other (and for full settlement) when one or another category of partial settlement terms is not available or not attractive to one of the parties.

We also empirically study these ideas using a new data set from New York’s Summary Jury Trial Program. Of the more than 2700 disputes in our data, more than 80% had award-modification agreements and almost 60% had issue-modification agreements, not counting the mutual stipulation required for a summary jury trial. Partial settlement, it seems, is a pervasive phenomenon. We find that parties appear to use partial settlements in ways that are consistent with our analysis, with terms from different categories being used as complements or substitutes for each other, depending on context. We conclude the Article by briefly examining the unique welfare implications of our comprehensive notion of settlement.

I
THE PRIVATE BENEFITS OF PARTIAL SETTLEMENT

Most people recognize that parties fully settle a dispute only if the proposed agreement is mutually beneficial.34 Mutual benefit, how-

34 See Spier, supra note 3, at 269 (“The plaintiff and the defendant can typically avoid [litigation costs] through a private agreement to end the dispute . . . . [T]his leaves both the plaintiff and the defendant better off than they would be from going to trial.”); see also Gould, supra note 3, at 284 (“[I]f individuals can find a trade that makes both better off, they will . . . trade (unless . . . the costs of trading are greater than the benefits).”); Landes, supra note 3, at 66 (“[A] necessary condition for a settlement is that both the defendant
ever, has a precise meaning in this context. It does not mean that the result was fair in any absolute sense.\textsuperscript{35} It also does not mean that the result was socially beneficial.\textsuperscript{36} Nor does it mean that both, or even one, of the parties will be “satisfied” with the outcome.\textsuperscript{37} A party accepts a settlement offer if and only if it is better than every other (potentially awful) alternative, including options that are always available such as making a counterproposal and rejecting the offer altogether. Thus, the required “benefit” a party must receive is a relative one. The litigant asks: “relative to the alternatives, and given my option to do nothing (which is simply selecting the status quo), should I accept the offer (or make one of my own)?” The question is pointedly subjective. The party’s individual preferences and beliefs are critical to the determination of whether the offer ought to be accepted.

To determine whether a settlement option is more attractive than alternatives, we require a way of evaluating risk, measuring private benefits, representing subjective beliefs, and ranking potential options. The economic notion of “expected utility” is useful in this respect,\textsuperscript{38} and we use it in this Article to organize our ideas. Expected utility theory, which dates back to the work of Swiss mathematician Daniel Bernoulli in the eighteenth century, offers predictions about how individuals will act when and prosecutor simultaneously gain from a settlement compared to their expected trial outcomes.”); Posner, supra note 3, at 417–18 (“[W]e shall assume that litigation occurs only when the plaintiff’s minimum offer is greater than the defendant’s maximum offer.”).

\textsuperscript{35} See Owen M. Fiss, Against Settlement, 93 YALE L.J. 1073, 1075–76 (1984) (arguing that settlements are not a fair product of the parties’ trial predictions, but rather reflect imbalanced terms resulting from coercion, lack of judicial oversight, and disparate access to resources).

\textsuperscript{36} Settlement can impose costs and also confer benefits on third parties—costs and benefits that are not necessarily internalized by the litigants themselves. First, when deciding whether to go to trial, purely self-interested litigants would not take into account the costs of the judge’s or the jury’s time that would be required during adjudication. See Spier, supra note 3, at 280 (noting the large fixed costs and significant marginal costs of maintaining the court system for any given trial). Second, insofar as settlement benefits the defendant relative to a naked trial, settlement will dilute the defendant’s incentives to take precautions to avoid harming the plaintiff in the first instance. See A. Mitchell Polinsky & Daniel L. Rubinfeld, The Deterrent Effects of Settlements and Trials, 8 INT’L REV. L. & ECON. 109 (1988). The precedent set may also have social value. See William M. Landes & Richard A. Posner, Legal Precedent: A Theoretical and Empirical Analysis, 19 J.L. & ECON. 249, 250–51 (1976) (treating judicial precedents as capital that “depreciates over time as new conditions arise that were not foreseen” and that inspires investment with the aim of securing a “flow of information services”). The information revealed in litigation may also have public value in helping others to avoid causing and sustaining future harms. See Andrew F. Daughety & Jennifer F. Reinganum, Hash Money, 20 RAND J. ECON. 661, 662–63 (1999); Xinyu Hua & Kathryn E. Spier, Information and Externalities in Sequential Litigation, 161 J. INSTITUTIONAL & THEORETICAL ECON. 215 (2005).

\textsuperscript{37} See Marc Galanter & Mia Cahill, “Most Cases Settle”: Judicial Promotion and Regulation of Settlements, 46 STAN. L. REV. 1339, 1353–59 (1994) (“It is often asserted that parties are more satisfied with settlements than with adjudicated outcomes. But . . . significant numbers of those who settle are not very happy with the outcome.”).

\textsuperscript{38} Expected utility theory, which dates back to the work of Swiss mathematician Daniel Bernoulli in the eighteenth century, offers predictions about how individuals will act when
utility theory has many detractors, but it clearly fails to capture some important aspects of decision making and subjective experience, but for our purposes here, these concerns are unimportant. What is important is that using the expected utility hypothesis allows us to identify and analyze the drivers of compromise and settlement in what otherwise might appear to be a zero-sum game.

Consider two risk-neutral parties who find themselves in a commercial dispute. Under background procedural rules (whether publicly provided by the jurisdiction or contractually developed by the parties prior to the dispute) and the substantive law, the plaintiff company seeks damages—x—for harms resulting from a breach of contract or duty by the defendant. If the defendant company prevails on questions of breach or convinces the judge or jury that, breach notwithstanding, there were no damages, adjudication would set \( x = 0 \). If the plaintiff convinces the factfinder that the defendant should be liable and that damages were in fact sustained, \( x \) would be positive. In this framework, we let \( f(x) \) represent the distribution of \( x \) under the law and/or the facts—i.e., the probability distribution of \( x \) that captures the likelihood of each possible value of \( x \)—and we assume (for faced with choices that involve risk. Rather than simply evaluating choices according to their expected values (that is, simply multiplying the dollar values of the outcomes by their probabilities and summing them), individuals who make decisions on the basis of expected utility theory would explicitly account for the riskiness of their options. See generally David M. Kreps, Notes on the Theory of Choice (1988) (providing an overview of economic models of choice under uncertainty). In their seminal work, John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern provided an axiomatic foundation for the choices of rational actors under conditions of risk. John von Neumann & Oskar Morgenstern, Theory of Games and Economic Behavior (60th anniversary ed. 2004). Using expected utility theory, many scholars have adopted a utilitarian social welfare function for evaluating public policy. See, e.g., John C. Harsanyi, Cardinal Welfare, Individualistic Ethics, and Interpersonal Comparisons of Utility, 63 J. Pol. Econ. 309 (1955).


40 The assumption that individuals assign probabilities to risks is particularly controversial. Some scholars maintain that individuals often make decisions under conditions of uncertainty without quantifying such risks. See Frank H. Knight, Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit 259 (London Sch. Econ. & Pol. Sci. ed., 7th prtg. 1948) (1921) (“When our ignorance of the future is only partial ignorance, incomplete knowledge and imperfect inference, it becomes impossible to classify instances objectively . . . .”). Experiments by Daniel Ellsberg and others offer support for the idea that the expected utility model fails to capture all types of uncertainty. See Daniel Ellsberg, Risk, Ambiguity, and the Savage Axioms, 75 Q.J. Econ. 643, 656 (1961) (addressing patterns of decision making that, while not random, violate the axioms of expected utility theory).
now) that \( f(x) \) is commonly known to both parties. We will also assume (again, for now) that litigation is entirely costless to both sides.

In this stark and deliberately underdeveloped set-up, two conclusions follow: (1) the dispute truly is zero sum in the sense that every dollar of \( x \) is a dollar that goes from the defendant to the plaintiff, and (2) because the parties are risk neutral and adjudication is costless, the parties are indifferent between adjudication and settling for the average value of \( x \), \( E(x) \), which is the expected value of the claim. To illustrate these conclusions using numbers, imagine a contest in which the court will either find for the defendant and award \( x = \$0 \), or find for the plaintiff and award \( x = \$500 \) (in thousands), and that each of these two outcomes is equally likely. In this case, then, \( f(0) = 0.50 \), \( f(500) = 0.50 \), and \( E(x) = 0.50 \times 0 + 0.50 \times 500 = \$250 \), which is the average or expected award. Absent any litigation costs or risk aversion, the plaintiff and the defendant are both indifferent between going to trial and settling out of court for \$250.

We now introduce three key drivers of settlement behavior: costly adjudication, risk aversion, and divergent prior beliefs or information. All of these obviously play important roles in the real world of litigation, and if even one of these drivers is added to the model, settlement of some kind becomes more attractive (and perhaps optimal), relative to relying on naked adjudication.

**A. Costly Adjudication**

We begin by adding litigation costs—\( c_p \) and \( c_d \) for the plaintiff and the defendant, respectively—to our model in a simple way: the parties can either fully settle their dispute for some amount of money to be exchanged (presumably a transfer from the defendant to the plaintiff) and pay no costs, or the parties can follow through with adjudication. 42

41 For background literature on the prominent role these factors play in deciding which cases to take to trial, see generally Samuel R. Gross & Kent D. Syverud, *Getting to No: A Study of Settlement Negotiations and the Selection of Cases for Trial*, 90 Mich. L. Rev. 319, 322 (1991) (examining the social and economic context of cases to account for their outcomes and how the parties negotiate toward settlement); Priest & Klein, supra note 4, at 17 (“Where either the plaintiff or defendant has a 'powerful' case, settlement is more likely because the parties are less likely to disagree about the outcome.”); Shavell, supra note 3, at 64–67 (comparing how a plaintiff’s and defendant’s consideration of these three factors change under the British and American systems of allocating attorneys’ fees); and Joel Waldofgel, *Reconciling Asymmetric Information and Divergent Expectations Theories of Litigation*, 41 J.L. & Econ. 451, 474 (1998) (“[I]nformation is less asymmetric among the parties proceeding to trial than among the parties to all filed cases.”).

42 In a typical commercial case, these may include attorneys’ fees, filing and service fees, discovery and investigation expenses, as well as costs related to expert witness reports and testimony. It goes without saying that many of these costs accrue over the course of the dispute.
dication and collectively pay $c_p + c_d$ in return for the court announcing $x$. By assumption, both parties know in advance how likely the court is to select any particular value of $x$, and so choosing adjudication will result in the plaintiff receiving $E(x) - c_p$ on average and the defendant paying $E(x) + c_p$ on average. By settling on the defendant paying the plaintiff $E(x)$ and forgoing adjudication, the parties can avoid expending litigation costs $c_p + c_d$ and make themselves better off.

In our commercial litigation example with $E(x) = $250, suppose litigating is not free and that $c_p = c_d = $30. If the case goes to trial, the plaintiff’s expected damages award net of litigation costs is $E(x) - c_p = $250 - $30 = $220 and the defendant’s expected payments amount to $E(x) + c_d = $250 + $30 = $280. In other words, by settling out of court for $250, the plaintiff and the defendant are each better off by $30, and so their joint savings is $c_p + c_d = $60. In this simple scenario, both parties would also prefer to settle at $221 and $279, and at every point in between, rather than proceed to trial.

More generally, any settlement amount in the range between $E(x) - c_p$ and $E(x) + c_d$ would be better for both litigants than going to trial. The precise value of the settlement amount to be exchanged would typically depend on the relative bargaining strength of the two parties, the bargaining tactics each party adopts, and the litigants’ reputations for toughness, among other characteristics (i.e., not just each litigant’s preferences, but their perceived preferences). For future reference, note that an attractive settlement need not eliminate $c_p$ and $c_d$ altogether; a reduction in litigation costs of any sort is valuable relative to a flat-out trial. Nor is it necessary for the parties to settle on a single number $E(x)$. The parties could agree to any other “gamble,” so long as the expected value was the same (or similar) and there were fewer costs associated with resolving the outcome.

---

43 We assume away costs of bargaining in this example, which are certainly nontrivial in many cases but are always less than the costs of litigating the claim. In this sense, $c_p + c_d$ amounts to the costs of litigation net of the costs of settlement, which we assume are always positive.

44 In other words, one party might succeed at capturing virtually all of the surplus, and thus improve its position by $c_p + c_d - \varepsilon$, so long as the joint savings is limited to $c_p + c_d$ (i.e., the other party can only improve on the adjudication outcome in this situation by $\varepsilon$).

45 See, e.g., Galanter & Cahill, supra note 37, at 1363 (noting that the division of a given settlement “may reflect differences in experience, information, bargaining skill, or risk aversion”).

46 The standard example of an alternative method by which to resolve a dispute is an agreement to engage in binding arbitration. Such an agreement is essentially a precommitment device by which parties agree to have a third-party decision maker resolve a dispute. See, e.g., Keith N. Hylton, Agreements to Waive or to Arbitrate Legal Claims: An Economic Analysis, 8 SUP. CT. ECON. REV. 209, 223 (2000) (styling arbitration as an “alternate court [that] may be more or less accurate than the state court, and more or less expensive”).
B. Risk Aversion

Now imagine instead that at least one of the parties is risk averse, and that litigation is again costless. Without getting too technical, risk-averse individuals generally prefer a certain, safe amount to an uncertain gamble that otherwise offers the same expected value.\textsuperscript{47} Therefore, a risk-averse plaintiff does not value a trial at its expected value, $E(x)$, but rather discounts the expected value of trial to account for the accompanying risk, $E(x) - r_p$, where $r_p$ is referred to as the risk premium. The plaintiff’s risk premium $r_p$ is the additional amount that he would need to receive (or save) to make him indifferent as between an uncertain adjudication with the average result $E(x)$ and a certain payment of $E(x)$.$\textsuperscript{48}$ Following this logic, the plaintiff is indifferent between settling out of court for $E(x) - r_p$ and risky adjudication. Similarly, the defendant is indifferent between a risky trial and settling for $E(x) + r_d$, where $r_d$ is the defendant’s risk premium. Thus, as with the direct costs of litigation $c_p + c_d$, by settling out of court the litigants can achieve a joint savings equal to the sum of the two risk premiums, $r_p + r_d$.

Risk aversion can be introduced in our numerical example in a straightforward way by assuming that any risk premium is proportional to the variance of the court’s award, $\text{var}(x)$.\textsuperscript{49} Award variance offers a convenient way of measuring risk, and it is often used in financial and economic modeling.\textsuperscript{50} In our numerical example, in

\textsuperscript{47} More precisely, risk aversion implies a concave utility function $u(x)$, such that $E(u(x)) < u(E(x))$. See Kreps, supra note 38, at 197–232 (reporting relevant caveats, clarifications, and citations).

\textsuperscript{48} In their classic corporate finance text, Brealey and Myers define the risk premium as the “[e]xpected additional return for making a risky investment rather than a safe one.” Richard A. Brealey & Stewart C. Myers, Principles of Corporate Finance 1048 (7th ed. 2003). To generalize somewhat to clarify the role partial settlements can play, a risk premium can also be conceptualized as the amount needed to equalize the utility of a more risky situation and a less risky situation (as opposed to a risk-free situation).

\textsuperscript{49} Technically, $\text{var}(x) = E(x^2) - (E(x))^2$. The mean-variance approach emerges as an exact representation of risk-averse preferences when individuals’ expected utility functions are exponential with constant absolute risk aversion (CARA expected utility) or, equivalently, quadratic and the lotteries that they face are normally distributed. In other circumstances, the mean-variance approach can be viewed as a useful shorthand or approximation for risk-averse preferences. See also Gary Chamberlain, A Characterization of the Distributions That Imply Mean-Variance Utility Functions, 29 J. Econ. Theory 185, 186 (1983) (describing probability distributions for which expected utility depends on mean and variance alone). For literature on measuring risk aversion more generally, see Kenneth J. Arrow, Essays in the Theory of Risk-Bearing (1971) (collection of essays), and John W. Pratt, Risk Aversion in the Small and in the Large, 32 Econometrica 122 (1964) (discussing how local risk aversion, the risk premium for an arbitrary risk, and decreasing risk aversion are related).

\textsuperscript{50} Analyses of financial markets using this approach include Harry Markowitz, Portfolio Selection, 7 J. Fin. 77 (1952) (analyzing the expected returns-variance of returns
which the court awards $500 with 50\% probability and zero otherwise, the variance of the court award is $62,500.\textsuperscript{51} To complete the example, assume that the plaintiff’s risk premium is \( r_p = \alpha_p \text{var}(x) \) and the defendant’s risk premium is \( r_d = \alpha_d \text{var}(x) \) where the values \( \alpha_p \) and \( \alpha_d \) are positive numbers that capture the degree of risk aversion of the plaintiff and the defendant, respectively.\textsuperscript{52} If we let \( \alpha_p = \alpha_d = 0.00025 \), then the risk premiums are approximately \( r_p = r_d = $16 \), and so, by settling out of court, the plaintiff and the defendant can achieve a joint savings of around \( r_p + r_d = $32 \).\textsuperscript{53} Importantly, risk aversion generally becomes disproportionately more important the larger the stakes of the litigation.\textsuperscript{54}

It only takes one risk-averse party for settlement that reduces risk to be mutually advantageous because the benefits of risk reduction can be shared even with risk-neutral parties. If the plaintiff is risk averse with respect to \( x \) with risk premium \( r_p \), he would prefer settling

\textsuperscript{51} \text{Var}(x) = \sum (x - \overline{x})^2/n = [(500 - 250)^2 + (0 - 250)^2]/2 = (250)^2 = 62,500.

\textsuperscript{52} The value \( 2\alpha_d \) corresponds to the coefficient of absolute risk aversion. Note that in this setting the degree of risk aversion does not vary with the individual’s level of wealth. In practice, however, the degree of risk aversion is often thought to decline with the individual’s level of wealth. See, e.g., Irwin Friend & Marshall E. Blume, The Demand for Risky Assets, 65 AM. ECON. REV. 900 (1975).

\textsuperscript{53} This simple representation of litigation risk and the parties’ risk premiums captures two fundamental—and quite general—properties of risk aversion. First, if litigation risk rises in the sense that the variance of the trial outcome becomes larger, then a litigant’s risk premium rises as well. Second, and less obviously, the risk premium rises disproportionately as the stakes at trial increase. To substantiate this latter claim, suppose that our hypothetical lawsuit doubles in size so that the potential damages award at trial is $1000 instead of $500 if the plaintiff prevails. In this case, the variance will quadruple from $62,500 to $250,000 and the risk premium for each litigant will also quadruple from approximately $16 to $64. This property arises because the variance hinges on the squared differences: \( \text{var}(2x) = E((2x - E(2x))^2) = 4E(x - E(x))^2 = 4\text{var}(x) \). Conversely, if the lawsuit were to shrink so that the plaintiff would be awarded $250 instead of $500, then the risk premium would fall by a factor of four from approximately $16 to $4. Thus, the parties stand to gain considerably by reducing the risk of litigation, especially in situations in which the risks are large.

\textsuperscript{54} See supra note 53.
for $E(x) - \frac{rp}{2}$, for example, to adjudicating the claim. A risk-neutral defendant would prefer a settlement in which he could extract some of the risk premium—e.g., $\frac{rp}{2}$—to wasting that risk premium on risky adjudication that will produce a judgment of $E(x)$ on average. It is important to recognize that risk premiums are general phenomena; risk-averse parties will value any adjustment to the adjudication that reduces risk by any amount. Therefore, if the parties can collaborate to reduce risk (while not changing the expected outcome), both parties can be made better off, even if one party is risk neutral, by a sharing of the premium.

C. Divergent Subjective Beliefs

Finally, suppose that the plaintiff and the defendant have different subjective views on the likely outcome of the adjudication, but neither party is risk averse and adjudication remains privately costless. Each litigant’s subjective beliefs are captured by a probability distribution over the possible values of $x$ that a judge or jury might theoretically announce at the end of the adjudication. The plaintiff’s view of the distribution of $x$ is $f_p(x)$ while the defendant’s view is represented by $f_d(x)$. The least that the plaintiff is willing to accept in settlement is $E_p(x)$ and the most that the defendant is willing to pay is $E_d(x)$; because the parties are not risk averse, they value the trial at their respective expected values of the outcome. If the parties are mutually pessimistic about their prospects at trial in the sense that $E_d(x) > E_p(x)$, full settlement will be mutually attractive. By settling out of court for a fixed amount between these two values, the parties will both be made better off relative to going to trial. The disparity in beliefs makes settlement mutually attractive because the difference


56 Our illustration continues to abstract from the real world in many ways. For instance, we assume the parties have complete knowledge of all beliefs. Each litigant simply assumes that the other party is mistaken. Therefore, we implicitly ignore the signaling, learning, and other dynamic and strategic behavior that normally follows when new information is introduced during the negotiating process. For instance, if a defendant starts with the belief that the plaintiff probably assesses the case to be at least as strong as the defendant does, the fact that the plaintiff proposes a lower number will upset that belief, suggesting that either the plaintiff (1) is giving away money (unlikely) or (2) values the claim differently. This will influence how the defendant responds to an offer, possibly resulting in a lower counterproposal. A judge, case evaluator, or third party providing an outsider’s assessment would inject information in a different way, causing both parties to update their beliefs.
in the party’s beliefs, \( d = E_d(x) - E_p(x) \), equates to ex ante surplus that can be shared.\(^{57}\)

Returning to the numerical example, suppose that the plaintiff and the defendant agree that the damages are $500, but they have different opinions about the likelihood that the plaintiff will win at trial. The plaintiff believes that the probability is 40% while the defendant believes that it is 60%. Ignoring the costs of litigation and risk aversion, the plaintiff would be willing to settle out of court for any amount above \( E_p(x) = 0.40 \times 500 = 200 \), and the defendant would be willing to settle for any amount below \( E_d(x) = 0.60 \times 500 = 300 \). Thus, the divergence between the beliefs of the plaintiff and the defendant have created a surplus of \( d = E_d(x) - E_p(x) = 100 \).

The idea that an agreement—whether partial or full settlement—can be attractive to both parties when it reduces costs or risk (the saved value of which can be shared) without otherwise changing the litigation (i.e., the net expected return) is intuitive.\(^{58}\) The notion that differences in ex ante beliefs about the likely adjudication outcome can generate actual surplus, however, is a more difficult idea to grasp.\(^{59}\) After all, either the plaintiff or the defendant or both will have made a mistake, if we conceive of the outcome of the adjudication as some representation of the truth. In the abstract, there is some true distribution \( f_T(x) \),\(^{60}\) which means that in our very simple setup, except by coincidence, one party winds up worse off and the other

\(^{57}\) More generally, we can define the disparity between the parties’ expected values as \( d = E_d(x) - E_p(x) \) and imagine that full settlement is proposed by a judge or some other independent third party, the amount suggested being \( E_p(x) + d/2 \). This is clearly better for the plaintiff than going to trial because \( E_p(x) + d/2 > E_p(x) \). It is also better for the defendant because \( E_d(x) + d/2 = E_d(x) + 0.5(E_d(x) - E_p(x)) = 0.5E_d(x) + 0.5E_p(x) = E_d(x) - 0.5(E_d(x) - E_p(x)) = E_d(x) - d/2 \), which the defendant clearly prefers to the alternative of going to trial. So, given what we know about the situation, both parties would assent to the deal.

\(^{58}\) See McDermott, Inc. v. AmClyde, 511 U.S. 202, 215 (1994) (noting in a commercial admiralty case that “[w]hile public policy wisely encourages settlements, such additional pressure to settle is unnecessary. The parties’ desire to avoid litigation costs, to reduce uncertainty, and to maintain ongoing commercial relationships is sufficient to ensure nontrial dispositions in the vast majority of cases” (footnote omitted)).

\(^{59}\) Thomas J. Miceli, Settlement Strategies, 27 J. LEGAL STUD. 473, 474 (1998) (“In the differing perceptions model, a bargaining process is envisioned in which the parties arrive at a settlement amount somewhere between their reservation prices. Thus, when a settlement occurs, the parties share the surplus from settlement.”).

\(^{60}\) The true distribution need not have anything to do with the “truth” of the underlying factual and legal claims made by both sides; rather, there exists a true distribution of how the case is likely to resolve if put to a factfinder and actually adjudicated. This true distribution may be unrelated to which side ought to win in the abstract, and it may be systematically biased, perhaps because certain procedures are likely to lead to inaccurate conclusions (possibly on purpose, in pursuit of some other policy goal) or for the more straightforward reason that judges and juries may themselves be biased.
better off than had the parties settled at $E_T(x)$. But litigants have to make decisions on the basis of the information or beliefs they actually possess, and from their perspective at the time of the proposed settlement, what matters is that both parties view the proposal as an improvement.

Now suppose that the litigants are mutually optimistic about their prospects at trial, meaning that each party believes it is more likely to prevail than does its rival. Under such circumstances, both parties may prefer adjudication to fully settling the case, despite the fact that adjudication may be costly and risky. Reversing the probabilities from our last example, suppose that the plaintiff believes that his chances of winning at trial are 60% while the defendant believes the plaintiff's chances are 40%. Under these beliefs, the least that the plaintiff would be willing to accept is $E_p(x) = $300, while the most that the defendant would be willing to pay is $E_d(x) = $200. Thus, the parties would strictly prefer to go to trial rather than settle out of court: by settling out of court, the parties would destroy $E_p(x) - E_d(x) = $100 of joint value. In this example, note that the value created by going to trial exceeds the litigation costs, $c_p + c_d = $60, and the costs of risk bearing, $r_p + r_d = $30, combined. When all three factors are taken into account, the lawsuit will fail to fully settle.

More generally, differences in information and belief between the parties about the likely outcome of adjudicating the dispute are often what generate the desire to litigate rather than resolve the dispute in some other way. Each party is confident it will win, making full settlement unattractive to both sides. For this reason, many policies, particularly related to discovery and pre-trial management, explicitly target educating the parties about the likely outcome of any adjudica-

---

\[61\text{ See, e.g., Ziegelheim v. Apollo, 607 A.2d 1298, 1303–04 (N.J. 1992). Ziegelheim is a malpractice case arising out of a divorce, and the plaintiff discovered—post-settlement—that she could have received an additional 30% of the marital estate had she gone to trial. See id. at 1301, 1303–04. For background literature on the role that regret plays in settlement negotiations, see Chris Guthrie, Better Settle than Sorry: The Regret Aversion Theory of Litigation Behavior, 1999 U. ILL. L. REV. 43.}

\[62\text{ Specifically, } E_d(x) < E_p(x). \text{ For a more thorough definition of mutual optimism, see Prescott et al., supra note 2, at 703–07.}

tion in hopes of bringing their beliefs closer together. But the fact that full settlement is often unlikely when both parties are optimistic about their chances at trial does not imply that partial settlements are equally unlikely. Indeed, there are good reasons to think that because full settlement is a big step—one that requires both parties “giving up” on their optimistic view of their prospects—partial settlements have a unique potential to offer both parties significant net benefits even when full settlement does not.

* * *

As a group, then, settlements are simply agreements between parties to a dispute that offer value to both on one or more of the following dimensions: reducing adjudication costs, mitigating losses due to risk, and maximizing ex ante expected returns.

If adjudication is too costly, the parties can agree to dispense with some or all of it, which might also generate valuable reductions in risk. If one or more of the parties are risk averse, both may consent to altering the underlying procedures or the governing substantive law to mitigate this risk, perhaps by forgoing a third-party decision altogether (thereby also saving on adjudication costs) or by assenting to other procedural devices (e.g., mediation) likely to reduce uncertainty (but presumably increasing adjudication costs in some circumstances). Finally, settlement agreements can work to maximize the ex ante returns for both parties by allowing them to “move their bets.” There is no natural reason why parties should always prefer full settlement. On issues or aspects of the dispute about which the parties are mutually optimistic, litigants will prefer to increase their bets, literally hoping to double down (at least if they are not too risk averse). On

64 If one combines costly trials and risk aversion with greater shared understanding about the likely outcome of the trial, settlement becomes more likely.

65 Prescott et al., supra note 2, at 700–01, 703–05 (explaining that parties can use high-low agreements to simultaneously speculate and insure in a targeted way based on their mutual optimism).

66 See Thomas J. Stipanowich, Arbitration: The “New Litigation,” 2010 U. Ill. L. Rev. 1, 4 (stating that conventional wisdom suggests that parties opt for arbitration, which obviates adjudication, because of “cost savings, shorter resolution times, a more satisfactory process, expert decision makers, privacy and confidentiality, and relative finality” (footnote omitted)).

67 Mediation, for example, may be preferred by individuals who want to reduce third-party intrusion into the resolution of their dispute and avoid the uncertainties of litigation. See Margaret F. Brinig, Does Mediation Systematically Disadvantage Women?, 2 WM. & MARY J. WOMEN & L. 1, 2–3, 9–10 (1995) (discussing the use of mediation in the divorce context).

68 Fee-shifting agreements are the best examples. See supra notes 28–30 and accompanying text.
issues or aspects about which the parties are less confident, resolving them outright or limiting their joint exposure to them will again be to both parties’ tastes.69

Settlements can be simple or complex in their effects. An agreement might improve a litigant’s position on simply one of these three dimensions, or it might worsen the litigant’s position on one dimension (e.g., risk), but more than compensate for the loss on another (e.g., return).70 Opposing litigants may agree to settlements for entirely different reasons. A risk-neutral defendant may agree to alter some aspect of the litigation in a way that will reduce uncertainty (beneficial to the risk-averse plaintiff), but only because the alteration will also reduce his costs or improve his expected returns, the latter possibility perhaps a pill the plaintiff is willing to swallow as the price for the risk reduction he will enjoy.71 Finally, settlements may comprise a bundle of seemingly unrelated agreements, a package that, in expectation, improves the lot of both parties.72 At all points, rational litigants ought to be thinking hard about the relative merits of these potential combinations, but we acknowledge the importance of real-world frictions in considering how our richer conception of settlements works in practice. One would hope that litigants (or their attorneys) would be exploring innovative forms of partial settlement as a

69 High-low agreements and issue-modification agreements generally are categories of paradigmatic partial settlements that typically serve this role. See infra Sections II.A–B.

70 See Gross, supra note 8, at 1183–85 (discussing how defendants may agree to a bench trial in exchange for other partial settlement terms—for example, a damages-only trial or a high-low agreement—even though in a selected sample, bench trials appear more likely to produce a finding of liability on the part of the defendant).

71 In insurance litigation, for example, defendant insurance companies will often enter into high-low agreements, despite being insensitive to risk (at least in theory). A high-low agreement might also be attractive to an insurance company because it has the potential to reduce costs by restraining wasteful rent-seeking behavior. As many high-low agreements are signed near the time of trial or even during jury deliberations, however, this explanation seems unsatisfactory. Cf. Prescott et al., supra note 2, at 728–30 (concluding that rent-seeking may only rarely account for the use of high-low agreements). This leaves maximizing expected returns, and suggests the following: A plaintiff might propose a high-low agreement during deliberations to reduce risk, and the insurance company might only agree to one that effectively lowers the expected payout to the plaintiff by eliminating more of the upper tail of the damages distribution than it eliminates of the lower tail.

72 See, e.g., Verdict and Settlement Summary, Convery v. Sullivan, No. 05-51040, 2007 WL 1976841 (Pa. Ct. Com. Pl. Apr. 17, 2007) (involving a traffic collision in which the defendant allegedly made a negligent left turn). The parties in Convery entered into three conceptually distinct partial settlements: (1) the parties agreed to preclude live expert witness testimony (procedure modification); (2) the defendant stipulated to liability, thereby allowing the trial to proceed on a damages-only basis (issue modification); and (3) the parties agreed to a $25,000 cap on damages (award modification). Id.
matter of course, 73 given the gains these arrangements can offer, but there are sound reasons to believe that negotiation costs, signaling losses, professional norms, and behavioral and cognitive biases will limit the scope of these agreements. 74

II

TYPOLOGY AND ANALYSIS OF PARTIAL SETTLEMENTS

Partial settlement agreements can be divided into three categories: award-modification agreements, issue-modification agreements, and procedure-modification agreements. Full settlement agreements can be understood as extreme versions of each type of agreement. Parties can design intricate agreements that fall entirely within a single category, as explained in Part II, below. As we will discuss in Part III, however, litigants can also unite features from multiple categories, presumably because terms from different partial settlement categories can complement each other, including, for example, that certain combinations of terms may be easier to negotiate or may simply be necessary to reach agreement. A term from one category of partial settlement can also serve as an imperfect substitute for partial settlement terms from other categories. This claim follows from the fact that every partial settlement agreement can be linked explicitly to the same functions that drive all settlement behavior—reducing litigation costs, mitigating adjudication risk, and maximizing ex ante returns.

To introduce how partial settlements work and how they may be usefully combined in a tangible way, consider one randomly-selected case from New York’s summary jury trial docket in 2012 75: Sinclair v.
Alan C. David, Inc. The information we have about the case is limited, but the dispute involved a traffic accident and a claim for damages, the kind of case that takes up a large percentage of our civil litigation system's time and resources. The plaintiff sought payment under an insurance policy (issued by Progressive) with a policy limit of $100,000. A factfinder ultimately determined the outcome of this case—that is, the parties never fully settled their dispute. Nevertheless, the parties agreed to a great many adjustments and made many trades along the way, dramatically reducing the effective scope of the litigation. In other words, Sinclair is a case that partially settled.

At the outset, although not the focus of this Article, it is worth noting that the parties in Sinclair voluntarily agreed to summary jury trial proceedings, which translates to a preselected bundling of partial settlement terms. One-on-one, however, the parties also settled many other aspects of their dispute. First, the parties in Sinclair agreed to present their case to a judge, not a jury, reducing costs and potentially risk as a result. Second, the parties established that the outcome of the trial would be binding, thus resolving whether there would be any possibility of an appeal or alternative means of relitigating the dispute. Third, the parties acquiesced to adjudication only on the level of damages; the defendant admitted liability, settling the issue, possibly in exchange for one of the other individually negotiated terms. Finally, the parties entered into a high-low agreement, which meant that regardless of the outcome of the trial, the defendant would pay at least the low ($13,000 in this instance) and would pay at most the high ($100,000, also the limit of the insurance policy).

JUDICATURE 286 (1986) (describing the mechanics of a summary jury trial and its use in reducing the burdens on the adversary system).


See LYNN LANGTON & THOMAS H. COHEN, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, U.S. DEPT’OF JUSTICE, NCJ 223851, CIVIL BENCH AND JURY TRIALS IN STATE COURTS, 2005, at 2, 9 (2008), http://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/cbjtsc05.pdf (suggesting that motor-vehicle torts likely constitute a plurality of all civil trials in state courts and a majority of all tort cases that result in civil trials in state courts).


See id. (describing agreements, including agreements that preclude appeal, directed verdicts, and motions to set aside the verdict, as well as agreements to binding one-day trials). See also infra Section II.C.2 (discussing bundled procedure-modification agreements).

Sinclair, supra note 76. Note that all information about this case comes from the summary jury trial data collection form, which is filled out at the conclusion of the trial by either the judge or another court official. The form is on file with the authors.
After a trial that lasted a day or less, the judge found for the defendant, which we assume amounted to a finding of no damages (alternatively, damages that were less than or equal to the specified low amount, given the judge was aware of the high-low agreement). The practical result was that the defendant paid the plaintiff $13,000, resolving the entire dispute.

* * *

We begin our more systematic study of partial settlement agreements by defining and describing award-modification agreements. With a few minor exceptions, these agreements have received virtually no attention in legal scholarship. Yet their study offers considerable insight into settlement dynamics generally. We then turn in order to issue-modification agreements and procedure-modification agreements. After defining each category’s boundary, we provide “pure” examples of the kinds of partial settlements the category contains. “Pure” examples are instances in which the terms of the partial settlement come from only that category, which help to flesh out the theoretical construct and practical consequences of these innovations.

We argue that each type of partial settlement serves an identical set of purposes. At least in the abstract, all partial settlements reduce costs, mitigate risks, or maximize expected returns (or offer some combination of these benefits). Where possible, we present empirical and anecdotal evidence in support of this claim. We use our findings to extrapolate, identifying theoretically plausible partial settlements that might be superior to known, real-world partial settlements and that, perhaps for practical reasons, may not yet exist in practice. In Part III, we examine the interaction of these different categories of partial settlements (as complements and substitutes), offering examples of disputes in which they are used simultaneously, and reasons why parties might find such combinations valuable.

81 See Gross, supra note 8, at 1184–85 (discussing the prevalence of partial pretrial agreements in the context of malpractice and product liability claims); Gross & Syverud, supra note 41, at 384–85, 384 n.167 (identifying incentives that lead to parties’ observed preference for high-low agreements).

82 For a recent systematic study of one important species of this group, the high-low agreement, explicitly comparing and contrasting it to full settlement, see Prescott et al., supra note 2.

83 Various terms that fall into these classes of partial settlements have received more academic attention, but not as playing a role in “settlement” behavior. And no one has recognized the common strands that unite all three categories of partial settlements.

For a few reasons, we devote comparatively less space to discussing procedure-modification agreements. First, we want to avoid repetition where possible, and by the time we reach our discussion of them, the role procedure-modification agreements can and do play in our comprehensive theory will be clear. A central theme of this Article is that each category of partial settlement agreements (as well as full settlement agreements) are just different instances of the same thing, with the precise mix being determined by the particulars of the parties, the nature of the dispute, and real-world frictions, like negotiation costs and cognitive and behavioral biases. Second, procedure-modification agreements come in many shapes and sizes; as a group, they are a hodgepodge. Examples will make our case effectively, but analogy is the primary method of argument we employ, and the empirical evidence we offer is more derivative in nature. Finally, unlike with award-modification and issue-modification forms of partial settlements, there is a large related literature on contract procedure, which has an important relationship to procedure-modification agreements and, by extension, to all settlement (although, other than a few hints here and there, this connection has never been identified).

On this latter observation, it makes sense at this point to identify the precise domain of the partial settlement agreements we discuss in


86 See generally, e.g., Tom Cummins, Shute: The Math Is Off, 8 J.L. ECON. & POL’Y 1 (2011) (arguing procedural clauses carry negative externalities sufficient to counsel a change in the law to make them presumptively unenforceable in form contracts); Kevin E. Davis & Helen Hershkoff, Contracting for Procedure, 53 WM. & MARY L. REV. 507 (2011) (contending that contract procedure operates as a form of privatization that effectively outsources government functions to private parties); Jaime Dodge, The Limits of Procedural Private Ordering, 97 VA. L. REV. 723 (2011) (evaluating the theoretical and normative implications of private ordering by contract); Hoffman, supra note 33 (maintaining that private civil procedure is subject to a cycle of product innovation); Daphna Kapeliuk & Alon Klement, Changing the Litigation Game: An Ex Ante Perspective on Contractualized Procedures, 91 TEX. L. REV. 1475 (2013) (reviewing the divergence between pre-dispute and post-dispute procedural agreements); Noyes, supra note 85 (identifying the limits on parties’ ability to design and implement private procedure); Colter L. Paulson, Evaluating Contracts for Customized Litigation by the Norms Underlying Civil Procedure, 45 ARIZ. ST. L.J. 471 (2013) (surveying the norms underlying court decisions on a broad range of contract procedure); Robert E. Scott & George G. Triantis, Anticipating Litigation in Contract Design, 115 YALE L.J. 814, 856–78 (2006) (suggesting that parties may achieve contracting gains by varying procedural rules); Thornburg, supra note 7 (exploring the parameters and policy implications of private procedure, including the impact on the role of trials as a public good).

this Article. We study settlement behavior in light of an existing dispute. Perhaps a potential plaintiff has not yet filed an actual complaint, but the facts underlying the dispute (an accident, a contract breach, and so on) have occurred and a background set of rules—both procedural and substantive—are in place, put there either by the law or by some ex ante contract between the parties.\textsuperscript{88} Settlements are therefore ex post agreements\textsuperscript{89}: i.e., agreements that, while they may affect litigation behavior and investment, do not influence primary behavior, at least not directly.\textsuperscript{90}

Ex ante agreements between parties with pre-existing relationships are the focus of the literature on contract procedure,\textsuperscript{91} and the goals of these procedural contracts differ in important ways from procedure modification as partial settlement—for example, a key ex ante goal is reducing the likelihood of a dispute occurring in the first instance.\textsuperscript{92} Not surprisingly, there are ex ante analogs to the ex post settlements on which we focus, but we are interested in the settling of an actual dispute, and so we take the existence of the dispute as a starting point.

Still, in contract-procedure scholarship, Bob Bone, Michael Moffitt, Jaime Dodge, and a few others have recognized the potential importance of ex post agreements over procedure.\textsuperscript{93} These scholars

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{88} See Gross, supra note 8 (discussing the ex ante choice to try a case before a judge or before a jury); Gross & Syverud, supra note 41, at 327 (noting that litigants organize their pretrial behavior around the substantive and procedural law that a court would apply if settlement negotiations fail).
\item \textsuperscript{89} In this context, ex post refers to agreements formed between litigants after the underlying dispute has occurred. Compare Dodge, supra note 86, at 725 (implying that ex ante in the context of contract procedure refers to agreements formed before the underlying dispute has occurred or in anticipation thereof), and Bruce L. Hay, Procedural Justice—Ex Ante vs. Ex Post, 44 UCLA L. R EV. 1803, 1804 (1997) (using ex ante to refer to matters before the dispute and ex post to refer to matters after the dispute), with Ronald J. Gilson & Robert H. Mnookin, Disputing Through Agents: Cooperation and Conflict Between Lawyers in Litigation, 94 C OLM. L. R EV. 509, 558 (1994) (implying in a slightly different context that ex ante refers to pre-litigation matters and ex post to post-litigation matters).
\item \textsuperscript{90} Of course, because parties, especially those with ongoing business relationships, will learn about each other in the process of litigation, settlement behavior has the potential to affect primary behavior in other aspects of the relationship: other contracts, future behavior, and so on.
\item \textsuperscript{91} Many of our examples, and much of our empirical evidence, consist of disputes that result from accidents or otherwise involve parties with no prior relationship. Contract-procedure scholarship largely ignores such cases, because no pre-dispute understanding is possible.
\item \textsuperscript{92} See Kapeliuk & Klement, supra note 86, at 1486–87 (stating that ex ante agreements “affect[] parties’ behavior in performing their contractual obligations, the probability that a dispute would arise, and their litigation behavior”).
\item \textsuperscript{93} Bone, supra note 87, at 1331–32; Dodge, supra note 86, at 729; Kapeliuk & Klement, supra note 86, at 1483–93; Moffitt, supra note 84, at 462–65.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
have disputed (or have failed to recognize) the ex ante/ex post divide in the contract-procedure literature, claiming in effect that an agreement over procedure is substantively similar in at least some of its causes and effects regardless of whether it happens prior to or following the emergence of a dispute. These discussions are limited to procedure, however, and make no connection between these agreements and the full set of ex post settlement options we describe. Also, the general assumption of the contract-procedure authors is that ex post agreements are necessarily rare or almost trivial. Bob Bone, for instance, indicates that in his own research,

[He] found very few examples of agreements entered into after filing, other than the usual stipulations for additional time and the like. One possible reason is that procedural options after filing are treated as bargaining chips in settlement negotiation, so any agreement takes the form of a settlement ending the suit.

Focusing on procedural agreements has thus limited the study of ex post agreements generally, notwithstanding Bone’s hints about a possible connection between ex post procedural contracts and settlement. By contrast, in our research, we find a wide variety of apparently common partial settlement agreements of all shapes and sizes, as Sinclair exemplifies.

A. Award-Modification Agreements

An award-modification agreement is one in which the parties agree to a particular way of interpreting or enforcing the verdict or any other outcome of an adjudication. These are binding contracts, and are not necessarily disclosed to judges, juries, or arbitrators. Such agreements work like functions or formulas: their inputs are the

---

94 See, e.g., Bone, supra note 87, at 1340 (“Some commentators assume that cooperation is nearly impossible during litigation, but they tend to exaggerate the difference between ex ante and ex post.” (footnote omitted)).

95 Id. at 1342.

96 See id. at 1341 (“It is true that there is more room for making side payments ex ante. But side payments are also possible during litigation.” (footnote omitted)).

97 Contra Hoffman, supra note 33, at 393 (suggesting that procedure-related agreements are not as common as generally imagined).

98 Award-modification agreements do not alter the third-party factfinder’s or decision maker’s formally announced outcome but rather map the range of potential third-party determinations onto a range of actual obligations to be honored by the parties. In the case of high-low agreements, the party-relevant set of potential outcomes is narrower than the factfinder’s perceived choice set. See Prescott et al., supra note 2, at 703–07 (identifying formal conditions for Pareto optimal high-low award-modification contracts). However, in theory, parties can engineer award-modification terms that expand the set of possible outcomes.

99 See Richard Lorren Jolly, Note, Between the Ceiling and the Floor: Making the Case for Required Disclosure of High-Low Agreements to Juries, 48 U. Mich. J.L. Reform 813,
outcomes of the formal adjudication (typically, the damages award, if any), and their outputs are the new obligations of the parties.\textsuperscript{100} Other than derivatively, through litigant behavioral shifts resulting from changed incentives or judge or jury responses to learning of the agreements if disclosed,\textsuperscript{101} these agreements, by definition, do not affect the adjudicatory proceedings—neither substance nor procedure. Award modification circumvents the adjudication rather than altering it.

Because of the form award-modification agreements usually take, practitioners primarily view them as a way for both parties to limit risk.\textsuperscript{102} Most litigators and judges consider them to be an effective mutual hedge, or an insurance contract between the parties, in which the insurable event is the decision (or set of decisions) by the factfinder in question.\textsuperscript{103}

Yet these partial settlements may have other consequences. First, as noted, award modification may indirectly influence litigant and adjudicator behavior by changing the consequences of particular actions. If in place sufficiently early in the dispute,\textsuperscript{104} for example, award-modification agreements may influence investment in the litigation,\textsuperscript{105} potentially reducing costs (but also potentially increasing
them, when the formula enhances incentives to invest in the litigation. Second, these agreements implicitly allow parties to speculate profitably when they are optimistic by continuing to litigate, while controlling risk, which might otherwise cause the parties to fully settle. We characterize two categories of award-modification agreements.

1. **Kinked Award-Modification Agreements**

The first set of examples includes agreements that settle the amount to be paid using non-differentiable (even non-continuous) functions of the adjudicated outcome. In other words, these agreements are “kinked” in shape, with sharp corners at particular values explicitly listed in the agreement (and usually containing linear segments between the function’s kinks). The primary real-world representatives of this category are high-low agreements, which are partial settlements that take the following form:

\[
\text{Settlement Amount} = \begin{cases} 
\text{High}, & \text{if } x > \text{High} \\
 x, & \text{if } \text{High} \geq x \geq \text{Low} \\
\text{Low}, & \text{if } \text{Low} > x 
\end{cases}
\]

In this characterization, \(x\) represents the damages award produced by the adjudicator, and the parties settle on the “high” and “low” terms. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the damages awarded and the settlement amount under a high-low agreement.

---

106 We assume the adjudicated outcome is a damages award, but this assumption is by no means necessary. Whatever outcome adjudication might produce could be included as an input. In theory, one might stretch the definition of “award” to include information not normally considered an outcome, such as how many days the trial lasted, how many jurors sided with the defendant in a non-unanimous jury verdict setting, or how the judge responded to post-verdict motions.
By definition, high-low agreements must specify a high value and a low value (at a minimum), but are otherwise remarkably simple and intuitive contracts.107 In theory, the task of successfully negotiating two numbers may be somewhat more difficult than negotiating a full settlement agreement, which, in the simplest of such agreements, requires assent to only a single number.108 Nevertheless, the straightforwardness of the high-low contract makes it a relatively easy alternative to explain to a client.109

High-low agreements are relatively common, and have become increasingly common in recent years according to some.110 Upon reflection, the popularity of high-low agreements is not too surprising. Lawyers and their clients should easily comprehend the import of a high-low agreement to their prospects at trial: For the plaintiff, for example, it is not hard to understand that no matter what happens, the defendant will be required to pay at least the low, but no more than the high (leaving aside whatever is owed to his attorney). For the defendant, there is often strong appeal in the fact that no matter what happens, the outlays for any damages award will be capped at a predetermined amount. For certain disputes, such a trade-off is likely to make sense on both sides—in exactly the way that full settlement can sometimes make sense.

107 Sometimes, judges and practitioners use the phrase “high-low” to refer to more complicated kinked agreements. For example, one article published by a law firm uses the term “high-low agreement” to include agreements in which the two parties set a high amount and a low amount for damages, and then go to court solely to determine liability allocation. If the factfinder determines that the defendant is liable, then the plaintiff wins the high amount. If the factfinder determines that the defendant is not liable, then the plaintiff wins the low amount. Such an agreement eliminates entirely any middle points between what would normally be the high and low points of a high-low agreement. See Kevin G. Faley & Andrea M. Alonso, High-Low Agreements: Misunderstood Litigation Technique, N.Y. L.J., Mar. 27, 1998, at 1, 11, http://mdafny.com/index.aspx?TypeContent=CUSTOMPAGEARTICLE&custom_pages_articlesID=14799 (last visited Oct. 23, 2015). For an example of a case with a more complicated kinked arrangement labeled as a high-low agreement, see Verdict and Settlement Summary, Witherspoon v. Domino’s Pizza, LLC, No. 27588/05, 2007 WL 3286301 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Oct. 11, 2007) (describing an award-modification agreement in which the plaintiff would receive $250,000 if the defendant was found 100% liable, $125,000 if the defendant was found 50% liable, and nothing if the defendant was found 0% liable).

108 This claim is conditional on both parties preferring the agreement in question to all alternatives. It is not a claim about whether high-low agreements or settlements will be more attractive on average.

109 See, e.g., Jack H. Werchick, Settling the Case—Plaintiff, in 4 AM. JURIS. TRIALS § 1, at 149 (Supp. 2005) (providing an example of the simplicity of explaining high-low agreements to a client).

110 See McDonough, supra note 102, at 12 (noting that trial lawyers “report that high-lows are on the rise”).
High-low agreements have been shown to be mutually beneficial for litigants, beating out both full settlement and a trial without a high-low agreement, but only under certain conditions—particularly, when at least one of the litigants is not too risk averse, when costs of litigating under a high-low agreement are sufficiently low, and when the parties are optimistic about their prospects at trial.\textsuperscript{111} Using the same notation as before, we can provide the basic intuition behind this result with a simple numerical example.

Suppose that the plaintiff and the defendant are negotiating prior to a risky trial. The litigants are in complete agreement that the probability that the defendant will prevail is 40%, \( f_p(0) = f_d(0) = 0.40 \). They also agree that there is a 10% chance of a runaway jury award of $1000, \( f_p(1000) = f_d(1000) = 0.10 \). The litigants’ beliefs diverge, however, about what the jury will do the remaining 50% of the time: the plaintiff believes that the jury will award $600 in these circumstances, while the defendant believes that the jury will award $200. In this example, the litigants are mutually optimistic in the sense in which we previously employed the term, with \( E_p(x) = $400 \) and \( E_d(x) = $200 \). Under our earlier assumption that the risk premiums of the parties are proportional to the variance of the court award with risk aversion coefficients \( \alpha_p = \alpha_d = 0.00025 \) the risk premiums are \( r_p = $30 \) and \( r_d = $20 \).\textsuperscript{112}

Now suppose that the litigants sign a high-low agreement with a floor of $100 and a ceiling of $600. Note that this high-low agreement does not change the expected return at trial: \( E_p(x) = $400 \) and \( E_d(x) = $200 \) just as they were before. However, the high-low agreement reduces the risk both litigants face; the risk premiums fall to \( r_p = $15 \) and \( r_d = $5 \). The sum of the risk premiums has fallen from $50 to $20, and so the high-low agreement has created surplus of $50 - $20 = $30. Consequently, the plaintiff and defendant are unambiguously better off with the high-low agreement than they are proceeding with a naked trial.\textsuperscript{113}

Thus, at least in theory, award-modification agreements can improve on naked adjudication and full settlement under certain conditions, and because they are easy to negotiate and simple to understand (and hence straightforward for lawyers to explain to their

\textsuperscript{111} Prescott et al., supra note 2, at 701.

\textsuperscript{112} Recall \( r_i = \alpha_i \text{var}(x) \), where \( \text{var}(x) = \Sigma(x_i - \bar{x})^2/n \). See supra notes 49–54 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{113} The increase in surplus would be even more dramatic if the litigants were more risk averse. If the coefficients were 0.0009 instead of 0.00025, then the sum of the risk premiums for a naked trial would be $180. With the high-low agreement, the sum would fall to $72, a savings of $108.
one would expect lawyers (and their clients) to discuss and agree to high-low agreements (and other forms of partial settlement) when those conditions have been satisfied. In fact, it is clear that parties do discuss and agree to award-modification agreements in reasonable numbers, particularly in certain categories of litigation, but one might reasonably ask: Does such behavior have anything to do with settlement behavior? Do the parties use “partial settlements” to reduce litigation costs, mitigate risk, enhance expected returns, or all of the above?115

Although there is a significant need for additional empirical research on these topics, very recent scholarship does suggest an affirmative answer to this question. Along with a co-author, we recently studied the most common form of award-modification settlements (high-low agreements) by electronically analyzing narrative litigation notes from tens of thousands of insurance disputes.116 In each dispute, we identified whether the parties entered into or even simply discussed the possibility of a high-low agreement.117 With respect to the characteristics of the disputes themselves, we developed measures of how “risky” and “costly” the cases were likely to be by using internal budgeting records and reserve amounts and by studying the litigation costs of past cases with similar characteristics, respectively.118

Hypothesizing that parties rationally employ award-modification agreements to reduce costs and risk (like full settlement contracts), while also retaining their freedom to capitalize on their confidence in their respective litigation positions, we predicted that high-low agreements would appear when both litigation costs were expected to be relatively low (i.e., fully settling would be relatively less attractive)

---

114 For more information about the negotiation costs involved in award-modification agreements, see Prescott et al., supra note 2, at 703–05 (modeling the costs of negotiating award-modification contracts and discussing the implications).

115 The empirical study of settlement generally is difficult for a host of data-related and methodological reasons, but examining partial settlements empirically and in a systematic way is even more challenging. When a case fully settles, there tends to be some evidence of this fact, even if it is just the case dropping out of the court system (even a withdrawal is a settlement). Partial settlements, however, occur at all points on the litigation timeline. Many of these exchanges are not recorded in court documents, and they are not sufficiently material to be commonly mentioned in appellate opinions. Furthermore, even litigants who are repeat players do not regularly document the many varieties of partial settlements that become integral parts of their litigation, at least in part because many of them do not have an obvious name.

116 Prescott et al., supra note 2, at 707. The insurance company did not record its use of a high-low agreement in any other way. See id.

117 If the parties entered into a high-low contract, we recorded the high and low terms, along with many other details about the bargaining process.

118 See Prescott et al., supra note 2, at 713–14 (explaining the study’s methodology and results).
and adjudication risk was expected to be relatively high (i.e., naked adjudication would be relatively less attractive). Consistent with normal settlement theory, we also anticipated that naked trials would be most common when risks and costs were expected to be low, and thus that full settlement would be most frequent when risks and costs were expected to be high. Figure 2 below portrays the basic pattern we find in our data (darker shading equals more density). Litigants appear to behave in ways that are consistent with both hypotheses.

![Figure 2: Settlement Behavior by Cost and Risk of Litigation](image)

**Figure 2. Settlement Behavior by Cost and Risk of Litigation**

- **Expected Litigation Costs**
  - Below Median
  - Above Median

- **Likelihood of Naked Trial or Arbitration**
  - Below Median
  - Above Median

- **Likelihood of High-Low Agreement**
  - Below Median
  - Above Median

- **Likelihood of Settlement/Mediation**
  - Below Median
  - Above Median

*Note: Darker cells represent higher likelihood. See Prescott et al., supra note 2, at 724–28.*

Award modification and partial settlements in general, we conjecture, are simply evidence of parties behaving rationally when approaching the resolution of a dispute. Most decisions in life are not all or nothing; the same is true with settlement behavior. When circumstances do support the parties fully settling the case, most of the time they will resolve the case entirely. But when full settlement is somewhat attractive, but not attractive enough or simply not possible for some reason, it would be strange to assume that litigants throw up

---

119 Id. at 713.
120 Id.
121 Id. at 701. Other anecdotal evidence in our insurance data suggests that award-modification agreements like high-low contracts are a form of partial settlement. First, high-low discussions and full-settlement discussions were always intertwined in negotiations. Second, a majority of cases involving high-low agreements ultimately settled, and there was clear evidence from lawyer notes that a high-low agreement was a “partial solution” when settling the case was the real goal. Third, there was some understanding among practitioners that securing a high-low agreement actually increased the likelihood of a full settlement eventually occurring, most likely for behavioral reasons. Id. at 708, 718; see also infra Part III (assessing the potential role of partial settlements as substitutes for full settlement or, alternatively, as helping to facilitate full settlement).
their hands and litigate as if they had never had any interest in fully settling—in reducing costs, in mitigating risk, or in maximizing expected returns.

High-low agreements are a perfect example of a simple way to compromise. On the other hand, the constrained nature of a high-low contract (linear, two kink points, and fixed slopes, two of which are flat and one of which increases along the 45-degree line) implies that there are surely cases in which other forms of award modification would be superior: not just to the best high-low agreement, but also to naked trial or full settlement when these latter choices would otherwise have been superior to the best high-low agreement.

Litigants can and do write other, more complicated forms of award-modification agreements. Consider a partial settlement agreement from a 2006 case out of New Jersey:

Under the terms of the agreement, if the defendant were found by the jury to be not at fault, or less than 50% at fault, the plaintiff would recover $6,000; if the defendant were found to be 50% at fault, the plaintiff would recover $11,250; and if the defendant were found to be over 51% at fault, [the plaintiff] would recover $22,500.

An agreement that takes this form differs from a traditional high-low agreement not only in the type of input it requires (it uses percentage of liability), but also in that it is not even a continuous function of that input: there is no way under this contract for the plaintiff to receive, say, $20,000 as damages. The plaintiff will receive $6000, $11,250, or $22,500. From the perspective of the parties, no other values were even on the table, whatever the outcome of the jury’s deliberations.

The use of just a few kink points in award-modification agreements is almost certainly a consequence of negotiation costs and cog-

---

122 Although Michael Moffitt focuses on contract procedure in his work, he does briefly discuss high-low agreements as a sort of contract procedure. See Moffitt, supra note 84, at 496–97 (discussing high-low agreements as “an option for extrajudicial customization of the litigation experience”). We disagree with this characterization. High-low agreements affect litigation only indirectly, and they need not even be known to anyone other than the parties themselves.

123 In other words, there would be a greater number of circumstances in which the optimal award-modification agreement would edge out both settlement and naked adjudication than there would be sets of conditions under which high-low agreements would do this, even if high-low agreements are sometimes optimal.


125 The full extent of the plaintiff’s damages may have been resolved separately through an issue-modification agreement. We discuss this form of partial settlement infra Section II.B.
nitive limits. Complicated functions that allow for, say, a different value for every possible level of damages the court might award would require too much time to evaluate and discuss (leaving aside writing it down). In effect, parties appear to rely on a boilerplate way of improving on their options of full adjudication and full settlement. Parties may use these boilerplates because they come to know them through their training or experience, rather than by careful consideration of alternative forms. Parties appear to use cognitive short cuts to identify the required high and low contract terms as well: high-low agreements and full settlement negotiations often occur simultaneously, with the high and low terms that the parties select sometimes exactly mirroring recent settlement demand and offer amounts. In any event, kinked award-modification agreements seem unlikely,

126 Given continuous belief distributions and differentiable utility functions, fully rational agents would likely choose a continuous mapping of the distribution of damages onto legal obligations—i.e., a smooth award-modification function without kinks. Negotiation is costly, however, and cognitive limitations might also prevent the realization of this ideal. Agents are subject to information-processing constraints that limit their perceptions of differences between potential payouts and limit their ability to optimize when negotiations are complex. See Ariel Rubinstein, Modeling Bounded Rationality 89 (1998) (noting that agents often infer inappropriate similarities between outcomes, effectively collapsing the set of possible outcomes); Chaim Fershtman & Ehud Kalai, Complexity Considerations and Market Behavior, 24 RAND J. ECON. 224, 224–35 (1993) (showing that agents who can choose a strategy involving only a limited number of contingencies will generally have weaker equilibrium outcomes). An analogous and well-studied problem is found in the optimal tax literature. Assuming a continuous talent distribution and the absence of administrative and compliance costs, the welfare-maximizing income-tax obligation is a continuous function of a taxpayer’s income. See J.A. Mirrlees, An Exploration in the Theory of Optimum Income Taxation, 38 REV. ECON. STUD. 175, 207 (1971).

127 In our review of many negotiations of high-low agreements in the insurance context, we have found that high and low terms are not uncommonly identical to the most recent settlement offers made by each party. This may reflect the parties’ excessively optimistic beliefs about the likelihood of the award amount being equal or below the lower bound (in the case of the defendant) or equal to or above the higher bound (in the case of the plaintiff). But just as all students in Lake Wobegon cannot be above average, parties that place undue attention on outcomes that are personally favorable to them may be insufficiently focused on the full award distribution. For a discussion of optimism bias in legal contexts, see Christine Jolls, Behavioral Law and Economics, in Behavioral Economics and Its Applications 123 (Peter Diamond & Hannu Vartiainen eds., 2007), and Cass R. Sunstein, Behavioral Analysis of Law, 64 U. CHI. L. REV. 1175, 1182–84 (1997). In addition, choosing high and low terms based on the most recent settlement offers might be explained by the availability heuristic, which biases agents toward using information that is salient or readily available when making decisions. See Christine Jolls & Cass R. Sunstein, Debiasing Through Law, 35 J. LEGAL STUD. 199, 203–04 (2006).

except by extreme coincidence,\textsuperscript{129} to be the best way for the parties to partially settle their disputes.

2. \textit{Smooth Award-Modification Agreements}

One can imagine many flexible ways to modify a damages award, but here we focus on agreements that “smoothly” relate any award amount to the settlement payment,\textsuperscript{130} usually in a monotonic or even a linear way.\textsuperscript{131} To illustrate just one of many possibilities, consider the award-modification agreement in Figure 3 below. In this agreement, the plaintiff will receive a certain payment, \( t \), regardless of the verdict. In exchange for this fixed payment, the plaintiff agrees to a 50% “haircut,”\textsuperscript{132} and would receive only fifty cents on every dollar the jury awards in damages. Thus, if the jury determines that \( x = 0 \), the plaintiff receives the fixed payment \( t \). If the jury determines that \( x = $600,000 \), then the plaintiff receives half of that amount, or \$300,000, in addition to the fixed payment. Interestingly, this award-modification contract offers many of the same advantages as a high-low agreement. It limits risk for both parties, and it is also not difficult to explain to clients.

Whether a smooth contract is likely to be optimal (or at least preferable to a kinked award-modification agreement) will turn on the relative smoothness of the distributions of the beliefs and preferences

\textsuperscript{129} A high-low agreement could be optimal if, for example, the defendant believed that every damages level below the low was twice as likely as the plaintiff did, and conversely if the plaintiff believed that every outcome above the high were twice as likely as the defendant. In general, the distributions of the parties’ beliefs necessary to render a high-low agreement optimal would be rather unusual, with the relationship between the two distributions changing sharply at the high and low amounts.

\textsuperscript{130} By “smooth,” we mean the function is continuous and differentiable at all points.

\textsuperscript{131} A monotonic function is one that preserves the ordering of the inputs in the ordering of the outputs. In other words, an increase in damages would always lead to an actual payment under the contract that is at least as high as it would have been without the increase. High-low contracts are weakly monotonic and continuous, but are not differentiable. A linear function is a monotonic function of the form \( y = t + bx \) where \( t \) and \( b \) are constant numbers—i.e., it results in a straight line, possibly with an intercept other than zero on the \( y \) axis.

\textsuperscript{132} In the litigation context, the term refers to the percentage by which a jury’s damages determination is reduced by a subsequent settlement. David A. Hyman et al., \textit{Do Defendants Pay What Juries Award? Post-Verdict Haircuts in Texas Medical Malpractice Cases, 1988–2003}, 4 J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUD. 3, 68 (2007) (defining a “haircut” as “a nonnegative fraction of the adjusted verdict”). A plaintiff often agrees to a haircut after the verdict in order to avoid appeals, or to bring awards in line with statutory damages caps or insurance policy limits. See David A. Hyman & Charles Silver, \textit{Medical Malpractice and Compensation in Global Perspective: How Does the U.S. Do It?}, 87 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 163, 195–96 (2012).
(specifically, the sensitivity to risk) of the parties.\textsuperscript{133} If one makes certain standard assumptions about these distributions,\textsuperscript{134} when litigants are mutually optimistic about their prospects at trial, the optimal settlement agreement is upward sloping,\textsuperscript{135} perhaps even linear, as we see in the example depicted in Figure 3.\textsuperscript{136} If the parties are relatively more risk averse, the lump-sum transfer to the plaintiff will be larger and the slope of the settlement schedule will be flatter.\textsuperscript{137} The award-

\textsuperscript{133} For example, traffic collision disputes often involve a damages cap (or a high, when the parties enter into a high-low agreement) set at or near the defendant’s auto insurance policy limit. See, e.g., Verdict and Settlement Summary, Dodge v. Knibbs, No. 92L-12939, 1993 WL 663017 (Ill. Ct. Cl. Aug. 1, 1993) (reporting a high set equal to the policy limit). When insurance is limited, a defendant’s sensitivity to risk is not smooth; it rises sharply at or near the insurance policy limit, making kinked-award modification more attractive.

\textsuperscript{134} Litigants must have subjectively divergent beliefs about the expected outcome of litigation, and one litigant must be \textit{moderately} risk averse. If the litigants hold the same subjective beliefs or are extremely risk averse, they will fully settle. Prescott et al., \textit{supra} note 2, at 703–07.

\textsuperscript{135} Note the implication: nonlinear award-modification agreements might well be optimal as well.

\textsuperscript{136} It is possible to show formally that linear award-modification contracts emerge as optimal when parties have expected utility with constant absolute risk aversion, and when the distribution of outcomes at trial is bell-shaped and normal, and when the litigants have different subjective assessments of the means or averages of these bell-shaped curves. The precise nature of the contract—the slope and the lump-sum payment—will of course be determined by the particulars of the lawsuit and the characteristics of the parties themselves. Under more general conditions, including the monotone likelihood ratio property, the schedule would not necessarily be linear, but under quite general conditions, it will be smooth and increasing with court-determined damages. See generally Kathryn E. Spier & J.J. Prescott, Contracting on Litigation (Sept. 4, 2015) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with authors).

\textsuperscript{137} A higher lump-sum payment better protects the plaintiff from the risk of a jury determination that awards the plaintiff little or nothing. A larger haircut better protects the defendant from the risk of a jury determination that awards the plaintiff a high amount.
modification agreement evolves into a full settlement agreement if the slope is totally flat—i.e., if the settlement amount were insensitive to the damages award produced by the adjudicator, the drive to reduce costs would lead the plaintiff to withdraw the case, since its outcome would be irrelevant. If the parties are not too risk averse, and are very optimistic about their likely success at trial, you might see a settlement schedule that has a slope steeper than one,138 a situation analogous to the parties doubling down. If one party is less enthusiastic about doubling down, a side payment might seal the deal.

Thus, formally modeling the design of award-modification agreements leads to a number of predictions about the shape these agreements will take—i.e., what they might look like in the real world if negotiation costs were eliminated or even just much lower, perhaps as a result of lawyers and repeat clients becoming accustomed to using such contracts.139

Note that the flexibility (and therefore the potential attractiveness) of these contracts is enhanced by the possibility of an accompanying side payment.140 In Figure 3, the plaintiff would have never agreed to a 50% haircut had it not been for the assurance of receiving $t$ as a side payment. Of interest is the fact that a high-low agreement essentially involves a financial side payment (the guaranteed “low”), which in theory could be discounted and paid over before trial.141 Specifically, under a high-low agreement, in exchange for agreeing to a minimum payment under all circumstances,142 the defendant receives a cap on his exposure at trial. In practice, these side payments might take the form of a lump-sum transfer of money up front (from the defendant to the plaintiff, or even vice versa, under more unusual circumstances),143 but might alternatively consist of a nonmonetary, in-

---

138 For example, if the parties agree that the defendant would owe the plaintiff 200% of the damages determined by a jury, presumably in exchange for some benefit to the defendant (assuming a large ex ante payment to the defendant), then the slope would be steeper than the 45-degree line and would cross that line from underneath.

139 See generally Spier & Prescott, supra note 136.

140 See Bone, supra note 87, at 1341–42 (noting the capacity of parties to make side payments in litigation and the ability of these transactions to make both parties better off).

141 It appears that while the low could be paid in advance if the litigation was long and drawn out, in practice this does not happen (or happens extremely rarely). There is no separate upfront payment. In an interview with a general counsel of a large insurance company, we confirmed this impression, at least in the context of his company’s litigation practice.

142 In other words, the defendant essentially provides the plaintiff with a note with a future maturity date, which is the financial equivalent of a present transfer of value.

143 On this latter possibility, if the plaintiff is not too risk averse and very optimistic about the outcome at trial, the optimal side payment could be negative. That is, the plaintiff would prefer to double down, paying money to the defendant in exchange for, say, double damages. In reality, it seems more likely that plaintiffs would offer a side payment
kind benefit, like agreeing to a costly procedural adjustment or a substantive issue concession.144 In fact, partial settlements in which an early monetary transfer between the parties would make sense are, in our research, uniformly accompanied instead by a nonfinancial side-payment (i.e., a compensating in-kind partial-settlement term).145

While “pure” linear contracts with monetary side payments are rare, linear award-modification agreements that involve another form of partial settlement as a side payment are not uncommon. Take a case filed in 2007 between Oracle and SAP involving copyright infringement.146 In exchange for dropping any request for punitive damages (which are usually a multiple of compensatory damages—i.e., Oracle agreed to take a percentage of what it might otherwise have received), SAP agreed to pay $120 million.147 Importantly, the case did not fully settle; the dispute went to the jury, the jury found for Oracle, and awarded compensatory damages only.148 A better example of a pure award-modification agreement would involve an agreement that did not “touch” the actual adjudication at all—a side agreement in which the parties agreed that $120 million would be paid in lieu of any punitive damages the jury happened to award. SAP and Oracle most likely benefited substantially from avoiding the additional costs of punitive damages litigation. Moreover, SAP surely did not want a jury publicly determining that it ought to pay punitive damages.149 Consequently, it settled that issue with Oracle, and continued with the rest of the adjudication.

in the form of issue or procedure modification. See infra Parts II.B–C, III (describing issue- and procedure-modification agreements and their use in settlement negotiations as in-kind benefits to defendants).

144 See infra Sections II.B–C (describing possible forms of issue- and procedure-modification agreements).


146 Verdict and Settlement Summary, Oracle Corp. v. SAP AG, No. 07-cv-01658, 2010 WL 5064389 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 23, 2010).


148 Oracle Corp. v. SAP AG, 765 F.3d 1081, 1085 (9th Cir. 2014) (noting the jury’s award of $1.3 billion in compensatory damages).

149 This is an instance of a more general phenomenon. Award-modification agreements cannot “undo” everything by contract when the adjudication happens in public and consequences other than the payment of damages may result from any outcome. For this reason, parties may prefer other forms of partial settlement in such situations. Issue-modification agreements and procedure-modification agreements have the ability to alter what happens in court. See infra Sections II.B–C (observing the ability of issue- and
B. Issue-Modification Agreements

An issue-modification agreement is one in which the parties agree to change the underlying substance of the legal dispute. In contrast to award-modification agreements, judges (typically) and jurors (sometimes) may be aware of these settlements; after all, unless the parties are able to restructure the framing of the underlying dispute prior to any formal process, others will be able to recognize the disparity of the claims asserted at the outset with the governing law or the facts that emerge. Perhaps a more precise way of defining issue-modification agreements is that they change the set of issues the factfinder is ultimately tasked with resolving, but do not transform further any conclusion produced by the factfinder (award-modification agreements) nor alter the procedural rules of the game (procedure-modification agreements). While the substance that is run through the machine might be different, the machine itself remains the same.

In practice, parties to a dispute appear to use issue-modification agreements for the primary purpose of reducing litigation costs. In theory, issue-modification agreements could be used to add or complicate issues (which would presumably increase costs), or to generate facts that trigger the application of more intricate legal doctrines.
But these potential uses seem less likely to happen in the real world, although they are not unimaginable: for instance, a defendant might agree to a plaintiff’s request to add claims to a complaint in exchange for the plaintiff’s conceding a sufficient (but not necessary) element or in exchange for allowing some compensating procedure modification.

Issue-modification agreements have a more ambiguous relationship to risk mitigation. Parties might use a partial settlement to resolve the most uncertain issues, leaving behind less risky issues worth litigating on both sides; alternatively, multiple risky, but negatively correlated issues may generate something of a hedge for both parties, and eliminating one side of the hedge might increase risk for both parties. Finally, issue modification has the potential to affect a party’s ex ante returns. These agreements can clearly reduce costs and therefore indirectly increase the attractiveness of continuing a lawsuit. But, intuitively, resolving a disputed, necessary, and material issue will also accomplish the same thing directly. A defendant’s decision to fully admit liability, for example, directly increases the likelihood of there being damages awarded in the case and therefore the plaintiff’s expected return.

It is well established that settlement is more likely to occur the closer two parties are in their views of the likely outcome of their case.\(^{155}\) It follows that if the parties had two separate disputes—with shared beliefs about one and divergent, mutually optimistic views about the other—the parties might benefit by settling the first and litigating the second. The same logic is true when multiple distinct issues are at play in the same case, even if the issues cannot be litigated as separate cases. Not surprisingly, the relationship of the issues to each other and to the eventual outcome—i.e., the substantive law—is integral to the dynamics and prevalence of partial settlements of this ilk.

The dynamics of issue-modification agreements turn on three sets of considerations:

First, conceptually, issues may be discrete or divisible.\(^{156}\) Determining "liability" is apparently divisible into at least 100

---

155 See, e.g., Priest & Klein, supra note 4, at 17; Shavell, supra note 3, at 63–64. Shared beliefs or information are likely to focus the parties on finding settlement terms at a minimum simply to save costs (as prediction becomes perfect, the settlement amount becomes the expected value minus the defendant’s share of the saved costs).

156 “Discrete” is used here to mean an object that can take one of up to two distinct values, or what in other contexts is referred to as having a binary outcome. “Divisible,” in contrast, refers to an object that can take more than two possible values.
parts\textsuperscript{157}: people can be 50% or even 53% at fault.\textsuperscript{158} States of mind, however, appear to be less so: it is difficult to conceive of what being 50% “aware” of something might mean. Discrete issues are thus those that cannot easily be divided into smaller issues and still be coherent, and so must be settled, if they are to be settled, one way or the other.\textsuperscript{159}

Second, the substantive law in question can involve different numbers of interdependent issues. If an issue is entirely severable from others in the sense that only the outcome on that particular issue matters to the outcome of the case—and the process of adjudicating the issue will have no effect (or perhaps only offsetting effects) on other issues—then the decision to settle that issue is much more straightforward as a processing matter, and partial settlements may be easier.\textsuperscript{160} A large number of interdependent issues make issue-modification agreements more challenging to negotiate on average and may more easily result in more risk and cost.\textsuperscript{161}

\textsuperscript{157} We recognize that law matters to this determination. In the context of liability, for example, it matters that many states in the United States are comparative-fault or modified comparative-fault jurisdictions. In the former, the defendant owes his proportionate share of the damages. In contributory-negligence states, by contrast, any fault of the plaintiff precludes recovery.

\textsuperscript{158} See, e.g., Summary Jury Trial Data Collection Form, Ewers v. Theodore, No. 20068/09, 2012 Jury Verdicts LEXIS 17334 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. May 2, 2012) (reporting a summary jury trial outcome in which a plaintiff was found to be 53% negligent). In theory, liability is “infinitely divisible,” meaning a factfinder could assign the defendant’s percentage of liability to any real number between zero and one. In practice, divisions finer than 100 parts are unlikely, perhaps due to cognitive limitations on agents’ ability to finely partition choice sets. See generally RUBENSTEIN, supra note 126, at 87–93 (discussing agents’ limited attention and computational challenges).

\textsuperscript{159} An object is indivisible if it cannot be divided into constituent objects of the same class. For example, in the set of positive integers, one is indivisible.

\textsuperscript{160} Interdependence of issues increases complexity by correlating outcomes of each issue. See Kathryn E. Spier, Settlement Bargaining and the Design of Damage Awards, 10 J.L. ECON. & ORG. 84, 85–86 (1994) (showing that legal complexity, when combined with asymmetric information, can reduce the likelihood of parties reaching efficient settlement outcomes); cf. Stevenson, supra note 12, at 263 (arguing that reverse bifurcation is an example of an issues-severance procedure meant to encourage settlement). There is also empirical evidence that legal complexity reduces the likelihood of settlement. See, e.g., Daniel Kessler, Institutional Causes of Delay in the Settlement of Legal Disputes, 12 J.L. ECON. & ORG. 432, 435, 445 (1996) (finding that the use of comparative negligence, a proxy for case complexity, delays settlement in an empirical analysis of automobile bodily injury claims).

\textsuperscript{161} See supra note 160. In contrast, several independent issues may facilitate bargaining. See Donald G. Gifford, A Context-Based Theory of Strategy Selection in Legal Negotiation, 46 OHIO ST. L.J. 41, 55–56 (1985) (noting that creative negotiation techniques are generally more successful when there are multiple issues—and therefore several outcomes over which the parties can trade—rather than a single issue on which the parties’ interests are inherently opposed).
Third, any particular set of interdependent issues can work together as either complements or substitutes. Naturally, all elements that are necessary to make out a cause of action are complements by definition—e.g., a determination that there is liability and that there has been harm is necessary for a plaintiff to receive compensation. By contrast, a Title VII plaintiff that alleges race and gender discrimination (which are entirely distinct claims) and a defendant that offers inconsistent (but individually sufficient) legal defenses each have a few different bites at the apple.

Recognizing that litigants bargain over particular issues, that issues can be all-or-nothing, and that issues are connected to each other in their relationship to an adjudication’s outcome are neither great nor new insights. Instead, we are interested in an important implication of these facts: an issue’s characteristics and its interactions with other issues may render partial settlement more or less difficult, and consequently may influence the types of partial settlements we are likely to observe in practice. Substantive law and how it is organized may directly influence settlement behavior. Accordingly, parties may prefer alternative approaches to partial settlement in those areas of the law that are relatively inhospitable to issue-modification agreements on account of the area’s structure and substance. We organize our discussion by analyzing first agreements over discrete issues and then agreements over divisible issues.

1. Discrete Issue-Modification Agreements

In disputes with multiple discrete issues, if parties are forced to “settle” or “go to trial,” each litigant will calculate some overall view of the value of their case and proceed accordingly in how they bargain for settlement. Issue-modification agreements free parties to settle separately on one or more issues. By settling only that part of a case

---

162 Issues are complements when they must all realize specific outcomes to achieve a particular outcome in the adjudication. Issues are substitutes when only one must realize a specific result to achieve a particular outcome in the adjudication. See infra Sections III.A–B.

163 For example, the multiple defenses asserted by defendants in civil lawsuits are substitutes—success with respect to any one guarantees the defendant a victory. See, e.g., Jef De Mot & Alex Stein, Talking Points, 2015 U. ILL. L. REV. 1259, 1266.


165 There is a substantial literature devoted to how earlier decisions by parties to drop, settle, or continue litigation influence the composition of disputes resolved through trial. For an early but concise discussion of the case-selection literature, see generally W. Kip Viscusi, Product Liability Litigation with Risk Aversion, 17 J. LEGAL STUD. 101 (1988).
that ought to be settled, given costs, beliefs, and preferences, and then litigating the remainder, parties may be able to benefit relative to naked adjudication or full settlement. In a phrase, the parties can get rid of some of the bad (unnecessary risk and cost) while keeping most or all of the good (expected returns).

To see this, imagine a hypothetical cause of action that involves two issues (say, scienter and damages), both of which must be proved by the plaintiff. To be precise, if the plaintiff fails to prevail on either issue, the adjudication would set \( x = 0 \). Let us also assume that proving scienter and the extent of damages (and defending against such proof) are both costly, and that it is impossible for either party to ignore an issue without it affecting the party’s prospects in the adjudication in a negative way, perhaps because a good deal of the facts underlying the dispute are relevant to both issues, and so demurring at one stage (and allowing the other side to put on its evidence) would have significant consequences at later stages. In this case, the defendant is 90% sure he is going to lose on the scienter issue, but is 95% sure that any damages award will be nominal—i.e., he will lose the first battle, but win the war. The plaintiff is also 90% sure that he will win on the scienter question, and further is 95% certain that the jury will award him significant damages at the end of the trial, as well—i.e., he will win the first battle, and the war as well. How should the parties proceed?

Assume the defendant finds that disputing scienter will actually prove more costly than it is worth to him in expectation—in the narrow sense that the chance of winning on the issue multiplied by the

---

166 A related concept in economics is third-degree price discrimination, under which a firm with market power is able to set different prices in different markets, as opposed to charging a single price in all markets. Partial settlement allows parties the flexibility to choose different strategies for different issues, as firms able to price discriminate can choose different prices in different markets. Partial settlement may also result in certain cases being adjudicated that otherwise would have settled, just as a firm’s discriminatory price in a market may facilitate commerce while the nondiscriminatory price would be too high. See Richard Schmalensee, *Output and Welfare Implications of Monopolistic Third-Degree Price Discrimination*, 71 Am. Econ. Rev. 242, 245 (1981).

167 In this example, we assume that scienter and damages are both necessary and complementary issues under the governing substantive law.

168 To simplify, this assumption eliminates the possibility that one of the parties can partially settle by unilaterally conceding an issue at no cost. We assume evidentiary “connectedness”—that at least some evidence in the case is relevant to multiple issues and that allowing one party to present evidence unimpeded by any response on one issue would be costly to the other party with respect to the outcome on other issues. Thus, at least some of the time, this connectedness forces a litigant to decide either to adjudicate the issue fully (at a cost) or to settle the issue beforehand. Nonetheless, the litigant cannot just not show up; it would raise his rival’s costs, but these gains would not justify the losses resulting from the other party’s unanswered evidence.
expected outcome at the damages stage if scienter is found is not worth the cost of disputing the issue.\textsuperscript{169} (By contrast, the plaintiff naturally finds proving scienter worthwhile in this same narrow sense—the plaintiff cannot win without it!) In this scenario, the defendant will simply settle the issue by conceding it,\textsuperscript{170} or perhaps bargain non-credibly for some other concession,\textsuperscript{171} attempting to extract some of the benefit the plaintiff receives through lower litigation costs. Because a finding of scienter is highly likely, there is little risk mitigation to the settlement on either side.\textsuperscript{172} Examples of this sort of partial settlement behavior abound, usually when everyone is confident about the likely outcome and there will be no consequence of the concession for the outcome of future issues.\textsuperscript{173}

Instead, assume the defendant concludes that disputing scienter would have been worth it in expectation in the narrow sense, but litigating the issue will have negative consequences for the adjudication of the damages issue because the issues are connected; evidence presented by the plaintiff that is admissible only as to the first issue might nonetheless influence a jury’s determination with respect to the second issue. On the whole, the defendant decides that the effort is

\textsuperscript{169} If the defendant disputes scienter, then the defendant’s subjective probability of losing the case is $0.90 \times 0.05$, or 4.5%. The defendant will settle the scienter issue if the litigation costs exceed the benefit (to the defendant) of a one-half-of-one percent reduction in the likelihood of losing. Note that the plaintiff gains considerably when the defendant settles scienter. The plaintiff’s subjective likelihood of winning rises from $0.90 \times 0.95$ or 85.5% to 95%. Cases in which the plaintiff’s expected litigation costs exceed the expected judgment, known as negative-expected-value suits, exist due to the plaintiff’s expectation of a positive settlement offer (net of costs) from the defendant. See Lucian A. Bebchuk, \textit{Suits with Negative Expected Value}, in \textit{3 The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics and the Law} 551–52 (Peter Newman ed., 1998) (defining negative-expected-value suits and discussing why a rational defendant would ever agree to pay a positive settlement amount in such cases).


\textsuperscript{171} A defendant has nothing to lose by prolonging settlement bargaining. \textit{Id.} at 237–38. In general, the plaintiff can credibly commit to moving forward, since the first stage is necessary to winning and pursuing the case has positive expected value. The plaintiff gets to move first and will require the defendant to move if she does, so conceding appears optimal.

\textsuperscript{172} A 95% probability generates less risk aversion than a 50% probability.

\textsuperscript{173} See 1B Fed. Proc. Forms § 1:1083 (providing a sample jury instruction). Examples of extremely minor stipulations include identities, addresses, expert qualifications, and so on. Joint stipulations or joint statements of facts are also a regular feature of the litigation landscape. See, e.g., 2 Merrick T. Rossein, \textit{Employment Discrimination: Law and Litigation} § 17:4 (2005).
not worth it. Under these circumstances, the defendant also concedes, essentially trading with himself by happily exercising his option to stipulate to scienter, thereby settling the issue. The two main issues in this scenario are not distinct in the way separate lawsuits are usually thought to be distinct; settling one issue has consequences for the resolution of another issue. Consider the plaintiff’s perspective: unlike in the first scenario, where presumably the plaintiff’s position is improved because costs are reduced and because the small chance of losing the first battle has been eliminated, here, the concession may actually worsen the plaintiff’s position by reducing his chances of succeeding at the damages stage. Unfortunately, the plaintiff is usually powerless to prevent the defendant’s concession.

It is a stretch, however, to think about these simple scenarios as settlements involving “agreements.” The defendant has private reasons for conceding the issue in both cases (reducing costs and maximizing returns), regardless of the plaintiff’s preferences. In addition, no partial settlement on the issue going the other way (i.e., in favor of the defendant rather than the plaintiff) is possible given the assumed construction of the cause of action and the plaintiff’s burden of proof. Both issues constitute necessary elements (by assumption), and so the plaintiff’s conceding of any discrete issue would equate to a full settlement of (or an agreement to dismiss) the claim. However, by complicating the scenario in two ways, true partial settlements over issues become plausible and potentially attractive alternatives for parties.

Return to the initial scenario, but now assume it is worth it in all senses for the defendant to dispute the scienter element: in expectation, the gains from doing so outweigh the costs, plus any potential increase in risk that might result. Assume that the plaintiff would prefer to settle the issue; the cost of proving the issue outweighs any

174 For instance, the defendant might find greater value in a partial settlement that avoids the admission of evidence that might influence a jury’s perception of a second issue in the case than he would in fully litigating the first issue.

175 True, in retrospect, a plaintiff may find that a case would have been less costly overall had he conceded near the outset of the litigation. But a plaintiff believes dropping out in the initial period to be a guaranteed loss, whereas proceeding to the second period has the potential to yield positive value (and on balance is expected to do so). See Schwartz & Wickelgren, supra note 170, at 239 (illustrating by example that a plaintiff with a negative-expected-value suit may proceed with litigation to yield positive value through settlement).

176 Model civil jury instructions direct the jury to issue a verdict for the plaintiff if all elements have been proved; conversely, juries are instructed to issue a verdict for the defendant if any element has not been proved. See, e.g., Mich. Model Civil Jury Instructions § 16.08, http://courts.mi.gov/Courts/MichiganSupremeCourt/mcj/Pages/home.aspx (last visited Feb. 28, 2016).

177 To clarify, settlement results in a certain outcome, while a decision not to settle results in an uncertain outcome and the accompanying risk.
positive consequences any adjudication on the issue might have for
other parts of the case. Under what circumstances might the defend-
and agree to admit scienter? Consider two instances: First, imagine
that the defendant has an affirmative defense for which he has the
burden of proof. The defense (say, qualified immunity) has two or
more necessary elements (including that the government actor must
have been acting within the scope of his employment) that must both
be proved by the defendant. Second, imagine the plaintiff has more
than one way of proving the cause of action: in other words, rather
than all issues being necessary, at least two are substitutes for each
other and therefore offer the plaintiff at least two distinct avenues for
relief. For example, in a defamation cause of action, the plaintiff might
prove defamation per se or defamation per quod, alleging in the latter
that actual monetary damages resulted from the false statement.

Under these conditions, pure issue-modification agreements can
and do occur. Logrolling, in a word, allows for partial settlement of
the dispute. The defendant might agree to concede scienter in
exchange for the plaintiff conceding one of the elements of the affirm-
ative defense (in other words, both are granted one “free” issue).
Alternatively, the plaintiff might agree to forgo one of her two theo-
ries of liability. Whether such arrangements make sense turns on the
relative advantages of continuing to litigate a partially settled dispute
versus naked adjudication or fully settling the dispute. Resolving an
issue (or two) presumably reduces costs; changes in some manner
the expected return (the effect is ambiguous, because it might help
one party more on net than the other, as discrete issues that have
some ex ante probability of going one way or the other would move
either to zero or one); and may alter the uncertainty associated with
the overall dispute (again, in an ambiguous way, depending on the
joint probability distribution versus the marginal probability distribu-
tion). Nevertheless, it is easy to imagine cases in which partial settle-
ment would make a lot of sense, if only to reduce costs.

178 See Bruce L. Hay & Kathryn E. Spier, Burdens of Proof in Civil Litigation: An
Economic Perspective, 26 J. LEGAL STUD. 413, 413–14 (1997) (asserting that, when
optimally assigned, “the burden of proof may minimize the expenditures devoted to
gathering, presenting, and processing information in litigation”).
179 See Karen M. Blum, Qualified Immunity: A User’s Manual, 26 IND. L. REV. 187,
180 See Duane L. Isham, Libel Per Se and Libel Per Quod in Ohio, 15 OHIO ST. L.J. 303,
303–05 (1954) (characterizing the differences between per se and per quod actions in the
context of libel, one type of defamation lawsuit).
181 See Gross & Syverud, supra note 41, at 320 (explaining how avoiding litigation
reduces costs).
It is perhaps surprising, then, that these settlements sometimes occur late in adjudication when costs are probably not a significant driver of the decision: litigants often resolve these issues and partially settle their cases while designing, bickering about, and agreeing to the jury instructions. On both sides, clear, simple jury instructions with less substantive complexity reduce the likelihood of jury confusion. If risk reduction or value maximization accounts for partial settlement at such a late stage, it likely matters at earlier stages as well.

Additional evidence in favor of the potential mutual attractiveness to parties of “pure” issue-modification agreements can be found in the patent litigation context, in which partial settlements on particular issues appear early in the litigation timeline. Specifically, discrete issue modification plays a significant role in “claim construction” proceedings, the absolutely critical process by which courts work out the definitions of disputed patent terms.

To provide some context, in *Markman v. Westview Instruments*, a seminal case on patent claim construction, the Supreme Court held that district courts must determine as a matter of law the meaning of patent claim terms. However, neither the Supreme Court nor the Federal Circuit has offered guidance on the claim construction process, giving considerable leeway to district courts to manage and design appropriate procedures. Since the *Markman* decision, more than two dozen district courts have adopted local patent rules to manage and streamline claim construction proceedings. While the specifics of these local rules vary widely, they typically establish time-tables for discovery, provide standards for document production and disclosure, and—most importantly—create significant opportunities

---

182 See Moffitt, supra note 84, at 501 (explaining how the process of crafting jury instructions allows litigants to “shape their litigation experience”).


184 In the words of Judge Kimberly Ann Moore of the Federal Circuit, “Claim construction is the single most important event in the course of a patent litigation. It defines the scope of the property right being enforced, and is often the difference between infringement and non-infringement, or validity and invalidity.” Retractable Techs. v. Becton, Dickinson & Co., 659 F.3d 1369, 1370 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (Moore, J., dissenting).


and incentives for the parties themselves to narrow the scope of their disagreement through partial settlement.

For example, local patent rules may explicitly limit the number of claim terms that parties may contest in their litigation. In the Northern District of California, which was the first jurisdiction to adopt local patent rules, parties are limited to just ten disputed terms. Local rules arguably promote settlement and simplify and shorten court proceedings. According to Pelletier, 66% of cases settle within one year of a claim construction order in the Northern District of California. Pelletier, supra note 187, at 468. Similar limits have been adopted in other districts including the Eastern District of Texas. See Ware & Davy, supra note 188, at 1001. Local rules arguably promote settlement and simplify and shorten court proceedings. According to Pelletier, 66% of cases settle within one year of a claim construction order in the Northern District of California. Pelletier, supra note 187, at 468 tbl.8. Moreover, more cases reach a decision on claim construction on average in jurisdictions with local patent rules than in jurisdictions without these rules. Id. at 458 tbl.I.A.

Litigants are required to confer for the purposes of limiting the terms in dispute by narrowing or resolving differences and facilitating the ultimate preparation of a Joint Claim Construction and Prehearing Statement. The parties shall also jointly identify the 10 terms likely to be most significant to resolving the parties’ dispute, including those terms for which construction may be case or claim dispositive.

In those districts without mandated maximums, parties may be required to make a reasonable effort to narrow the scope of their disagreement.

In such an environment, discrete issue-modification agreements will be the norm, with parties settling on the definition of many terms before litigating the remaining terms, either the most important ones or the ones over which the litigants are presumably most at odds. Once this process is complete, the litigants put it all on paper, by supplying the court with a claim construction statement in which they explicitly agree to interpretations of certain materially relevant terms, but also identify others as “disputed claim terms,” which they expect the court to adjudicate. A great deal of patent litigation, therefore, is built on issue-modification agreements.

---

188 Local patent rules were adopted by the Northern District of California in 2000. The original rules, which were later revised and amended, did not include a maximum number of claim terms. See James Ware & Brian Davy, The History, Content, Application and Influence of the Northern District of California’s Patent Local Rules, 25 SANTA CLARA COMPUTER & HIGH TECH. L.J. 965, 997 (2008).

189 See Pelletier, supra note 187, at 468. Similar limits have been adopted in other districts including the Eastern District of Texas. See Ware & Davy, supra note 188, at 1001. Local rules arguably promote settlement and simplify and shorten court proceedings. According to Pelletier, 66% of cases settle within one year of a claim construction order in the Northern District of California. Pelletier, supra note 187, at 488 tbl.8. Moreover, more cases reach a decision on claim construction on average in jurisdictions with local patent rules than in jurisdictions without these rules. Id. at 458 tbl.I.A.

190 N.D. CAL. PAT. LOC. R. 4-1(b) (2014), http://www.cand.uscourts.gov/localrules/patent. Under these local patent rules, the parties are asked to identify “the terms whose construction will be most significant to the resolution of the case up to a maximum of 10. The parties shall also identify any term among the 10 whose construction will be case or claim dispositive.” Id. at 4-3(c).

In effect, partially settling a dispute using issue-modification agreements allows the parties to carefully tailor their litigation in a way that makes continuing the adjudication more attractive than all available alternatives. By dispensing with issues about which they have shared beliefs on the likely outcomes, parties can spend less on litigation. Assuming that uncertainty as to issues is mutually orthogonal, issue modification allows parties to reduce their exposure. Yet, at the same time, parties can continue to pursue adjudication when both are mutually optimistic about remaining (including necessary) issues, creating leverage and thus higher net expected returns.

2. Divisible Issue-Modification Agreements

One of the challenges to partial settlement in the discrete issue context is the required all-or-nothing resolution of the issue: the basic substance of many laws entails lots of necessary elements with the burden of proof all on one side. In such a setting, the plaintiff can concede nothing without conceding everything, leaving little room for settling individual issues. Space in which parties can partially settle must be injected into the litigation by adding alternative, substitute

---

192 In this context, the phrase “mutually orthogonal” refers to parties sharing beliefs with respect to some issues, but possessing subjectively divergent beliefs (i.e., mutual optimism) with respect to other, substantively unrelated issues. To be mutually orthogonal, two sets of issues ought to have little or no relationship with each other. Otherwise, settling on the first set of issues will alter the litigation landscape with respect to the second set of issues.

193 By leverage, we mean the ability to generate a higher rate of return by earning the same absolute return (i.e., damages) on a smaller investment stake (i.e., lower litigation costs).

194 For example, in a cause of action for negligence the plaintiff must prove each of the following: (1) a duty of care, (2) a breach of that duty, (3) causation (proximate and in fact), and (4) damages. Restatement (Third) of Torts: Liability for Physical & Emotional Harm § 6 cmt. b (Am. Law Inst. 2010). And in a case for defamation, a plaintiff must establish (1) a false and defamatory statement, (2) publication, (3) fault, and (4) actionable harm. Restatement (Second) of Torts § 558 (Am. Law Inst. 1977).

195 Note the analogy to a contributory-negligence system, which bars recovery to a plaintiff if his own negligence contributed at all to his harm. See Peter Nash Swisher, Virginia Should Abolish the Archaic Tort Defense of Contributory Negligence and Adopt a Comparative Negligence Defense in Its Place, 46 U. Rich. L. Rev. 359, 360 (2011) (noting that under a contributory-negligence system, a plaintiff guilty of even slight negligence is barred from recovery). Jurisdictions employing this traditional approach subscribe in effect to a discrete contributory-fault regime. This stands in contrast to states like New Jersey, see N.J. Stat. Ann. §§ 2A:15-5.1 to -5.3 (West 2014), New York, see N.Y. C.P.L.R. 1411 (McKinney 2014), or California, see Cal. Civ. Code § 1714(a) (West 2014), which have adopted comparative negligence laws. These laws provide that a plaintiff’s recovery is reduced by the degree to which his own negligence contributed to his harm. This is an example of a more divisible contributory-fault regime.
elements to the claim or affirmative defenses.\footnote{This possibility suggests a particular empirical hypothesis: because the underlying substance of some areas of the law (but not others) is more structurally amenable to issue-modification agreements, we ought to observe, all else equal, more issue-modification partial settlements in those areas.} Alternatively, space for partial settlement can exist when issues are divisible, an idea we explore without the complex set-up from the previous Subsection, using a simple illustrative example.

Assume another hypothetical cause of action with two elements: liability and damages. Because of the nature of the claim (both elements must be proved for the plaintiff to recover), the defendant does have wiggle room at the discrete issue level—he may concede liability if defending against the issue is not worth the associated adjudicatory costs—but the plaintiff must aver that there was some liability and that there were some damages or else fully settle. The key adjective here is “some”; any finding of liability, even a small fraction of fault attributed to the defendant, allows the plaintiff to “prevail” and recover at least some damages (although those damages may not cover costs, of course).\footnote{See, e.g., Barati v. Metro-North R.R. Commuter R.R., 939 F. Supp. 2d 143, 145 (D. Conn. 2013). In \textit{Barati}, the plaintiff crushed his left big toe when he lowered the load of a railroad jack onto it while working for the defendant. Although the jury found the defendant liable, they also found that the plaintiff’s own negligence had caused 60% of his injuries. The jury awarded him $50,000 in damages, which the court reduced by 60% to $20,000. The plaintiff was also awarded the statutory cap of $250,000 for a count related to his wrongful discharge by the defendant, bringing his total damages award to $270,000. Based on these liability determinations, the plaintiff’s attorneys went on to recover $287,961.28 in attorneys’ fees and costs. See \textit{Barati} v. Metro-North R.R., 939 F. Supp. 2d 153, 159 (D. Conn. 2013) (discussing, in a subsequent opinion, attorneys’ fees and expenses in the case).} Damages determinations in theory offer the same flexibility. Damages could of course be transformed after the fact using a high-low agreement or some alternative,\footnote{See supra Section II.A.2.} but the parties could also settle the issue before the adjudication, removing the issue from the factfinder.

We can easily extend the example from Part I with risk-averse, mutually optimistic litigants to evaluate the concrete benefits of issue modification.\footnote{See supra Part I.} Consider a dispute in which the plaintiff believes that the chance of prevailing at trial is 60%, and the defendant believes that it is 40%. Both agree that, conditional upon a finding of liability, the court will award damages of either $200 or $800 with equal likelihood. So, conditional on a finding of liability, the average damages award is $500 as before. In this scenario, the plaintiff and the defendant face more risk than previously, however. By agreeing to damages of $500 with certainty rather than the gamble at trial between $200...
and $800, the plaintiff and the defendant are both better off. The subjective expected values of the risky trial are the same as before, $E_p(x) = $300 and $E_d(x) = $200, but the risk premiums are smaller.200

We have already briefly discussed real-world examples of these agreements to shed light on the potential value of award modification.201 Pure, divisible issue-modification agreements are easy to find in practice and, like high-low agreements, are easy to explain to clients.202

In the context of our scenario, for instance, consider disputes in which the parties disagree over liability, but settle on the extent of damages. In the cases we have studied, these issue-modification agreements often take the form of a damages amount stipulated to the court. In Hellsinski v. Estate of Szwondrak,203 for instance, the parties agreed upfront to $65,000 of damages, and only adjudicated who bore legal responsibility. The jury returned a verdict of 25% liability for the defendant,204 presumably resulting in an award of $16,250 for the plaintiff. It is worth observing that the decision to settle on the extent of damages produced an exact analog to a high-low agreement, with a high of $65,000 and a low of $0. Given that the partial settlement did not ensure any nonzero minimum damages, either the plaintiff’s cost savings from stipulating damages or the plaintiff’s benefit from avoiding uncertainty on the issue must have been substantial205—even if the beliefs of the parties about the likely outcome of the issue were roughly aligned—making settlement on the issue mutually beneficial.206

200 The plaintiff’s risk premium would fall from $29 to $15, and the defendant’s would fall from $24 to $15.
201 Recall that in Oracle Corp. v. SAP AG, Oracle eliminated an entire issue—punitive damages—in exchange for a cash side-payment; it was not a pure issue- or award-modification case. See Tuna & Borzo, supra note 147.
204 Id.
205 See, e.g., Gross & Syverud, supra note 41, at 328 (noting how transaction costs and the litigants’ ability to bear them factor into negotiating behavior, particularly in divorce cases); Priest & Klein, supra note 4, at 4 (asserting that settlement is determined solely by economic factors, such as the parties’ expected costs).
206 See Bruce L. Hay & Kathryn E. Spier, Litigation and Settlement, in 3 The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics and the Law 444 (Peter Newman ed., 1998) (explaining that “settlement becomes more likely when the information of the litigants is
We have collected a number of these cases, and have noticed that in roughly 90% of them, the court assigned either no liability or full liability to the defendant. If this rate is representative of all outcomes, and if evidence in favor of liability is not actually so one-sided in most cases, then liability determinations appear to be fairly risky, even relative to damages questions. Liability thus retains something of its all-or-nothing character in the eyes of the factfinder, despite being technically divisible. If it is the case that liability determinations have probability distributions with fatter tails (meaning more risk), what causes parties to settle on damages as opposed to the more closely aligned," since this makes it “easier to find mutually acceptable settlement terms”).

To locate these liability-only cases (as well as the damages-only cases we discuss below), we relied on Westlaw, primarily its “Jury Verdicts and Settlements Research” (“JVS”) database. First, to identify cases that were partially settled before being tried to verdict, we employed straightforward search terms; for example, in the JVS database, we searched for “liability only.” Next, we used advanced search operators to narrow down the results; for example, we filtered the “liability only” results by searching for “(damage! /s stipulate!) % bifurcate!” Using this strategy, we uncovered dozens of damages-only cases, liability-only cases, and cases with high-low agreements, among others. Although the database includes many thousands of cases with recorded verdicts that include the phrase “high-low agreement,” for instance, and the disputes the database contains come from a wide range of jurisdictions, the JVS database’s sample of cases is not the universe of cases, and so may not be representative.

In a large majority of the cases we reviewed, juries attributed either 0% liability or 100% liability to the defendant. Compare, e.g., Verdict and Settlement Summary, Iwinski v. Brantley, No. 95-1964, 1996 WL 34605324 (Fla. Cir. Ct. Feb. 21, 1996) (summarizing a case in which the plaintiff motorist was allegedly rear-ended by the defendant motorist; jury assigned 0% liability to the defendant), and Verdict and Settlement Summary, Dottolli v. McDonnell’s Bar & Grill, No. CamL-6900-03, 2007 WL 8026005 (N.J. Super. Ct. Law Div. Feb. 2007) (describing a case in which the plaintiff sustained injuries when she allegedly fell in interior stairs of defendant’s tavern; jury assigned 0% liability to the defendant), and Verdict and Settlement Summary, Daniel v. Lord & Taylor, No. 109637/93, 1994 WL 16877087 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Sept. 13, 1994) (recounting how the plaintiff allegedly tripped over a clothing rack placed in the middle of the aisle in defendant department store; jury assigned 0% liability to the defendant), with Verdict and Settlement Summary, Clark v. Hines, No. 95-0501779, 1996 WL 34605921 (Pa. Ct. Com. Pl. Sept. 16, 1996) (detailing a traffic collision that occurred when the plaintiff motorist made a left turn; jury assigned 100% liability to the defendant).

This seems unsurprising. Damages calculations are very different. While there is a natural break-point at zero, there are no obvious ways to select damages amounts (say, in $10,000 intervals?) in the same way as in liability determinations (e.g., 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%).

For instance, empirical studies have shown that, more than legal standards or instructions, narrative plays a key role in the juror decisionmaking process. See John H. Blume et al., Every Juror Wants a Story: Narrative Relevance, Third Party Guilt and the Right To Present a Defense, 44 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 1069, 1086 (2007); see also W. LANCE BENNETT & MARTHA S. FELDMAN, RECONSTRUCTING REALITY IN THE COURTROOM: JUSTICE AND JUDGMENT IN AMERICAN CULTURE 89 (1981) (relating an experiment’s findings that the manner in which a story is told has considerable impact on its perceived credibility).
extent of liability likely turns on some compensating advantage emerging from the other two dimensions relevant to partial settlement—i.e., how much can the parties save by stipulating to damages as opposed to liability, and how much more mutually optimistic were the parties about the outcome on the liability issue.

The mirror image of these “liability only” cases are civil trials in which the parties have partially settled their dispute by resolving the liability question, opting instead to fully adjudicate the damages question (“damages only” cases). In our research, these agreements do not appear to be uncommon, and round numbers clearly play a role in the bargaining. In the cases we have recorded, we have found agreements to 90/10 splits, 80/20 splits, 75/25 splits, 70/30 splits, 60/40 splits, and 50/50 splits. Issue-modification agreements of this sort are much easier to understand from a risk-mitigation perspective as well as from a cost-reduction perspective. Neither party has to spend precious resources proving or defending against a finding of liability, the parties having agreed to split the difference. For example, in Panzella v. Lunny, the plaintiff brought suit for the negligent oper-

---


214 See, e.g., Verdict and Settlement Summary, Bill v. Jamesway Dep't Store, No. L-02934-89, 1000 WL 41308 (N.J. Super. Ct. Law Div.) (reporting that the plaintiff, who allegedly slipped and fell on tissue paper from a shoe box in the defendant store, assumed 25% liability by agreement).


216 See, e.g., Verdict and Settlement Summary, Schwirtz v. U.S. Fid. & Guar. Co., No. 714-955, 1990 WL 459104 (Wis. Cir. Ct. Jan. 1990) (explaining how the plaintiff, a child who was allegedly struck by a motorist while crossing the street, assumed 40% liability by agreement).


ation of a vehicle. The parties agreed in advance to off-setting liability percentages: the plaintiff agreed that she was 10% liable, and the defendant admitted to 90% liability. After what was presumably a much shorter trial, the jury awarded the plaintiff $90,000, which was reduced by the court to $81,000 in accord with the agreement. Thus, splitting the difference plays an important role in divisible issue-modification cases, as we would expect in any other settlement situation.

Issue divisibility also reveals the way in which issue-modification agreements can be isomorphic to award-modification agreements. In particular, note the smooth linearity of the partial settlement in the *Panzella* case—effectively, the issue-modification contract is equivalent to an award-modification agreement with the shape \( S(x) = 0.9x \), where \( x \) is the damages award announced by the jury.

Importantly, simple issue-modification agreements may be effective substitutes for linear award-modification agreements, and if the former are easier to understand and negotiate and explain to clients, we might understandably expect to see fewer smooth award-modification agreements in the world.

Intriguingly, the shape of the *Panzella* settlement contrasts sharply with a kinked award-modification contract, e.g., a high-low agreement, which caps damages against extreme outcomes. For example, if the jury had determined that damages were $0 (although one supposes that this outcome was unlikely, given liability—at least “some”—had been conceded and the nature of the injury in the case), the plaintiff would have received $0. Likewise, the upside of the award was not capped; if the jury had unexpectedly awarded $10 million, the

who was allegedly struck by the defendant motorist while turning left, assumed 10% liability by agreement).

219 Plaintiff’s husband also sued for loss of consortium. *Id.*

220 For another case in which the parties split the difference, see, for example, Verdict and Settlement Summary, *Palimere v. Supermarkets Gen.*, No. 05186, 1989 WL 395822 (Pa. Ct. Com. Pl. Dec. 14, 1989) (describing a premises liability case in which the jury awarded $125,000 and the plaintiff received 75% of it pursuant to a liability stipulation agreement).

221 This ignores other features, see infra Section III.B, on which these categories differ, such as the court’s necessary involvement in issue-modification agreements and the fact that the jury’s decision as to damages may have been influenced by the absence of a trial on liability.

222 See supra Figure 3 (representing a linear award-modification agreement).

223 Constructing an issue-modification agreement that would precisely mimic a high-low agreement (at least in which the low is nonzero, see infra Section III.C) seems likely to be a non-trivial task, certainly more complicated than reconstructing a linear modification agreement (at least for some areas of substantive law with multiplicative elements). If true, this distinction may account for the fact that kinked award-modification agreements appear to be more common than smooth variants.
payment under the agreement would have been just as unexpected. The fact that the parties found this contract to be jointly beneficial may thus offer some insight into their underlying beliefs, preferences, and cost expectations about the litigation. Specifically, because the slope of the agreement is relatively steep, either the parties were not too risk averse, or their beliefs about the likely outcome of the adjudication did not implicate plausibly extreme ends of the distribution (the more likely explanation, it would seem). Because neither party had to litigate the question of liability, both parties presumably spent less overall on the litigation. With the concomitant reduction in risk, it seems reasonably likely that both parties were made better off ex ante by such an agreement, although which party got the better deal is impossible to determine.

In the end, the complexities of discrete issue-modification agreements often disappear in the divisible-issue case because small-bore deals or marginal adjustments on divisible issues can accommodate many possible relationships between the issues being settled and the issues being adjudicated. First, no cross-issue horse trading is required; the parties can split the difference on a single issue. Second, to the extent that settling the liability question has some consequences for the damages outcome, the parties can, for example, compensate for this spill-over by adjusting, say, a 60/40 settlement split (the ex ante expectations of the litigants in this hypothetical on the likely outcome on the issue had it been adjudicated) to a 70/30 settlement split. The flexibility the parties have with respect to settling a single divisible issue, in fact, can accommodate the many potentially complicated consequences of altering the jury’s substantive tasks elsewhere. In this important sense, divisible issues amount to liquidity that both parties can spend—liquidity that facilitates partial settlement by making feasible agreements mutually preferred by the parties.

C. Procedure-Modification Agreements

A procedure-modification agreement is one in which the parties agree to change how the game is played, but not how it is scored. As with issue-modification agreements, this form of partial settlement will usually, but not necessarily, become known to the court, in

224 We explain the basis for this possible inference in more detail elsewhere. See supra Section II.A.2.
225 See, e.g., Moffitt, supra note 84, at 472–73 (describing a case in which the parties explicitly presented to the court an agreement not to object to hearsay violations).
226 See id. at 476 (recognizing that in a litigation in which the parties mutually agreed not to appeal a court’s decision, they might choose not to disclose this agreement to the court, leaving the judge and other court personnel to assume that appellate review was still
many cases because any such resolutions must be disclosed. In these partially settled adjudications, the judge or jury are asked to resolve the same substantive questions (both fact and law), but the evidence with which they may be presented, the length of the trial, the extent of discovery, and even the type of factfinder are all areas of possible settlement. As contract-procedure scholars have recognized, the scope of potential compromise in this domain is wide. Moreover, most are willing to concede that such agreements are, by definition (although with some necessary and important clarifying caveats), in the parties’ private interests. The tight correspondence of these “interests” to the basic drivers of settlement behavior, however, has received too little attention. Instead, scholars have envisioned “contracting over

an option); cf. Thornburg, supra note 7, at 185 (“[T]he right to a jury trial is treated as a private right and can be waived by the parties through agreement or through inaction during the course of the lawsuit.”).

227 See, e.g., Moffitt, supra note 84, at 501–02 (observing that any agreement to use a certain set of jury instructions must, by definition, be “disclosed” to the court, if only by the other party’s obvious failure to object in a situation where an objection would be expected); Thornburg, supra note 7, at 192 (explaining how choice-of-law clauses are enforced by and thus disclosed to the court).

228 Many conceivable procedure-modification agreements, however, are realistically off the table due to constitutional limits and public concerns about litigation and the protection of nonlitigants. See Moffitt, supra note 84, at 503–13.

229 See, e.g., Bone, supra note 87, at 1341, 1355–57 (describing discovery arrangements, waivers of jury trial rights, and strict pleading rule agreements in private contracts); Moffitt, supra note 84, at 491–502 (explaining the range of options available to litigants pre- and post-litigation); Thornburg, supra note 7, at 192–206 (discussing class action waivers, confidentiality deals, and other agreements).

230 See, in particular, our Conclusion infra. We also make some assumptions here, including that both parties have access to “full information.” It is also the case that many ex ante agreements, such as consumer contracts in which consumers waive their rights to class actions in favor of mandatory alternative dispute resolution, are not necessarily “in their interest” in a conventional sense because bargaining is nonexistent. See, e.g., Jean R. Sternlight, Panacea or Corporate Tool?: Debunking the Supreme Court’s Preference for Binding Arbitration, 74 Wash. U. L.Q. 637, 637–39 (1996) (noting the general unawareness of customers and employees who sign mandatory binding arbitration clauses as indicating a lack of bargaining).

231 See Bone, supra note 87, at 1360–80 (summarizing various arguments against procedural contracts, including: (1) inequality of bargaining power leading to concerns about consent and the potential for contracts of adhesion; (2) harm to interested third parties not privy to the agreement; (3) failure of private parties to internalize the public costs of the court system, resulting in procedural rules that reduce private costs but increase public costs; (4) increased or skewed risk of error, which can negatively affect future suits that rely on earlier suits as baselines for settlement, and which can negatively affect the quality of legal precedents; and (5) impairment of judicial legitimacy or authority).

232 See Moffitt, supra note 84, at 478–91 (offering reasons for parties to favor the use of contract procedure, including greater procedural fairness, efficiency, and the preservation of litigation as a means for dispute resolution, on the basis of values like dignity, participation, and the republican function of the jury trial).
procedure” and the private ordering that results as quite unrelated to settlement behavior.\textsuperscript{233}

I. Simple Procedure-Modification Agreements

À la carte procedure-modification agreements come in every color—at least in theory.\textsuperscript{234} Such agreements (practically, and theoretically) are typically easier to connect to cost reduction, but not always—risk mitigation and expected value maximization also clearly matter with respect to at least some kinds of procedure-modification agreements.

Take parties who tacitly agree to waive a jury trial.\textsuperscript{235} The use of a jury requires a lot of time (and money), to be sure, but parties often have some intuition about whether a jury or a judge is more likely to find in their favor (value maximization), and indeed, their respective intuitions appear uncorrelated, at least some of the time: given how common waiving a jury trial is, defendants and plaintiffs may at times both simultaneously believe that a judge is more likely to side with them.\textsuperscript{236} A sizeable literature also exists on the possibility that juries are less predictable and more extreme in their decisions,\textsuperscript{237} perhaps as a consequence of polarizing dynamics that may arise in the jury

\textsuperscript{233} See Bone, supra note 87, at 1355–57 (summarizing parties’ motivation for private contracting over procedure as including reducing litigation cost and speedier trials, encouraging better pre-suit behavior, and credibly signaling private information). Some of the factors Bone discusses, like reducing costs, link directly to settlement behavior. More tangentially, agreements based on the parties’ calculations of the probability of a future lawsuit are likely related to a desire to reduce risk. Although Bone comes close, he never makes these connections explicit.

\textsuperscript{234} Contract-procedure scholarship does an excellent job at identifying the vast range of potential procedure-modification agreements. See id. at 1342–52 (describing other procedure-modification agreements, including waivers of jury trial, choice of forum contracts, and agreements to shorten or lengthen statutes of limitations); Moffitt, supra note 84, at 465–78 (discussing an array of possible independent procedure-modification agreements involving joinder, discovery, evidence, and appeals, with specific examples, including agreements to limit permissive joinder, to prohibit requests to extend discovery, to forgo certain objections under the rules of evidence, and to waive the right to appeal); Thornburg, supra note 7, at 181–82 (identifying hypothetical procedure-modification agreements).


\textsuperscript{236} See Gross, supra note 8, at 1180 (describing these dynamics, and also offhandedly mentioning partial settlement as an idea: “[T]he choice to try such a case before a judge represents a limited agreement between the parties—in effect, a partial settlement” (emphasis added)).

\textsuperscript{237} See, e.g., John Lande, Failing Faith in Litigation? A Survey of Business Lawyers’ and Executives’ Opinions, 3 HARV. NEGOT. L. REV. 1, 21, 33–34 (1998) (presenting evidence from interviews and surveys reflecting the view, particularly of business lawyers, that juries are less accurate and more extreme).
When it comes to agreeing to a new factfinder, then, parties consider all of the typical issues traditionally associated with deliberations over full settlement.239

At the most basic level, parties often modify procedure by adjusting the timing and other work-a-day aspects of litigation.240 It is unlikely that these very minor procedure-modification agreements mitigate risk or increase expected returns in any tangible or predictable way; rather, these mini-settlements reduce costs by allowing the parties (specifically, their attorneys) to smooth their obligations over time, avoiding what can be the expensive bunching of deadlines.241 In other contexts, an almost trivial partial settlement can emerge from a simple decision not to object, which might in turn emerge out of a desire not to irritate an adjudicator.242 A single litigation often involves many such contracts, raising the possibility of a sequential form of bargaining and exchange.243 Specifically, even if a deadline

---


239 See Michael J. Bolton, Choosing to Consent to a Magistrate Judge: A Client’s View, 61 FED. L. W. 91, 91 (2014) (reporting that parties, especially corporate parties, consent to civil trials by magistrates to attain fairer, speedier trials with an increased likelihood of settlement).

240 See Bone, supra note 87, at 1345 (noting the range, for example, of possible pretrial agreements).

241 Mapping this to our example in Part I, as before, assume that \( c_p = c_d = 30 \), that \( r_p = r_d = 15 \), that the court will select \( x = 0 \) or \( x = 500 \), and that the plaintiff believes that his chances of winning at trial are 60% while the defendant believes the plaintiff’s chances are 40%. The plaintiff would settle for anything above \( E_p(x) - c_p - r_p = 300 - 30 - 15 = 255 \), while the defendant would settle for anything less than \( E_d(x) + c_d + r_d = 200 + 30 + 15 = 245 \), and so both prefer going to trial. However, conditional on going to trial, the parties can increase their returns by reducing costs and risk, and so will enter into partial settlements for this purpose. For example, if agreeing to a bench trial reduces costs (or risk premiums) by $6 for each party, each party’s expected return will improve by $6, making trial even more attractive relative to full settlement. Indeed, a naked trial with \( c_p = c_d = 36 \) (all else equal) would normally settle for somewhere between $249 and $251, but if the parties instead chose to enter into a procedural agreement that reduces costs for each by $6, each party would instead prefer to litigate the case to verdict. The reduction in costs (or risk or both) allows the parties to profitably speculate.

242 See Thornburg, supra note 7, at 203 (“At trial, a party can easily waive the impact of most rules of evidence simply by failing to object.”); see also Elizabeth G. Thornburg, The Managerial Judge Goes to Trial, 44 U. R ICH. L. REV. 1261, 1284 (2010) (quoting a judge’s explanation of how he manages parties toward partial settlement in a bench-trial setting by convincing them simply to admit certain facts when they cannot rebut a witness’s testimony, and hinting that one reason this succeeds is the parties’ desire not to irritate him).

243 Lawyers may be encouraged to engage in such mini-settlements by the standards of professionalism and civility that govern their conduct. See, e.g., Utah Standards of Professionalism and Civility app. V (D. Utah 2014), http://www.utc.uscourts.gov/documents/rules.html#appendv (“Lawyers shall agree to reasonable requests for extension of time and waiver of procedural formalities when doing so will not adversely affect their client[s]’ legitimate rights.”). Lawyers may also engage in such settlement behavior for
extension would only benefit one party, the other party may agree in anticipation of similar, reciprocal treatment in the future, which reduces his costs on average in expectation. Because the first party expects to make more than one such request over the course of the litigation, rational cooperation can emerge; collusion between the parties may evolve into what appears to be professional norms of courtesy. In reality, such concessions are unlikely to be giveaways, but rather intelligent, non-cooperative practice.

Simple procedure-modification agreements work in one of at least two ways. First, they can serve as a coordinated way to transform a rule of the game that necessarily imposes more costs, more risk, or lower expected returns into one that performs better. To illustrate, consider the obligation to adhere to a briefing schedule or the rules of evidence. Neither party in a particular litigation may wish to adhere to these procedural dictates, and yet—absent an agreement between the parties—neither may have any choice but to comply under the default established by the judge or the law. In other words, procedure is often not optional, at least not without the consent of the other party. Take the decision whether to appeal: Parties do have the right to appeal certain outcomes, and thus have the option to file an appeal, so long as the appeal is filed within a certain number of days. An option allows a party to unilaterally choose how a dispute will unfold, and no agreement is necessary. By contrast, the appeal “deadline” itself is not an option, and when faced with procedural requirements of this variety, parties may need either the leave of the judge or the consent of the other party (or both) to change the rules of the game. Procedure-modification agreements thus allow the parties in some cases to move from one procedural rule to another they would favor more.

Second, simple procedure-modification agreements may allow parties to commit to behavior that is preferable (relative to the default, under which both parties would retain an option to engage in the behavior), but only if the other party also commits to certain strategic reasons that are unrelated to civility. See Stewart S. Manela, Motions in Limine: On the Threshold of Evidentiary Strategy 4 (2003) (presented at the 2003 ABA Annual Meeting), http://apps.americanbar.org/labor/lel-aba-annual/papers/2003/strategic.pdf (“Objecting repeatedly throughout a trial is guaranteed to both alienate the judge and irritate the jury.”).

\footnote{244 See David H. Taylor & Sara M. Cliffe, Civil Procedure by Contract: A Convoluted Confluence of Private Contract and Public Procedure in Need of Congressional Control, 35 U. RICH. L. REV. 1085, 1105 (2002) (describing a party’s waiver of certain procedural protections as part of an “overall litigation strategy”).}
behavior. For instance, with the judge’s permission and with certain outside limits, both parties are usually free to decide what and how much evidence they present to the factfinder. Freedom of this sort, however, can be costly; it may lead both parties to (rationally, optimally) overinvest in presenting evidence that really only serves to offset the evidence of the other party (who also has the same incentives). Consequently, the parties might profitably agree to limit the number of experts in their case. The basic idea that parties might mutually tie each other to the mast to reduce costs is not new. What is new, however, is the interpretation of such situations and the implications of this interpretation: procedure-modification agreements, like all other partial settlements, work to slowly align litigants, allowing them to jointly optimize in the midst of a dispute. In this sense, procedure-modification agreements are simply a very direct way of achieving what settlement does more generally and in a more complete way: fully settling a case allows each party to commit to avoid overdoing evidence at trial; in this case, by reducing any payoff to zero. Procedure-modification agreements accomplish this more directly by explicitly increasing the price of overmuch expert testi-

---

245 See, e.g., Moffitt, supra note 84, at 472–73 (reporting a case in which each side agreed to allow experts to testify about what would otherwise be hearsay, essentially colluding to ignore the rules of evidence, presumably because each party concluded that the effect of its expert’s testimony would outweigh the effect of the wisdom of the other side’s expert).

246 See Prescott et al., supra note 2, at 728–29 (explaining how high-low agreements might naturally allow both parties to avoid overinvestment in litigation); see also Moffitt, supra note 84, at 470–72 (discussing how parties may avoid overinvestment through mutually agreed-upon limits on discovery and by setting a tight discovery schedule that is enforced by judicial order).

247 The savings associated with reducing the number of expert witnesses have been widely acknowledged. See, e.g., Robert J. Grey, Jr., Striving for a Just Solution: Our Work to Improve the Dispute Resolution System Benefits Society and the Profession, A.B.A. J., July 2005, at 6, 6 (noting that certain jurisdictions have managed the time and costs associated with litigation by successfully employing “creative approaches [which include] . . . reducing the number of expert witnesses”).

248 For instance, Michael Moffitt relies on the classic Odyssey allusion to ask, “Could litigants lash themselves to the mast of a particular set of discovery rules and fill judges’ ears with wax?” Moffitt, supra note 84, at 471. He goes on to note that because discovery represents such a significant component of litigation, litigants might mutually desire mechanisms for limiting its use. Id. When stretched, however, the weaknesses of this theoretical frame are apparent. It is not clear why the parties would not simply seek to renegotiate and free themselves from their commitments if doing so later became mutually beneficial. Litigation is unpredictable, and so one would expect precisely this sort of bargaining.

mony, which has the immediate effect of reducing overall expenditures.

Agreements to restrict the presentation of evidence appear to fit plainly in the camp of reducing costs, as do many of the typical à la carte procedure-modification agreements: limiting discovery,\textsuperscript{250} agreeing to use a magistrate judge,\textsuperscript{251} tolling agreements,\textsuperscript{252} among others.\textsuperscript{253} But one implication of this analysis is that we ought to be able to identify procedure-modification agreements that also mitigate risk and enhance ex ante value, as full settlement does.\textsuperscript{254} One example has already been given above—agreeing to use a judge instead of a jury. Swapping out the factfinder actually fits the bill for all three functions of settlement, but reducing risk and increasing expected returns seem more at the core of what parties appear to care about when partially settling in this way. While the use of a judge probably does reduce costs on the whole by eliminating the time and effort that go into empaneling a jury,\textsuperscript{255} most litigants opt for judges because judges are thought to be more predictable (reducing risk pre-

\textsuperscript{250} See Jay E. Grenig, Stipulations Regarding Discovery Procedure, 21 AM. J. TRIAL ADVOC. 547, 563 (1998) (concluding that effective use of discovery stipulations can save all parties time and money); see also FED. R. CIV. P. 29 advisory committee notes (encouraging parties “to agree on less expensive and time-consuming methods to obtain information” during discovery).

\textsuperscript{251} See R. Lawrence Dessem, The Role of the Federal Magistrate Judge in Civil Justice Reform, 67 ST. JOHN’S L. REV. 799, 828–29 (1993) (arguing that consenting to trial before a magistrate judge has the effect of boosting the possibility of an earlier trial date and thus reduced cost and delay).

\textsuperscript{252} By agreeing to toll the statute of limitations on a claim, parties have more time to negotiate before a suit must be filed, and expensive litigation might be avoided. See Ronald J. Scalise, Jr., For Whom the Clock Tolls? Louisiana’s New Law on Tolling Agreements, 61 LA. B.J. 182, 183 (2013), http://files.lsba.org/documents/publications/BarJournal/Journal-Oct-Nov-2013.pdf (recognizing that tolling agreements allow extra time for pre-litigation negotiations, avoiding costs for parties and courts).

\textsuperscript{253} For example, parties may agree to litigate in a different forum than would otherwise resolve their dispute in order to reduce costs and for greater convenience. See Moffitt, supra note 84, at 492–93 (describing choice-of-forum clauses). Parties may also consent to a smaller jury to reduce the cost of jury selection; similarly, parties may consent to judgment on a non-unanimous jury verdict to reduce the length of the trial. See FED. R. CIV. P. 48 (permitting such agreements).

\textsuperscript{254} This is not strictly true; as we will see infra Part III, there may be good reasons why issue-modification and award-modification agreements might better accomplish these goals than procedure-modification agreements. Accordingly, the latter class of partial settlements might be rare or non-existent when parties aim primarily to mitigate risk or enhance expected value.

\textsuperscript{255} See Thornburg, supra note 7, at 190 (concluding that the “reduced expense and delay” of bench trials are desirable for judges and parties (quoting In re Prudential Ins., 148 S.W.3d 124, 132 (Tex. 2004))).
miums on both sides) and/or because both sides are more confident that a judge (as opposed to a jury) will find in their favor.256

Another useful example is a mutual agreement between the parties to keep secret as many aspects of a litigation as possible.257 Maintaining secrecy in return for the other side doing the same is likely to increase out-of-pocket litigation costs on both sides, and seems unlikely to affect the actual outcome of the adjudication. Rather, both parties most likely seek to limit the riskiness of the trial by reducing the possibility of spillover effects from discovery activities or the outcome of the litigation itself—both of which might influence the success of the parties’ primary activities or other ongoing litigation.

Settling on the use of a “bellwether,” by contrast, appears to modify procedure in a way that reduces litigation costs, allowing the parties to more profitably continue the litigation, but at the price of greater risk.258 When a case is composed of many distinct and often almost identical mini-disputes,259 rather than try each issue or determine each fact separately, parties may agree to resolve only a sample of representative mini-disputes (perhaps even just one).260 and then extrapolate from these “bellwether” findings to conclude the entire

256 Most litigants believe juries are more likely than judges to award higher damages and are less predictable in their judgments. By opting for a bench trial, parties can reduce their perceived risk, particularly if the identity of the judge, and the judge’s history of decisions in previous cases, is known ahead of time. See Gross, supra note 8, at 1185 & n.38 (discussing this phenomenon in the context of personal injury cases).

257 For an overview of the practical arguments for and against confidentiality in civil litigation, see Jack H. Friedenthal, Secrecy in Civil Litigation: Discovery and Party Agreements, 9 J.L. & POL’y 67, 76–98 (2000). For a discussion of how parties may use information suppression as a bargaining chip in litigation, see Judith Resnik, Procedure as Contract, 80 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 593, 653–62 (2005). A mutual agreement to keep litigation and settlement terms secret may benefit parties in different ways. Defendants prefer to avoid negative publicity and to keep damaging evidence out of other litigation. Plaintiffs may receive a larger settlement by agreeing to keep quiet—or at least achieve settlement more quickly than they otherwise would. See Martha Neil, Confidential Settlements Scrutinized: Recent Events Bolster Proponents of Limiting Secret Case Resolutions, A.B.A. J., July 2002, at 20, 22.


259 Mass tort cases, in which a single wrongdoer is alleged to have harmed many individuals in roughly the same way, often fit the bill. See Richard O. Faulk et al., Building a Better Mousetrap? A New Approach to Trying Mass Tort Cases, 29 TEX. TECH L. REV. 779, 791 (1998) (discussing bellwether plaintiffs in the context of mass tort litigation against Chevron).

Bellwether trials can be complex. Consider, for example, a prominent 1990 asbestos case in Texas involving 3000 wrongful death claims. The judge “allocated [160 claims] into five disease categories and averaged the awards, including the zero awards, within those categories,” ultimately calculating awards for the rest of the plaintiffs on the basis of their membership in a particular disease group. All else equal, rolling the dice by use of a bellwether increases risk, but the parties can control the cost/risk trade-off with precision by choosing the size and contours of the sample, the method of extrapolation, and averaging techniques (e.g., mean, median, or mode).

Two other kinds of agreements are often considered procedural, but may fit better in the award-modification category: agreements that limit appeal rights, and agreements involving fee shifting. Both operate after the conclusion of the adjudication: an agreement limiting appeal does not bind behavior until one party has received very bad news, and a fee-shifting agreement is effectively a formula that depends in part on the outcome of the adjudication itself. Nevertheless, both are clearly partial settlements (illustrating again the tendency of partial settlements to be at least partially isomorphic to each other), and both seem unlikely to primarily target cost reduction.

For their part, appeal waiver agreements have an ambiguous effect on cost reduction; no second bite at the apple eliminates the expected cost of litigating the second bite, but it also increases the incentive to invest in first-bite litigation. In practice, however, the...
mere existence of these mutual waivers hints that the former effect might outweigh the latter. Risk mitigation seems unlikely to explain such waivers: by eliminating error detection, such agreements appear to unambiguously increase risk.268 On the other hand, appeal waivers may increase litigants’ perceived ex ante return under conditions of mutual optimism. In effect, both parties are happy to dispense with any right to appeal because neither party seriously expects to lose in the first place, and an opportunity to appeal simply allows the other party to delay the inevitable.

Agreements that alter the post-adjudication allocation of fees show a similar dynamic, and therefore have a complicated, ambiguous relationship to litigation costs. But, assuming the parties agree to replace the American Rule (pay your own way) with the British Rule (loser pays), risk for both parties increases, but presumably by too little to offset the higher returns expected when the parties are sufficiently mutually optimistic about their prospects at trial.269

Potential procedure-modification agreements thus run the gamut. The theoretical list of ways that parties can mold their dispute to enhance its value is virtually limitless, but all tend to the same three goals underlying settlement: reducing costs, mitigating risk, and maximizing ex ante returns. When discussing procedure-modification agreements, it is important to remember that it is not necessary that

that the availability and scope of appellate review affects social, judicial, and private costs); see also Moffitt, supra note 84, at 475–78 (discussing appeal waivers and arguing that “[p]relitigation customization that reduces or eliminates the prospect of appeal would merely change the timing of the decision whether to appeal”).

268 There is also a question in any given case of whether the appeal waiver is even necessary in light of the scope of potential appeal outcomes and the types of issues that may be appealed. See generally Steven Shavell, The Appeals Process as a Means of Error Correction, 24 J. LEGAL STUD. 379, 418–20 (1995).

269 To see the underlying logic, revisit the example supra Part I with risk-averse, mutually optimistic litigants. Assume the damages are commonly known and equal to $500. The plaintiff believes that the chance of prevailing at trial is 60%, and the defendant believes that the plaintiff’s chance of success is 40%. The risk premiums are \( r_p = r_d = $15 \) and the litigation costs are \( c_p = c_d = $30 \). The plaintiff’s certainty equivalent from trial is $255 and the defendant’s certainty equivalent is $245. See supra note 241. Now suppose that the costs are shifted, so the plaintiff receives the full $500 if he wins the case but must pay a total of \( c_p + c_d = $60 \) if he loses the case. This has two effects. First, ignoring the effect on the risk premiums, agreeing to shift fees in this way will increase the subjective values of going to trial for both the plaintiff and the defendant. The plaintiff would rather pay \( c_p + c_d = $60 \) forty percent of the time (an expected value of $24), than pay \( c_p = $30 \) one hundred percent of the time. The defendant sees a similar advantage, since from the defendant’s perspective the expected litigation costs are $24 instead of $30. Second, fee shifting will create more risk and so the risk premiums will increase. In this example, the increase in the risk premiums is relatively small (they rise from $15 to approximately $19). So the litigants would find it in their mutual interest to shift the litigation costs, thereby confidently gambling on (or, rather, investing in) the trial.
both parties prefer a single new rule in an absolute sense; as before, exchange can occur between litigants. To return to one of our hypotheticals above, one party may be indifferent or even prefer having the rules of evidence enforced, but may also desperately prefer a different briefing schedule. The other party may have the opposite preference, a situation that leaves room for gains in trade. These potential gains, when they can occur on both sides, should result in partial settlement, either improving the outlook for both parties, or reducing the scope of potential loss during the adjudication by mitigating risk or reducing future litigation costs. In other words, these agreements move the litigation down the settlement path.

2. Bundled Procedure-Modification Agreements

On the menu are not just individual procedural adjustments that must be cobbled together by the parties in the shadow of naked adjudication. Bundles of changes, often designed and sanctioned by “neutral” third parties long before the dispute arose, are also often available. Classically, parties may agree to forgo traditional adjudication in a court altogether in favor of third-party arbitration.\(^{270}\) While the underlying law would be the same (i.e., no issue or award modification), the way the adjudication would play out on the ground would differ in many significant respects from a traditional civil trial. The full package would not be perfectly tailored for every dispute (or even most disputes), but the fact that arbitration is relatively well-understood and has been “pre-packaged” likely means that a bundled arrangement is significantly easier for parties to successfully negotiate (switching from one default regime to another) than is a series of piece-meal, one-by-one procedural exchanges.

The standard story runs that arbitration is faster and less costly than conventional civil litigation.\(^{271}\) But arbitration proceeds in part by swapping out a jury in favor of another, typically more experienced decision maker, and it almost certainly affects the nature of the evidence that will be heard, and so risk mitigation may also play an important role.\(^{272}\) This may be especially true when arbitration occurs

\(^{270}\) For over thirty years, the Supreme Court has explicitly recognized a strong federal policy favoring arbitration. See, e.g., Moses H. Cone Mem’l Hosp. v. Mercury Constr. Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 24–25 (1983).


\(^{272}\) See Theodore Eisenberg et al., Arbitration’s Summer Soldiers: An Empirical Study of Arbitration Clauses in Consumer and Nonconsumer Contracts, 41 U. Mich. J.L. Reform 871, 872 (2008) (“Professional arbitrators are neutral, outcomes are at least as favorable to consumers as the outcomes of litigation, and a majority of participants express satisfaction
before arbitrators the parties select—perhaps with an eye toward insuring against extreme outcomes.

Parties also increasingly make use of summary jury trial options (SJTs). As bundles of procedure-modification agreements, SJTs are actually adjudications within courts (and usually before judges), but parties commit to very stringent limits on the presentation of evidence, as well as to a relatively fixed set of choices that parties must make one way or the other at the time they agree to the bundle. SJTs are at least in part designed to encourage full settlement, but even a complete SJT adjudication to verdict is much further along the continuum toward settlement relative to a naked adjudication.

On the whole, there is very little to distinguish policies self-consciously designed to encourage full settlement from policies offering off-the-rack bundles of procedure-modification agreements for parties to employ. The finite number of choices and the circumscribed set of options per choice likely makes agreement on something—or on something more substantial than otherwise—much easier. Furthermore, because ostensibly disinterested third parties typically set the ground rules for these bundles of procedural terms, parties appear more open to considering them than they might be if opposing counsel were to suggest an identical set of procedures. In the end, the inducements of full settlement—fewer costs, less risk, and better expected outcomes—also support the use and growth of bundled or “prepackaged” procedure-modification agreements. And because the most common bundles of procedure-modification agreements are sanctioned by policymakers (e.g., arbitration and summary jury trials), they are less vulnerable to the objections made by scholars who view private contract procedure as socially problematic.

with the process.”); see also Christopher R. Drahozal, A Behavioral Analysis of Private Judging, 67 Law & Contemp. Probs. 105, 105–06 (2004) (arguing that private arbitrators may be less subject to the effects of certain cognitive illusions than judges or juries, and suggesting therefore that they might render “‘better’ decisions”).


274 See Ehrlich, supra note 273, at 519 (noting that California adopted a summary jury trial program in part for the purpose of enhancing settlements); Telephone Interview with Hon. Lucindo Suarez, Statewide Coordinating Judge for Summary Jury Trials, Bronx Cty. Supreme Court (Dec. 17, 2014).

275 See generally Leonard L. Riskin, Understanding Mediators’ Orientations, Strategies, and Techniques: A Grid for the Perplexed, 1 Harv. Negot. L. Rev. 7 (1996) (outlining the benefits of third-party neutrals and their ability to evaluate and facilitate disputes so as to promote cooperation).
III

PARTIAL SETTLEMENTS AS COMPLEMENTS AND SUBSTITUTES

By eliminating adjudication entirely, full settlements are like happy families, essentially identical to each other. The terms of the agreements and the actual exchanges involved vary considerably, of course. But, by concluding the dispute and leaving nothing left to adjudicate, each full settlement lies at the same point—the end—on the adjudication/settlement continuum. Like unhappy families, and like naked adjudications, disputes involving partial settlements (even identical partial settlements) necessarily retain their distinctiveness—if only because the adjudication counterpart remains. The world of partial settlements is thus just as complex as the world of civil adjudication. Indeed, they are mirror images of each other.

In Part II of this paper, we sought to identify and carefully describe three classes of partial settlement contracts. We defended two additional claims as well. First, litigants can and do enter into partial settlement agreements that involve only terms arising from a single partial settlement class. Specifically, both parties can benefit even if they are limited to exchanging only award-modification terms, only issue-modification terms, or only procedure-modification terms. Second, when parties do agree to partially settle a dispute, they do so because, by definition, they are better off, and better off for the same reasons we believe parties are better off when they fully settle a case. Settlement is simply the parties agreeing to alter the means of resolving their dispute to make the experience jointly optimal. Often this results in full settlement, but sometimes pursuing lower costs, less risk, and higher expected returns points not to fully settling the case, but rather to relying on third parties or institutions to fill a few carefully defined gaps. Settlements thus arise from parties

276 Or, rather, significantly less left to adjudicate. See supra notes 19–20 and accompanying text (questioning full settlement as an idea, in light of parties' ability to renegotiate, either by mutual agreement or by attacking the terms and conditions of the settlement ex post).

277 As we note, issue-modification agreements may not be possible in cases that involve certain kinds of structures of substantive law. For example, plaintiffs may have little or nothing to trade (other than full settlement) when the cause of action involves only a few discrete and necessary elements.

278 Our short discussion of welfare considerations in the conclusion observes that if we are interested not in what the parties will do but in how society ought to value their choices, this claim requires a particular way of valuing beliefs. As we note supra Part I, parties need not be better off as a result of a partial settlement agreement when ex post "facts," rather than ex ante "beliefs," provide the foundation for welfare calculations.
repositioning themselves in the shadow of a dispute—either settling in and preparing for a fight, or mutually declaring an end to hostilities.

But if settlement behavior is simply litigants working to optimally redefine adjudication in light of their respective resources, beliefs, and preferences, it should be no surprise that parties do not stick to working only with terms from one or another category of partial settlements when trying to resolve a case. Rather, they choose to mix and mingle settlement terms when doing so produces a more attractive package. In this sense, partial settlement terms of all stripes can be used together as complements,\textsuperscript{279} with the possibility of adjusting one term making the possibility of adjusting another much more beneficial. At the same time, because different terms from different partial settlement categories may produce similar effects in terms of cost reduction, risk mitigation, or greater expected returns, terms from one category can serve as substitutes for terms from another category.\textsuperscript{280} Indeed, the fact that certain combinations of terms can serve as effective substitutes for others may explain why we observe only some of the combinations that theory would predict.

\section*{A. Complements in Partial Settlements}

Partial settlement terms from different categories can complement each other in at least two ways. First, the fact that there are more terms to trade across all three categories means that there are simply more partial settlement combinations that parties might prefer to full settlement or naked adjudication.\textsuperscript{281} Second, certain terms may be more attractive in partial settlement negotiations when they can be combined with terms from other categories, either because the combination of two or more terms is more than the sum of its parts,\textsuperscript{282} or

\footnote{279} The \textit{Oxford Dictionary of Economics} defines “complementarity” as “[a] relation between two goods or services in which a rise in the price of one decreases demand for the other, because these goods are often purchased and/or used together . . . .” \textit{John Black et al., A Dictionary of Economics} 73 (4th ed. 2012).

\footnote{280} The \textit{Oxford Dictionary of Economics} defines “substitute” as follows: “[I]nformally . . . , one good or service is a substitute for another if it can be used to satisfy the same need, or . . . a similar need. Formally, a pair of goods are . . . substitutes if, holding the utility level constant, a rise in the price of one [good] . . . increases demand for the other.” \textit{Id.} at 395. How strong any substitutability is in this context depends not just on its relative effects on the three functions of settlement but also on outside considerations like the visibility of the agreement to the public.

\footnote{281} Liquidity in specie and flexibility in negotiation increase the size of the bargaining zone.

\footnote{282} For example, combining two terms may reduce risk in a multiplicative rather than in an additive way. So, if two particular terms reduce risk by three units when employed alone, they may reduce risk by nine units when employed together.
because the combination helps litigants capitalize on the benefits of the terms while mitigating or eliminating the downsides of their use.283 Relatedly, the possibility of more complicated packages helps to overcome the fact that some terms are discrete (e.g., it is not possible to waive 50% of a jury trial), a feature that can interfere with the ability of the parties to identify a partial settlement that is superior to full settlement or naked adjudication.

In practice, we observe many partial settlements with terms originating from more than one category, even leaving to one side the fact that virtually every adjudicated case involves some number of procedure-modification agreements. A common example is a defendant waiving liability (an issue-modification term) in exchange for the plaintiff’s agreement to a damages cap or a high-low agreement (an award-modification term).284 Of significance is the fact that a damages cap can be very precisely calibrated to ensure that the stipulation to liability is attractive for the defendant (and for the plaintiff). To a lesser extent, the defendant’s stipulation to liability can also be calibrated; as we have seen, defendants can stipulate to specific percentages of liability (usually round numbers) in exchange for set damages, a damages cap, or a high-low agreement.285 Although likely more difficult for parties to value (because their relationship to the ultimate outcome of the adjudication is more ambiguous), procedure-

---

283 Imagine a liquidity-constrained party that is unable to accept any partial settlement that will increase its litigation costs. Now imagine a partial settlement term that reduces risk by ten units but also increases costs by five units. While normally off the table, this term becomes not just attractive but viable when it is combined with a term that increases risk by one unit but reduces costs by five units. By combining these two terms, the party can reduce risk by nine units at no additional cost.

284 See, e.g., Verdict and Settlement Summary, Princic v. Clarkin, No. CV-95-21, 1996 WL 696129 (Me. Super. Ct. July 1996) (describing a case in which the defendant motorist admitted liability and the parties agreed to high-low agreement of $100,000/$40,000); Verdict and Settlement Summary, Kim v. Schulman, No. 700405/11, 2014 WL 1088243 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Feb. 4, 2014) (reporting the resolution of a dispute in which the defendant in a rear-end collision case stipulated to liability and the parties entered into a high-low agreement of $100,000/$10,000; Verdict and Settlement Summary, Debennedetto v. Ruscotto, No. 001821/01, 2004 WL 6221367 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Apr. 2004) (recording the outcome of a case in which the defendant admitted liability and the parties entered into a high-low agreement of $100,000/$30,000 high-low agreement and also agreed to litigate only the amount of damages); Verdict and Settlement Summary, Gardner v. Chienku, No. L114093, 1993 WL 765193 (Va. Cir. Ct. Apr. 1993) (documenting the outcome of a dispute in which the defendant admitted liability and parties entered into high-low agreement before trial).

modification agreements also come in small denominations, 286 and may serve to ease partial settlement activity.

In other words, when there are just a few discrete issues on the table, plaintiffs often must rely on award-modification or procedure-modification terms to compensate a defendant for any agreement to a pro-plaintiff issue-modification term. 287 If the plaintiff must prove two necessary, reasonably discrete issues to prevail, but would benefit significantly from the defendant’s agreeing to waive a particular substantive defense, trade on issue-modification terms alone is impossible. Instead, in exchange for the waiver, the plaintiff may agree to a limitation on how much evidence he can present on one of the two necessary issues, 288 sufficiently reducing the claim’s chance of prevailing to make the package attractive to the defendant. 289

---

286 Although these agreements can seem trivial, they are the pennies and nickels—rather than $100 bills—that make it relatively easy for the parties to find and share a relatively small surplus. Consider, for example, an agreement to jointly request an extension of discovery for one week in exchange for both parties agreeing to reschedule mediation. This exchange might just save the parties a few hours of hassle, but absent the ability to trade something small, it would not be possible, and the prospect of hundreds of such “deals” makes litigating more attractive. See supra note 234.


288 In other words, parties may use procedure-modification terms to make substantive elements and defenses effectively divisible even when they are discrete on their face.

B. Substitutes in Partial Settlements

Partial settlement terms are motley, but they all target cost reduction, risk mitigation, and maximizing expected returns. Consequently, whenever a cat needs skinning, there is usually more than one way to do it. When discussing award-modification agreements, we noted that despite the fact that linear contracts (which take the form $S(x) = t + bx$) ought to be optimal (or nearly optimal) under certain typical circumstances, we see far more kinked award-modification agreements in practice (e.g., high-low contracts) than we see smooth agreements.\footnote{See supra Section II.A.} One possible explanation for this fact is that negotiating a smooth contract, even a linear one (which requires only two terms)\footnote{We note that more common high-low agreements also have only two terms, but the importance and consequence of high and low terms may be more easy to comprehend, evaluate, and explain to a client than the inputs to a linear function—i.e., terms that amount to the “slope” and “intercept” of a line.} may be more difficult than identifying an issue-modification agreement that accomplishes something similar, as in Panzella v. Lunny, a case in which the parties agreed that the defendant was 90% liable, and so would pay 90% of the damages figure produced by the jury.\footnote{Verdict and Settlement Summary, Panzella v. Lunny, No. 11612/1999, 2001 WL 36369070 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Aug. 8, 2001).} Having selected the slope ($b$), no side payment may have been required $t = 0$, or the parties may have agreed to some procedural change likely to benefit one party more than the other to even the playing field.\footnote{By contrast, using issue modification and procedure modification to replicate a high-low agreement with a nonzero low term seems more difficult in principle.}

Although one can toy with the idea of rebuilding each partial settlement term in different ways using terms from the other two (or all three) partial settlement categories, there are a few unique features to each category that weaken substitutability across categories.\footnote{One important friction arises from the ethics rule or professional norm that appears to require that an attorney obtain client consent to any partial settlement involving a monetary term. Cf. Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct r. 1.2(a) (A.M. Bar Ass’n 1983) (“A lawyer shall abide by a client’s decision whether to settle a matter.”). We surmise that one of the reasons financial side payments are relatively rare, for instance, is that they require client consent, and thus are more costly for lawyers to negotiate. High-low agreements and other award-modification terms also seem likely to require client consent. By contrast, presumably almost all procedure-modification terms and many issue-modification terms (e.g., waiving a defense) are within a lawyer’s strategic discretion, making them, all else equal, easier to deploy.}
Award-modification agreements, for instance, need not be disclosed to the court or the jury, which potentially facilitates negotiation. This, in turn, allows a different level of collaboration between the parties, since bargaining can occur behind closed doors and will not influence the factfinder’s perception of the dispute. On the other hand, because they do not affect the adjudication directly, award-modification terms cannot always “undo” consequences that might flow from a naked adjudication. For this reason, in the Oracle v. SAP case, we do not see an agreement in which the parties contract to disregard any punitive damages award. Rather, the defendant (not surprisingly) preferred that a jury not even consider, much less announce, any such award. The parties thus opted for an issue-modification approach (augmented with a side payment). When there are no such spillovers from revelations at trial or court findings, however, it would seem that award-modification provisions trade in the terms that the parties ultimately care about the most—dollars.

Procedure modifications are more difficult to gauge in terms of their likely effects on the outcome of the adjudication. How to translate limited discovery into lower costs is one thing; figuring out how it will affect the outcome of the trial requires more experience and more calculation and is therefore quite another. For its part, the useful-

295 See, e.g., Jolly, supra note 99, at 815–16 (“[L]ike all other United States jurisdictions, Texas does not require parties to disclose the existence of high-low agreements.”).

296 It is easier for parties to reach an agreement if they can speak freely with each other, without fear that their statements will be used against them in trial. See Fed. R. Evid. 408 advisory committee’s note (asserting that settlement communications are “inhibited” when they are admissible). Parties may also wish to avoid distortion of damages awards through “anchoring” effects created by jury awareness of an award-modification agreement or damages cap. See Rebecca Holland-Blumoff & Matthew T. Bodie, The Effects of Jury Ignorance About Damage Caps, 90 Iowa L. Rev. 1361, 1363, 1377 (2005) (discussing how damages awards can be skewed by the jury’s knowledge of specific statutory damages caps).

297 See Oracle, SAP Partially Settle, Proceed to Trial, Westlaw J. Computer and Internet, Nov. 10, 2010, at *1 (relating information about the partial settlement agreement that was reached on November 3, 2010).

298 Id. The reasoning behind this preference, however, is unclear. Some commentators have suggested that little stigma attaches to a punitive damages award, although Oracle v. SAP was no ordinary case. See Jill Wieber Lens, Justice Holmes’s Bad Man and the Depleted Purposes of Punitive Damages, 101 Ky. L.J. 789, 818 (2013) (“The notorious difficulty of establishing actual harm or damages in a defamation claim also shows that any alleged reputational harm resulting from a punitive damage award likely does not affect the defendant materially. Simply put, it is difficult to show actual harm caused by a damaged reputation.”).

299 One of the relative advantages of procedure modification—and surely one of the reasons for its pervasiveness as a mode of settlement—is precisely that any effects on the outcome of the adjudication are extremely uncertain in many instances, which allows both parties to focus on the cost savings (when applicable) and otherwise to engage in wishful thinking as to the likely consequences of the terms of the partial settlement.
ness of modifying issues is limited by the category’s defining questions: How many issues are there, how divisible are they, and how do they interact with each other? When issues are discrete, issue modification is often too blunt of a tool to be able to replicate precisely the effects of a narrow procedure-modification agreement that can fine-tune changes in risk and/or costs, such as opting for a magistrate over a judge, or extending the time to complete discovery.

Despite these limits, the fact is that all three categories of partial settlements ultimately serve one or more of the same ends—reducing costs, mitigating risks, and maximizing ex ante returns. This cross-category correspondence in function makes clear that, at least when they are likely to generate similar mixes of benefits to the parties, all partial settlement terms from whatever category will serve as rough substitutes for each other. One important implication of this claim is that certain partial settlement terms that have particularly close and attractive substitutes may rarely be seen in practice.

C. Empirical Patterns in Summary Jury Trials

The potentially idiosyncratic examples we describe throughout this Article provide a rough idea of how and why parties may choose to enhance their adjudication position by selecting some partial settlement approaches over others (substitutes) or by combining various terms in ways that create additional value (complements). One might reasonably ask, however, whether litigants as a class appear to behave in ways that are consistent with these conjectures. To provide more systematic evidence on the relationships between partial settlement terms in litigation, we make use of unique summary jury trial data from New York’s Summary Jury Trial Program. These cases are typically smaller civil cases, insurance litigation over car accidents, primarily, but in many ways they are the bread and butter of our civil litigation system. As part of the program, parties are able to settle

---

300 See supra Section II.B, at 99–101 (discussing how the issues in play influence behavior).
301 Kings County in New York provides an information sheet on the Summary Jury Trial Program that details the features, rules, and procedures in that county’s program, which is representative of the programs in other counties throughout the state. Summary Jury Trial Program [SJT] Information Sheet, Supreme Court, Kings Cty., http://www.nycourts.gov/COURTS/2jd/KINGS/Civil/KingsSupreme-SummaryJuryTrialRules.pdf (last visited Feb. 25, 2016).
302 See infra Appendix Table A1 for more details on the data.
303 See Stephen Daniels & Joanne Martin, The Strange Success of Tort Reform, 53 Emory L.J. 1225, 1237–38 (2004) (concluding on the basis of a survey of lawyers in Texas at the turn of the century that “auto cases are the bread-and-butter business of the plaintiffs’ bar... [T]he average percentage of caseload made up by auto cases was 33.3%
on terms that change the nature of the adjudication. These choices have been recorded for the last several years, and we were able to obtain and analyze much of the program’s existing data.

Partial settlement terms in summary jury trials, as in all adjudications, hail from all three categories. With respect to award modification, data collection forms reveal whether parties agreed to some sort of damages cap as well as whether the parties entered into a high-low agreement. With respect to issue modification, the parties report whether the adjudication involved a determination of liability only, damages only, or both liability and damages. Finally, with respect to procedure modification, we know whether the summary jury trial was binding, whether parties opted for a judge over a jury, and many details about how the presentation of evidence occurred in fact, from which one might plausibly draw inferences about other agreements. Our data begins late in 2009 and extends through approximately spring of 2015. The cases occur across New York, but the geographic variation in summary jury trial activity is significant.

and the median was 25.0%. One hundred and eighty-five respondents (33.4% of all respondents) had at least 50% of their business in this area . . .” (footnote omitted)).

304 See infra Appendix Figure A1 (displaying one of the data collection forms used by the State of New York to collect case-level data).

305 Despite their many advantages, to our knowledge, these data have never been carefully studied, although involved judges have occasionally drawn examples or trends from the data in presentations to practitioners or other court officials. With their advantages, of course, come some disadvantages. The group of cases we study is necessarily a selected sample, and so assumptions are required in order to draw inferences from the behavior of parties involved in summary jury trials to litigant behavior more generally.

306 We use the phrase “much” because the data collection forms were completed by hand by the courts, and then faxed or emailed (sometimes one case at a time) to the judge supervising the program. Some data collection forms were partially or entirely illegible (significantly less than 10% of the forms we received) as a result of bad faxing/scanning. Furthermore, as we understand the situation, on occasion, courts have failed to transmit their data collection forms for short periods of time. Importantly, we have no reason to believe that any information is missing in some nonrandom way that might confound our results.

307 See infra Appendix Figure A1.

308 See infra Appendix Figure A1. For example, we have collected over 2200 cases that involve high-low agreements.

309 See infra Appendix Figure A1. Indeed, most of the cases in our data included an issue-modification term, with over 1500 of the cases involving trials only on liability or only on damages.

310 See infra Appendix Figure A1. Almost all of the cases in our data were “binding,” meaning the parties agreed that there would be no appeal from any judgment, although we do observe that some settlements occur “after SJT,” which might mean after deliberations but before a verdict was announced. It might also mean that the parties retain some practical ability to challenge or obstruct the enforcement of any judgment.

311 Our research suggests that this variability has to do with the nature and quantity of the underlying SJT-relevant litigation activity as well as with the openness of various judges to using summary jury trials to resolve disputes. For our purposes in this Article,
We coded the data by hand, and though we are unable to discern all handwritten entries, and some forms are not entirely complete, the data is generally of high quality. In total, we successfully assembled fine-grained detail on over 2700 cases. Of these cases, more than 80% had high-low agreements and just about 60% involved agreements on a particularly important substantive issue (settling damages or liability before trial). Summary statistics for the data can be found in Appendix Table A1.

**Table 1. Partial Settlement Complementarity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>All Cases</strong></td>
<td><strong>Damages Only</strong></td>
<td><strong>Liability Only</strong></td>
<td><strong>Liability and Damages</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num Cases (Total)</td>
<td>2,748</td>
<td>1,490</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High-Low Agreement</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num High-Low Cases</td>
<td>2,286</td>
<td>1,307</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.8319</td>
<td>0.8772</td>
<td>0.6284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
<td>0.0085</td>
<td>0.0399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Difference (versus column (4))</strong></td>
<td>7.90%</td>
<td>-16.98%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>0.0148</td>
<td>0.0416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-statistic</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>-4.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Table shows simple difference in mean calculations, i.e., the difference in the likelihood of the dispute involving a high-low agreement in cases involving only damages (column (2)) and in cases involving only liability (column (3)), both relative to a dispute involving both liability and damages (column (4)). The null hypothesis is that the mean high-low rate of cases involving both liability and damages (column (4)) is equal to the mean high-low rate of one or the other two categories of cases (damages only or liability only, in columns (2) and (3), respectively). The t-statistics are the product of two-sample, two-tailed t-test with unequal variances.

Although we believe future research in this area will benefit greatly from these summary jury trial data, we ask two relatively basic empirical questions in what remains of this Article: First, does the decision by parties to employ partial settlement terms from one category covary meaningfully with the use of terms from another category? In other words, do we see a pattern of term use that is consistent with different categories of partial settlements serving as substitutes or complements for each other? Second, does the use of a partial settlement term have any association with the decision of the parties to fully settle their dispute? Put differently, are partial settle-
ment terms more likely on average to appear in cases that ultimately fully settle (consistent with partial settlement facilitating full settlement)? Or are such terms less likely to appear (consistent with partial settlement serving as a substitute for full settlement)?

In Table 1, we present a straightforward comparison of group means to examine the first question.\textsuperscript{312} We analyze whether settling key substantive issues (in this case, whether the parties determined to adjudicate only liability or only damages, as opposed to going to trial on both issues) has any association with the parties’ decision to engage in award modification—specifically, whether the parties agreed to cap damages or otherwise enter into a high-low contract.\textsuperscript{313}

We find that when parties settle on litigating only damages, a high-low agreement or damages-cap arrangement is more likely to occur between the parties (by 7.9 percentage points).\textsuperscript{314} In our framework, this result intimates that settling liability and constraining any award are complements, which may not be surprising, given that a defendant’s decision to accept at least some fraction of liability can at best provide only limited legal protection against a run-away verdict (and none if the defendant accepts full liability). By contrast, when the parties agree to litigate only the scope of liability, we find that a high-low agreement or damages cap is less likely to occur between the parties (by almost 17 percentage points).\textsuperscript{315} Upon reflection, this association should not be at all surprising. Indeed, an adjudication in which the parties stipulate to the amount of damages and litigate liability effectively has a high-low agreement in place, with the low set at zero (when the defendant is found to be faultless) and the high set at the agreed-upon level of damages (when the defendant is determined to be 100% responsible for the harm).\textsuperscript{316}

\textsuperscript{312} We have conducted more sophisticated analyses of these data, using logistic regressions and controlling for other features of the litigation, including the county and court of the adjudication, time, the number of attorneys and the officer presiding, whether the defendant was an experienced insurer, and the policy limit (when appropriate). The results are substantively the same, but we prefer a more straightforward presentation, not only because we can be more concise but also because the reader can verify our calculations.

\textsuperscript{313} Here, we treat damages-cap agreements and high-low contracts as interchangeable. Damages-cap agreements occur in our data when the parties agree to a high but set the low at zero—in other words, the low remains where it would have been by default.

\textsuperscript{314} This estimate is produced by subtracting the percentage of high-low cases under “Damages Only” (column (2))—87.72%—from the percentage of high-low cases under “Liability and Damages” (column (4))—79.82%.

\textsuperscript{315} This estimate is produced by subtracting the percentage of high-low cases under “Liability Only” (column (3))—62.84%—from the percentage of high-low cases under “Liability and Damages” (column (4))—79.82%.

\textsuperscript{316} See \textit{supra} notes 203–05 and accompanying text (describing in the context of Hellsinski v. Estate of Szwondrak, No. L–4196–95, 1999 WL 35218987 (N.J. Super. Ct. Law
TABLE 2. ISSUE MODIFICATION AND FULL SETTLEMENT COMPLEMENTARITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) All Cases</th>
<th>(2) Damages Only</th>
<th>(3) Liability Only</th>
<th>(4) Liability and Damages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Num Cases (Total)</td>
<td>2,748</td>
<td>1,490</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>1,110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Settlement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num Cases Fully Settling</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.1987</td>
<td>0.1765</td>
<td>0.1554</td>
<td>0.2342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>0.0076</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
<td>0.0299</td>
<td>0.0127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (versus column (4))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-5.77%</td>
<td>-7.88%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>-0.0161</td>
<td>-0.0325</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-statistic</td>
<td>-3.58</td>
<td>-2.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Table shows simple difference in mean calculations, i.e., the difference in the likelihood of the dispute fully settling in cases involving issue modification (settling liability in column (2) and settling damages in column (3)), both relative to a dispute involving both liability and damages (column (4)). The null hypothesis is that the mean full settlement rate of cases involving both liability and damages (column (4)) is equal to the mean full settlement rate of one or the other two categories of cases (damages only or liability only, in columns (2) and (3), respectively). The t-statistics are the product of two-sample, two-tailed t-test with unequal variances.

In Table 2 and Table 3, we explore the second question. We study whether parties who enter into partial settlement agreements at the outset of their litigation are more likely on average to fully settle their cases.317 We might understandably hypothesize that partial settlements and full settlements are likely to be complements. Entering into a partial settlement might ease the transition to full settlement, presumably for behavioral or bargaining-related reasons.318 Nevertheless, in our data, we find that all three partial settlements that we study (agreeing to litigate only the extent of damages, agreeing to litigate only the issue of liability, and agreeing to an award-modification contract) are associated with a lower settlement rate, assuming all else is equal.319

Div. Apr. 1, 1999), how an agreement to adjudicate only liability—i.e., settling damages—is functionally identical to a high-low agreement with a low of zero and a high of the agreed-to level of damages).317 Specifically, we examine whether agreeing either to a trial only on liability or only on damages or, alternatively, agreeing to a high-low agreement is associated with full settlement.

318 See, e.g., Prescott et al., supra note 2, at 718 n.52 (analyzing why one might be more likely to fully settle after a high-low agreement). There might even be a more mechanical, selection-based reason to explain any positive correlation: the sheer fact that the parties are able to negotiate a rather significant partial settlement would suggest that negotiation costs between the parties or their lawyers are relatively low, or that risk aversion and litigation costs matter significantly to the parties (at least where the partial settlements in question help to address these concerns).

319 Specifically, in Table 2, our data show that cases in which the parties have settled liability and are litigating only damages, fully settling the case is 5.77 percentage points
We interpret these findings as consistent with partial settlements (or at least these partial settlements) functioning as substitutes for full settlement. Relative to naked adjudication, partial settlements are an improvement and indeed optimal with respect to full settlement as well, given the parties’ revealed preferences. More precisely, when parties find plausible full settlement packages particularly unattractive because their confidence in their respective cases requires that they sacrifice too much to fully settle, partial settlement offers another path to reducing costs and limiting risk, while still allowing the parties to capitalize on their respective optimism about their prospects at trial.

**Table 3. Award Modification and Full Settlement Complementarity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) All Cases</th>
<th>(2) High-Low Agreement</th>
<th>(3) No High-Low Agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Num Cases (Total)</td>
<td>2,748</td>
<td>2,286</td>
<td>462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Full Settlement</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num Cases Fully Settling</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.1987</td>
<td>0.1772</td>
<td>0.3052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>0.0076</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
<td>0.0214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Difference (versus column (3))</strong></td>
<td>-12.80%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>0.0229</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-statistic</td>
<td>-5.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* Table shows simple difference in mean calculations, i.e., the difference in the likelihood of the dispute fully settling in cases involving a high-low agreement (column (2)), relative to a dispute involving no high-low agreement (column (3)). The null hypothesis is that the mean full settlement rate of cases involving no high-low agreement (column (3)) is equal to the mean full settlement rate of cases with a high-low agreement (column (2)). The t-statistics are the product of two-sample, two-tailed t-test with unequal variances.

Overall, we believe our empirical analyses of partial settlements in New York’s Summary Jury Trial Program confirms the intuitions and themes we have developed throughout this Article. The conven-
tional view of settlement as a simple vehicle to end litigation is too narrow. A more capacious understanding of settlement behavior directs our focus more productively to the underlying drivers of settlement. This perspective will allow us to concentrate our efforts on understanding how partial settlement agreements of all types work together (either as complements or as substitutes) in the hands of litigants and lawyers to achieve what parties want while minimizing cost and risk.

CONCLUSION: WELFARE IMPLICATIONS OF PARTIAL SETTlements

Scholars and practitioners have long pointed to the shared private benefits of settlement in civil litigation to explain its pervasiveness. 321 Fully settling (for all intents and purposes, ending the litigation) reduces risk to zero, eliminates most ongoing costs, and in some settings increases expected returns from the litigation. In this Article, we have contended that partial settlement agreements are also “settlements,” that these agreements serve the same purposes as full settlement, and that, in the end, all settlement agreements exist on a continuum, with the optimal arrangement determined by the particulars of the dispute and the preferences (including aversion to risk) of the parties.

But, are partial settlements—including award-modification, issue-modification, and procedure-modification agreements—in the interest of society as a whole? Should the legal system encourage parties to partially settle cases, as is being done in New York’s Summary Jury Trial Program and others, or should the legal system restrict or discourage the use of partial settlement agreements? While answers to these fundamental questions are nuanced and often empirical in nature, general insights and lessons from our analysis can frame key aspects of these inquiries.

First, when compared with a hypothetical system in which partial settlements are formally suppressed, the private arrangements described in our Article will tend, all else equal, to dilute the incentives of potential parties, discouraging them from taking precautions or otherwise complying with the law. This conclusion follows logically from the fact that defendants will settle if, and only if, an agreement is understood as superior to the alternatives—full-blown trials or full settlement.322 At the same time, however, plaintiffs may benefit from

321 See supra note 34 (collecting sources).
322 By the same logic, the ability of parties to settle their lawsuits out of court will dilute incentives as well. See Polinsky & Rubinfeld, supra note 36, at 109 (considering how settlements affect the level of care employed by a potential injurer).
partial settlements as a way to tailor their lawsuits. If it is effectively less expensive and less risky for plaintiffs to adjudicate a claim to verdict, then injury or harm that might otherwise have been ignored by plaintiffs or resolved out of court might instead be the source of a valuable legal claim. In other words, some claims may become less costly to defendants, but others may become more costly, depending on the many particulars of the litigation landscape.

If defendants are forward looking, and expect that partial settlements will be available to them in the future as a means of reducing litigation costs and risk, then they will estimate the balance of how these two effects trade off. Whether the availability of partial settlements affects the primary behavior of defendants is therefore an empirical question. Note, however, that even were we to determine that the availability of partial settlements diluted incentives to take care, that conclusion alone would not imply that society as a whole is worse off. If defendants were over-deterred to begin with, taking excessive precautions in anticipation of the weighty burden of future litigation, then partial settlements may in fact help to align a defendant’s private interests with those of society.

Second, for every accident or infringement of the law that does occur, the private and social costs of litigation (and the risks of litigation) are likely to fall when partial settlements are freely available relative to a world in which their use is restricted. Parties will tend to settle issues on which they largely agree, in order to avoid the costs and risks of litigation, and modify their procedures to streamline the resolution of all remaining issues. These factors surely serve to reduce private litigation costs directly, and also serve to reduce the use of time and other resources of judges, juries, and other court personnel.

---

323 This question appears very ripe for empirical research, although the challenge of finding the appropriate data to study this question in a comprehensive way may be Sisyphean.

324 See Steven Shavell, The Fundamental Divergence Between the Private and the Social Motive to Use the Legal System, 26 J. LEGAL STUD. 575, 579 (1997) (arguing that there is too little settlement and that social intervention might be necessary due to the divergence between the private and social incentives to use the legal system); Kathryn E. Spier, A Note on the Divergence Between the Private and the Social Motive to Settle Under a Negligence Rule, 26 J. LEGAL STUD. 613, 615 (1997) (contending that there is too much settlement when there is asymmetrical information about the injurer’s level of care under a negligence rule). Partial settlement agreements may compromise the accuracy of the damages paid by the defendant to the plaintiff. For discussions of this issue, see Louis Kaplow, Accuracy in Adjudication, in 1 THE NEW PALGRAVE DICTIONARY OF ECONOMICS AND THE LAW 1 (Peter Newman ed., 1998) (discussing the importance of accuracy in adjudication and how various features of the legal system affect it), and Louis Kaplow & Steven Shavell, Accuracy in the Determination of Liability, 37 J.L. & ECON. 1, 10–12 (1994) (analyzing the benefits of accuracy in the context of law enforcement and extrapolating to other contexts).
not to mention the use of taxpayer financed buildings and equipment.325 Moreover, partial settlements may further reduce the costs of litigation indirectly: by narrowing the scope of disputes in particular ways, litigants may be able to commit to moderate the intensity of their litigation effort.326

There are circumstances, however, under which the risks and private costs of litigation will rise when the parties can freely employ partial settlements. As before, cases that plaintiffs might never have filed or that would have fully settled will go to trial instead. Given the flexibility of the partial settlement apparatus, litigants can fine-tune their dispute to suit their beliefs and preferences, making court proceedings privately more attractive. For these cases, both private litigation expenses and the burden on taxpayers would rise.

Finally, the welfare implications of partial settlements are distinctive because the “gains” generated by subjective beliefs when adjudication is ongoing might be considered illusory by society. When parties fully settle, opinions about what would have happened at trial are never tested; instead, any potential speculative gains are sacrificed ex ante in exchange for eliminating costs and risk. When partial settlement options are available, however, parties may choose to speculate, accepting risk and cost (if full settlement would otherwise have been attractive) in return for capitalizing on what they view as their most reliable claims or defenses. Indeed, if litigants’ beliefs are very divergent, they may “optimally” choose to gamble on their trial, writing contracts that exacerbate risks. Doubling down can indirectly raise the costs of litigation by magnifying the scope of the disagreement and

325 Partial settlement could either help or hurt the development and evolution of the common law. Particular issues may be settled out of court via an issue-modification agreement, and so, the law on those issues may evolve more slowly. On the other hand, because the ability to reduce costs by settling some issues will allow the parties to more effectively pursue litigation on other issues, the law regarding the litigated issues may develop and evolve more efficiently. See Landes & Posner, supra note 36, at 249–50, 293 (discussing how fact-specific court holdings evolve into legal precedents and advocating for an approach “which treats legal precedent as a form of investment subject to the usual economic laws governing the formation and depreciation of capital”); George L. Priest, The Common Law Process and the Selection of Efficient Rules, 6 J. LEGAL STUD. 65, 66 (1977) (analyzing the evolution of the common law and arguing that the common law process results in largely efficient rules regardless of judicial bias or incapacity); Paul H. Rubin, Why Is the Common Law Efficient?, 6 J. LEGAL STUD. 51, 51 (1977) (arguing that efficient legal rules evolve from settlement because parties are more likely to settle when the legal rules are inefficient and more likely to litigation when they are efficient).

326 When parties adopt a high-low agreement, for example, they have eliminated the possibility of outlier awards and so have reduced the scope of their disagreement. In the majority of partial settlement agreements that we have studied, there is less to fight over and so litigants should find it in their interest to scale back their litigation investment. See supra note 26; see also Prescott et al., supra note 2, at 728–30.
encouraging greater litigation expenditures. If a particular partial settlement increases total costs and risk, but the parties nonetheless view it as attractive solely because of their differing subjective ex ante beliefs, prohibiting the partial settlement in question may be optimal, both from society's and from the parties’ collective ex post perspective.

327 See supra notes 28–30 and accompanying text (discussing how agreeing to employ the British “loser pays” rule is tantamount to doubling down, which can produce incentives to make additional costly investments in litigation).

328 The issue of whether and how to account for the perceived benefits that parties experience from speculation is debated in the economics literature. Because both parties believe that they are better off signing such contracts in advance of trial, one might argue that their private beliefs create a social benefit from speculation, which in turn suggests that gambling on trials should be encouraged. On the other hand, when evaluated ex post, it must be the case that one or both of the parties is incorrect and so their perceived value from speculation may be illegitimate or at best short-lived. Eric Posner and Glen Weyl discuss related issues in the context of financial securities and insurance law. See Eric A. Posner & E. Glen Weyl, An FDA for Financial Innovation: Applying the Insurable Interest Doctrine to Twenty-First-Century Financial Markets, 107 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1307, 1308–09 (2013) (discussing how the use of financial products for gambling as opposed to insurance can generate some benefits but ultimately produces harmful effects). For a more general discussion of welfare analysis when parties have different beliefs, see Markus K. Brunnermeier et al., A Welfare Criterion for Models with Distorted Beliefs, 129 Q.J. Econ. 1753, 1754–55 (2014) (illustrating the negative impact of divergent beliefs and proposing a belief-neutral welfare criterion).
## Figure A1

### New York United Court System

#### Summary Jury Trial Data Collection Form

Please mail, fax or scan this Data Collection Form for every Summary Jury Trial. Submit to Office of Court Research, Rm. 975, 25 Beaver St., New York, NY 10004; Fax: 212-428-2987, phone: 212-428-2990. Attention: Antoinette Coleman, acoleman@courts.state.ny.us

| 1. INDEX NUMBER: ____________________ | 2. CASE NAME: ____________________ |
| 3. COUNTY: ________________ | 4. COURT: Supreme NYC Civil Court County City/District |
| 5. CASE TYPE: Commercial Tort Motor Vehicle Other: |
| 6. NUMBER OF ATTORNEYS: Plaintiff(s) Defendant(s) |
| 7. JUDICIALLY DETERMINED TRIAL DAYS IF NO SJT: |
| 8. SJT DATE: |
| 9. ISSUES: Liability only Damages only Liability and damages |
| 10. WAS SJT: Binding Non-binding |
| 11. INSURANCE CARRIER(S): ____________________________________ |
| 11a. Policy Limit(s) $ _________________ |
| 12. IF THERE WAS A HIGH/LOW AGREEMENT, PLEASE INDICATE: $___________ High $___________ Low Non-binding |
| 13. DID THE CASE SETTLE? No Yes |
| 13a. When? Before SJT During SJT After SJT |
| 13b. What was the settlement amount? $___________ RQWNQRZ Not applicable |

### The Proceedings

| 14. WHO PRESIDED OVER THE SUMMARY JURY TRIAL? Judge JHO |
| 15. HOW MANY JURORS WERE ON THE PANEL CALLED FOR THE SUMMARY JURY TRIAL? |
| 16. HOW MUCH TIME (IN MINUTES) WAS ALLOTTED FOR VOIR DIRE? |
| Judge | Plaintiff(s) | 20 30 40 more than 40 |
| Defendant(s) | 5 10 15 more than 15 |
| Plaintiff(s) | 5 10 15 more than 15 |
| 17. HOW MUCH TIME (IN MINUTES) WAS ALLOTTED FOR... |
| ... opening statements? |
| Judge | Plaintiff(s) | 20 30 40 more than 40 |
| Defendant(s) | 5 10 15 more than 15 |
| Plaintiff(s) | 5 10 15 more than 15 |
| ... case presentation? |
| Plaintiff(s) | 30 or less 40 50 60 or more |
| Defendant(s) | 30 or less 40 50 60 or more |
| ... closing statements? |
| Judge | Plaintiff(s) | 20 30 40 more than 40 |
| Defendant(s) | 5 10 15 more than 15 |
| Plaintiff(s) | 5 10 15 more than 15 |
| 18. HOW MANY WITNESSES TESTIFIED (LIVE OR BY VIDEO) FOR THE... |
| Plaintiff(s) | 0 1 2 more than 2 |
| Defendant(s) | 0 1 2 more than 2 |
| 19. HOW MANY EXPERT REPORTS WERE SUBMITTED FOR THE... |
| Plaintiff(s) | 0 1 2 more than 2 |
| Defendant(s) | 0 1 2 more than 2 |

### The Verdict

| 20. WAS ANY DOCUMENTARY OR DEMONSTRATIVE EVIDENCE GIVEN TO THE JURY? Yes No |
| 21. FOR HOW LONG (IN MINUTES) DID THE JURY DELIBERATE? 30 or less 40 50 60 or more |
| 22. VERDICT: Plaintiff Defendant Split Hung |
| 23. DAMAGES AWARDED: $___________ Settled before deliberations |

**Who Completed This Form?**

NAME: ____________________________________________

PHONE NUMBER: __________________________ DATE: ______________________
# Table A1. Summary Jury Trial Summary Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num of Cases</th>
<th>Liability Only Cases</th>
<th>Damages Only Cases</th>
<th>High-Low Cases</th>
<th>All Cases</th>
<th>Total Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of SJT:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td>2286</td>
<td>2748</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>48.7%</td>
<td>81.8%</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
<td>398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>44.3%</td>
<td>71.7%</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>54.3%</td>
<td>82.4%</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
<td>601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>58.7%</td>
<td>82.5%</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
<td>601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>61.5%</td>
<td>89.8%</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>54.0%</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>missing</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>27.3%</td>
<td>57.6%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award Modification:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Low Agreement</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>57.2%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>83.2%</td>
<td>2286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No High-Low Agreement</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td>39.6%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue Modification:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liability Only</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>62.8%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damages Only</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>87.7%</td>
<td>54.2%</td>
<td>1490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liability and Damages</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>85.0%</td>
<td>35.7%</td>
<td>982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure Modification:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearly Binding</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
<td>86.3%</td>
<td>79.3%</td>
<td>2180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible Bench Trial</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>53.1%</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Presiding</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>54.6%</td>
<td>82.7%</td>
<td>69.8%</td>
<td>1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County of SJT:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>56.8%</td>
<td>93.0%</td>
<td>23.4%</td>
<td>644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronx</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>51.5%</td>
<td>84.5%</td>
<td>34.6%</td>
<td>952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kings</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>43.0%</td>
<td>83.5%</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>74.0%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td>34.8%</td>
<td>65.2%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockland</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>78.1%</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Other Counties</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>53.7%</td>
<td>63.5%</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJT Case Outcomes:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully Settled</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>48.2%</td>
<td>74.2%</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defendant Verdict</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>51.9%</td>
<td>82.3%</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaintiff Verdict</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>62.0%</td>
<td>84.0%</td>
<td>24.6%</td>
<td>676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damages (mean)</td>
<td>$50,115</td>
<td>$77,853</td>
<td>$83,284</td>
<td>$82,322</td>
<td>(85,243.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(85,243.5)</td>
<td>(129,245.6)</td>
<td>(155,627.1)</td>
<td>(151,819.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Case Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial Days if No SJT</td>
<td>2.692</td>
<td>3.104</td>
<td>3.219</td>
<td>3.072</td>
<td>(1.463)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Limit (per incident)</td>
<td>$131,430</td>
<td>$227,616</td>
<td>$198,118</td>
<td>$195,835</td>
<td>(197,829)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(197,829)</td>
<td>(3,130,752)</td>
<td>(2,497,316)</td>
<td>(2,406,701)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num Plaintiff Attys</td>
<td>1.041</td>
<td>1.030</td>
<td>1.035</td>
<td>1.036</td>
<td>(0.199)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.199)</td>
<td>(0.303)</td>
<td>(0.274)</td>
<td>(0.266)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num Defendant Attys</td>
<td>1.055</td>
<td>1.032</td>
<td>1.063</td>
<td>1.064</td>
<td>(0.257)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.257)</td>
<td>(0.198)</td>
<td>(0.264)</td>
<td>(0.263)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num Witnesses (total)</td>
<td>2.227</td>
<td>1.400</td>
<td>1.794</td>
<td>1.850</td>
<td>(0.856)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.856)</td>
<td>(0.834)</td>
<td>(0.941)</td>
<td>(0.965)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num Expert Reports (total)</td>
<td>1.286</td>
<td>3.777</td>
<td>3.450</td>
<td>3.289</td>
<td>(1.806)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.806)</td>
<td>(2.021)</td>
<td>(2.141)</td>
<td>(2.149)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Percentages are out of row totals, but because not all categories are included (e.g., liability and damages cases and non-high-low cases are omitted), the rows do not total to 100% in each category. Averages are taken over non-missing values, and standard deviations are reported in parentheses.